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ABSTRACT
A Series of Acts that Disappear: The Valparaíso School’s Ephemeral Architectures, 1952-1982
by
Elizabeth Rose Donato
Advisor: Anna Indych-López
In 1952, Chilean architect Alberto Cruz (1917-2013) and Argentine poet Godofredo
Iommi (1917-2001) launched one of the most idiosyncratic experiments in postwar art and
architectural pedagogy in the industrial port of Valparaíso, Chile. Founded on the premise that
architecture must be “co-generada” with poetry, the so-called Valparaíso School developed an
expanded conception of the discipline that encompassed ephemeral forms, from urban drifting to
performative and ludic actions. This dissertation examines four specific “acts” in the Valparaíso
School’s corpus: the exhibition, the poetic act, the journey, and the game. Across these different
forms, I identify a tendency toward openness, improvisation, indeterminacy, and participation in
the School's discourse and activities that corresponded with regional and global experimentation
in postwar artistic education and neo-avant-garde collective practices. The School, however,
developed a distinct approach informed by poetry rather than technology or communication
theory, and in isolation from contemporary art circles. My study tracks the implications of the
School’s “open” artistic project and pedagogy against key shifts in the evolving sociopolitical
and economic context in its first thirty years of existence, from 1952 to 1982, which spanned
postwar developmentalism, Cold War geopolitics, and the era of Augusto Pinochet’s military
dictatorship (1973–1990). Examining the School’s archive of “ephemeral architectures” within
this historical context, I argue that the School’s project was undergirded by a paradox between its
rhetoric and aesthetic of openness and a type of closure—at times, “openness” operated as a
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liberating pedagogical and artistic strategy, and at others, elided the conflictive politics of its
present. In doing so, this dissertation examines the contradictions of a dynamic less thoroughly
examined in histories of vanguardism in Latin America, and interrogates the possibilities and
limitations of such an “experimental pedagogy.”
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INTRODUCTION
In an undated recording of a televised interview, the Argentine poet Godofredo Iommi
(1917-2001) asserted that “all public life is a series of acts that disappear as others take shape.”1
The “act” and its ephemeral nature became central to the pedagogy of the so-called “Valparaíso
School,” which Iommi co-founded with the Chilean architect Alberto Cruz (1917-2013) in 1952.
At its core, Iommi's aphorism captures the School's commitment to observing everyday life and
phenomena in the public sphere. In the early 1950s, Cruz and Iommi scandalized the
architectural establishment after sending students into the streets of Santiago, where Cruz was
then a professor in the school of architecture at the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile
(PUC). After relocating their project to the coast in 1952, Cruz and Iommi, along with a group of
students and former PUC professors, transformed the industrial port city of Valparaíso into ludic
and auto-pedagogical terrain. 2 The sustained observation of minor gestures of urban inhabitants
and other “manifestations of life” in the city's labyrinthine topography became the stuff of
architectural study for this fledging institute of “poet-architects.”3 Soon the School began to
incorporate performative acts and games into its urban-centric pedagogy, often engaging the
local community. The “acts” evoked in Iommi's phrase quoted above, then, not only reference
the point of departure for their study (i.e. urban life), but they also characterize the diverse range
of activities performed by the School over the course of six decades of experimentation.
This dissertation examines four specific “acts,” or what I call “ephemeral architectures,”
in the Valparaíso School's corpus that constitute its expanded approach to the discipline: the
1

Cited in María Berríos, “Invisible Architecture and the Poetry of Action,” in Drifts and Derivations: Experiences,
Although affiliated with an academic institution, the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso, the Valparaíso
School, as its colloquially known, established an institute in its first year, which was intended to function
independently from the university. Its faculty consisted of architects, poets, visual artists, and philosophers.
3
Alberto Cruz, “Improvisation,” excerpt translated and reprinted in Drifts and Derivations: Experiences, Journeys
and Morphologies, eds. María Berríos and Lisette Lagnado (Madrid: Reina Sofia, 2010), 160. See original
https://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/Improvisación_del_Señor_Alberto_Cruz. Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong.
2
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exhibition, the poetic act, the journey, and the game. Across these different forms, I identify a
tendency toward openness, improvisation, and indeterminacy that emerged in the School's
discourse and activities. Such rhetoric and tendencies corresponded with postwar
experimentation in artistic education—e.g. Cagean aesthetics at Black Mountain College, the rise
of instruction and score-based curricula under the influence of conceptualist artist-teachers in
North America, and Polish architect Oskar Hansen’s theory of “Open Form”—but developed
independently and in relative isolation from contemporary art circles. Although the School has
been examined extensively in architectural histories, and increasingly in curatorial projects and
art histories, its engagement with ephemeral or embodied actions and what resembles a
“dematerialized” method remain underexamined.4 Nor are these “acts” widely acknowledged in
broader art histories of the postwar neo-avant-garde despite their resonances with a range of
established themes and practices from a preoccupation with the everyday, Happenings,
Situationism, participation, to the surge of experimental art and architecture pedagogies of the
1960 and 1970s. This dissertation contends that although the School educated architects first and
foremost, it also operated as a fertile training ground for multidisciplinary experimental artistic
practices that resonated with global neo-avant-gardes, but reflect the particularities of an
understudied context in South America.
Founded on the premise that architecture must be “co-generada” (co-produced) with
poetry, the Valparaíso School founders turned from more conventional sources in architectural

4

The School founders never used the term “dematerialization” to describe their practices, and they were likely
unaware of the discourse surrounding the concept and its currency in the art world by the time it was coined by
Argentine artist Oscar Masotta in 1967 to describe the mediated work of art. It was subsequently canonized by the
U.S. American critic Lucy Lippard to characterize the privileging of immaterial concepts over the production of
discrete artistic objects as a means of bypassing the art market. See Oscar Masotta, “After Pop We Dematerialize,”
in Listen, Here Now!: Argentine Art of the 1960s: Writings of the Avant-Garde (New York: Museum of Modern Art,
2004) and Lucy Lippard and John Chandler, “The Dematerialization of Art,” Art International 12, no. 2 (February
1968): 31–36; Lucy Lippard, Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972 (Berkeley:
University of California, 1973).

2

history to an array of eclectic sources from European and Latin American avant-gardes, the
nineteenth century poètes maudits, and Martin Heidegger's writing on art. Frequently invoking
the proto-surrealist poet Comte de Lautréamont (Isidore Ducasse)'s dictum that “poetry must be
made by everyone. Not by one,” Arthur Rimbaud’s line “one must be absolutely modern,” and
Friedrich Hölderlin’s phrase “poetically man dwells,” the School’s founders staked out a unique
position not only in the field of architecture, but also in life and education.5 The group would
develop a highly specialized language and canon of references that provided a poetic alternative
to technocratic modernity. The Valparaíso School aimed to restore architecture to the status of an
oficio (vocation or trade) rather than a bureaucratic profession. It was founded as a rejection of
the professional sphere and its tendency to reduce architecture to a commercialized pursuit
devoid of a humanistic, poetically-inflected understanding of building and the environment. The
School engaged a collective (yet hierarchical) mode of working, living, and study that recalls the
tradition of medieval guilds, as well as the early Bauhaus’s commitment to arts and craft.
Although the School has become known for expanding the disciplinary conception of
architecture, it rigidly maintained disciplinary knowledge and specificity.
The establishment of the Valparaíso School's project was unique in the context of
postwar Latin America. Across the region, developmentalist regimes of the 1950s and 1960s
deemed architecture an efficient tool to modernize the nation and its citizenry, while
simultaneously projecting an image of modernity on the international stage.6 The appearance of

5

The Uruguayan-born Comte de Lautréamont became an inspirational figure for both the Surrealists and
Situationists. See Comte de Lautréamont (Isidore Ducasse), Poésies and Complete Miscellanea, trans. Alexis
Lykiard (New York and London: Allison and Busby, 1978); Arthur Rimbaud, A Season in Hell and the Drunken
Boat, trans. Louise Varese (New York: New Directions Press, 2011); Friedrich Hölderlin, “In Lovely Blue,” in
Hymns and Fragments, trans. Richard Sieburth (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984), 247–54.
6
Developmentalism is an economic theory and school of thought that gained currency in the post-WWII era. It
promoted the idea that developing nations could “develop” their economies through the state-sponsored expansion
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major state-sponsored projects, from the establishment of the new modern capital Brasília (19561960) to the founding of new university cities (Caracas, Bogotá, and Rio de Janeiro) based on
CIAM urban principles, consolidated images of progress and modern monumentality.7 The
Valparaíso School insisted on a different scale, one that was human-centered, “intimate” and
departed from the everyday needs of the city and its inhabitants. It developed a
phenomenological approach to teaching architecture that began with what was immediately
observable and celebrated the originary function of language to inaugurate an architectural
action. Throughout its history, the School remained skeptical of the messianic promises of
technology and industry to transform society. As Chilean architecture schools began to
incorporate modernist principles in the late 1940s, the Valparaíso School founders departed from
then-prevalent Bauhaus-derived curricula, and other functionalist approaches to designing the
built environment.8 Nor was it concerned with cybernetic and information theories, which began
to influence artists, architects and designers in the 1960s and 1970s in the Americas and Europe.9
Since its founding in the early 1950s, the School has undertaken urban drifts, poetic
actions, long-distance travel, and games as a means of destabilizing conventional approaches to
the discipline. Yet its actions are often severed from a broader consideration of both the local and
regional historical contexts, despite the centrality of an Americanist discourse and philosophy in
its project. In part, such readings are perpetuated by the School's own writings and archive,
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which preserve a strangely de-historicized understanding of its practice, a reflection of its
commitment to a radical poetics above all else. Throughout much of its history, the School has
frequently been perceived as hermetic for its highly idiosyncratic conception of architecture and
mode of working, and its singular, opaque language considered too dense and impenetrable.
Figures in the architectural establishment, such as Sergio Larraín, have variously criticized the
School for being “elitist” and “ivory tower,” or “locos” (crazy).10 These perceptions were often
reinforced by the School's actions and it, indeed, maintained an elite posturing that was distinct
from both mainstream approaches to architectural pedagogy, as well as popular forms of
education in Chile.
This dissertation aims to address such historical gaps in the predominant discourse on the
School as well as challenge aspects of its constructed mythos. It tracks the implications of the
School’s “open” artistic project and pedagogy against key shifts in the evolving sociopolitical
and economic context in its first thirty years of existence, from 1952 to 1982, which spanned
postwar developmentalism, Cold War geopolitics, and the era of Augusto Pinochet’s military
dictatorship (1973–1990). Examining the School’s production of four distinct yet interrelated
ephemeral “acts” in concert with the local and regional context, I argue that its project was
undergirded by a paradox between its rhetoric and aesthetic of openness and a type of closure,
manifested in its rarefied language, hermetic communal formation, and persistent refusal to
engage with external political concerns that infringed on its way of life. Despite its avant-garde
posturing, the School ultimately represents a conservative model of experimental artistic
10
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pedagogy and collective practice that was not invested in transgressing disciplinary or
educational boundaries or normative social relations. Although “openness” at times operated as a
liberating pedagogical and artistic strategy, it also effectively elided the conflictive politics of its
present.

Literature Review

There has been a spate of writing on the Valparaíso School in the last decade, in the form
of exhibition catalogues, short essays, and articles, yet there is minimal scholarship on the topic.
The earliest secondary literature on the School developed primarily in the field of architectural
history and theory, typically in the form of surveys of Chilean architecture and monographic
treatments written primarily by associates or close acquaintances of the School.11 Monographs
by Fernando Pérez Oyarzun and Rodrigo Pérez de Arce and Ann Pendleton-Jullian, for example,
provide useful foundations, but lack critical or rigorous historical perspectives.12 Scholars such
as Pérez Oyarzun have characterized the Valparaíso School as a “heterodox” manifestation of
architectural culture in Chile and South America.13 As such, the literature tends to frame the
School as an isolated phenomenon, rather than position it in dialogue with other artistic and
11
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architectural movements, and fails to examine its project vis-à-vis Chilean and Latin American
sociopolitical contexts. Unsurprisingly, the architectural history perspectives have emphasized
the School’s most well-known projects and the little built work that exists, such the group’s
experimental site and communal residence Ciudad Abierta (Open City), founded in 1970.14 This
dissertation aims to thematize and theorize the less visible aspects of its production, specifically
its non-architectural output and theoretical and pedagogical work.
Conversely, the School is rarely considered in art histories of Chile or, until recently,
histories of Latin American art. This elision is partly due to disciplinary blind spots, but it is also
largely because of the School’s detachment from any ideological or politically-engaged stance.
Art histories of Chilean art tend to focus on conceptualist tendencies produced under the military
dictatorship (1973-1990), which have framed the so-called Escena de avanzada generation as a
“rupture,” reinforcing the notion that experimental practices had not developed in the country in
previous decades.15 Part of the goal of this dissertation is to extend the frame of art historical
narratives of Chile and—while acknowledging its distinct trajectories and politics— to broaden
the consideration of multi-disciplinary, collective, experimental, performance and languagebased practices in the local context.
However, the art historical scholarship focusing on the School has drastically expanded
in recent years due to its increased exposure in large-scale exhibitions such as Drifts and
Derivations: Experiences, Journeys and Morphologies at the Reina Sofia (2010), the 30th São
Paulo Bienal (2012), Latin America in Construction: Architecture, 1955-1980 at The Museum of
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Modern Art (2015), and Documenta 14 (2017).16 As a result, much of the discourse has been
produced in the context of exhibition catalogues, brochures, and contemporary art publications,
and, like the aforementioned literature, lacks a historic contextualization of the School and the
social and political implications of its project. Sociologist and curator María Berríos is one of the
first external researchers of a younger generation of Chilean scholars to engage extensively with
the School’s archives and has published several articles and essays on various aspects of its
collective production. Berríos has introduced compelling theoretical frameworks drawn from
performance theory to forward a more politicized understanding of the School’s activity.17 Yet,
as several of these texts accompany exhibitions of the School or its major figures, they are hardly
critical.18 Her analyses have set the groundwork for deeper, more nuanced engagements, and I
am particularly indebted to her concepts of “active vanishings” and “invisible architectures” to
characterize the School’s archive of ludic and poetic actions.19
Although curatorial initiatives account for much of the writing around the Valparaíso
School in the last decade, other art historical approaches have broadened the frame of the
School’s impact in the fields of art, architecture, and design. Architectural historian Alejandro
Crispiani’s book Objetos para transformer el mundo: trajectories del arte concreto-invención,
Argentina y Chile, 1940-1970 provides an interdisciplinary, transnational perspective on the
16
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School within the context of Concrete aesthetics and the concept of “invention” in the Southern
Cone.20 Like Crispiani, I am interested in how the School intersected and aligned itself with
other South American vanguard collectives and institutions.21 His analysis of the exhibition of
artists formerly associated with the Argentine group Asociación de Arte Concreto-Invención
(AACI) is particularly useful for my own consideration of the School’s early history and the
significant role of the exhibition space to articulate its relationship to the city. As Crispiani
devotes three chapters to the Valparaíso School alongside other case studies in Uruguay (Joaquín
Torres-García), Argentina (the Asociación de Arte Concreto-Invención and MADÍ), and Chile
(Vicente Huidobro, Gui Bonsiepe), his discussion of the historical and political backdrop
surrounding the School lacks depth. I further depart from Crispiani’s analysis as he centers on
the shifting role and status of the object, whereas I consider the ephemeral, frequently non-object
based “acts,” heretofore underexamined in depth in the secondary literature. In a review of
Crispiani's book, the art historian Mónica Amor has noted in relation to the chapters on the
Valparaíso School that, “the reader is struck by the experimental nature of these poetic and
performative practices— which clearly had parallels in major cultural capitals such as New York
(Kaprow’s happenings), Paris (Situationism), and Caracas (El Techo de la Ballena)— as by the
fact that they did not presuppose an art audience. The latent aesthetics of dematerialization
embodied by these practices are equally fascinating…”22 It is precisely these practices that I seek
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to explore further, their resonances and intersections with other artistic manifestations in order to
provide a fuller account of the School’s contributions to artistic and architectural culture.
Crispiani’s focus on the Southern Cone echoes other projects that focus on what is, in
addition to Open City, the School’s most well-known work: Amereida. A multi-faceted project
consisting of a long-distance journey and corresponding publication, as well as a philosophy that
guided the School’s working method and pedagogy beginning in the mid-1960s, Amereida
articulated an autochthonous “American” approach to learning from spaces and geographies of
Latin America. In the past several years alone, Amereida has been the focus of a recent art
history dissertation on the travesías (journeys), as well as book chapters on expanded notions of
landscape, and exhibitions.23 Unlike these various projects, I posit that this critical project cannot
be severed from earlier and subsequent articulations of open-endedness and the improvisatory.
Thus I position Amereida within a broader trajectory of “acts,” including exhibitions,
performative gestures, and games performed by members of the School. Furthermore, I seek to
interrogate the political implications of Amereida by contextualizing it within decolonial
discourses that emerged in the 1950s and 1960s in the Global South.
A consideration of the School’s construction of the “south” sheds light on other
historiographic exclusions. Histories of postwar art and architectural pedagogies, for example,
have expanded in recent years, but continue to privilege Bauhaus-centric narratives and North
American institutions.24 Comparatively fewer studies have examined critically the role of art and
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architectural pedagogy in Latin America, with the exception of studies like Susana Torre’s
research on the study of architectural history in the region and architectural historian Beatriz
Colomina’s collaborative project Radical Pedagogies.25 The latter has evolved into other
publications that do take a more complex view of the School’s role in history. Architectural
historian Ignacio González Galán’s essay in a recent volume on the Valparaíso School highlights
the “historical frictions” of the Cold War era that are too often absent from most framings of the
School.26 The most critical and overdue analysis of the problem of politics in the School’s
history to date remains architectural historian Ana María León’s influential article that engages a
comparative analysis of performance tactics deployed at Open City and the geographically
proximate Ritoque concentration camp, where a number of socially-engaged artists and
architects were interned during the early years of dictatorship.27 Building off of these more
critical perspectives, I seek to provide a nuanced consideration of how the group negotiated,
defied, and evaded political norms and expectations throughout the first three decades of its
history.
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Method

Although my primary object of study is an architecture school, there is little formal
(visual) analysis of the architectural object in this dissertation. Rather, my approach to the
School’s activity shifts away from an emphasis on built work (primarily confined to the Open
City) and architectural history methodologies and toward an examination of the “in-between”
spaces of production and process— the ephemeral and embodied “acts” that form the basis of the
School’s proposal to be “absolutely modern.” Thus the primary methodology of this dissertation
is necessarily archival. I undertake a close examination of primary source documentation in the
School’s archives— of published and unpublished faculty writings, curricular materials,
drawings, paper architecture, and photographic documentation— in concert with the shifting
sociopolitical context of Chile. The mission of the School’s project to unite poetry and
architecture also demands an interdisciplinary approach. Therefore I draw upon literary theory,
philosophy, as well as the history of art and architectural pedagogy to frame my analysis.
Despite the apparent anti-visual approach of this dissertation, the School’s institutional
archive, the Archivo Historico José Vial Armstrong is teeming with visually rich materials, in
both physical and digital formats.28 Writing on the role of ephemerality in the work of Chileanborn artist Cecilia Vicuña—who has similarly been overlooked in art histories of Chile until
recently—art historian Julia Bryan-Wilson reminds scholars that “the so-called dematerialized
art of the 1960s was rarely actually so but rather generated material residues in the form of
postcards, contracts, photographic documentation, and the like, stuff of undisputed concrete
28
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materiality that nonetheless was widely understood at the time to be somewhat resistant to the
market’s lust for commodity-objects.29 María Berríos, as I mentioned previously, has also
addressed the abundance of archival materials that forms the School’s “work,” its “invisible
architectures.” While I am not claiming that the School’s production and pedagogy were akin to
conceptual art practice, I contend that they shared a similar critical attitude toward the
commodification and institutionalization of architectural practice and engaged ephemeral
practices that often challenged the primacy of the object or emphasized the act over determined
form.
This archival approach, however, simultaneously requires a critical awareness of the
visually seductive, yet frequently decontextualized documentation of ephemeral actions, as well
as the School’s own self-constructed mythology sustained by the archive. The Archivo Histórico
José Vial Armstrong, initially conceived as a repository for photographic documentation of the
School’s activities, was founded shortly after the re-structuring of the architecture faculty in
1952, but eventually evolved into the “archivo histórico” under the auspices of faculty member
José Vial. Prompted by increased interest in the School’s archive, current archivist-faculty
member Jaime Reyes recently published an article offering an explanation about its logic and
idiosyncratic classificatory system devised by Vial.30 Reyes’ remarks about the origins and
evolution of the archive suggest that the School’s archival practice is yet another extension of the
School’s poetics: “the Historical Archive’s ‘code’ is a drawing; a plastic and artistic
configuration that represents a point of view, not a systematic collection of infallible and
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universal laws.”31 He refers to the archival system as an “organic” code, mutable and subject to
change. Drawing upon a biological metaphor of organic growth to explain the archive’s
behavior, and likening the archive to a work of art, Reyes poetically illustrates how the archive is
never a fixed representation of its history.
Despite the apparent self-reflexivity of Reyes’s article and its gesture towards making its
“poetic code” transparent, his essay brings to light one of the major problems implicit in archival
research and in the historiography on the School: a lack of critical engagement with the School’s
self-conscious construction of its history and patrimony. Until relatively recently, much of the
existing literature on the School has tended to replicate the founders’ rhetoric. Students continue
to produce theses and projects related to the School’s history and its own language, which are, in
turn, integrated into the archive. This inward-oriented pedagogy was also noted by León in her
critical assessment of the School. She maintains that, although the School’s commitment to
making the archive publicly accessible through its digital platforms signals its transparency, the
archive instead represents a “carefully curated vision of the School’s history…its own brand.”32
While this critical distance is necessary, it is also important to recall that the School’s inward
focus is a pedagogical response to Amereida, that teaching and learning must focus on the local
and the immediately observable.
The tension between transparency and control points to a further challenge regarding the
discrepancy between the School’s rhetoric and what the archive yields. Despite the School’s
privileging of collectivity and its promotion of an anti-hierarchical pedagogy, the voice of the
faculty overwhelms that of the collective in textual documents, complicating the notion of
collectivity espoused by School. The engagement with the School’s archive raises critical
31
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questions about how collectivity and agency may be manifested in its archive. At various points
in this dissertation, I aim to put pressure on the concept of lo colectivo, attempting to define it for
the School, and how it compares to other political and artistic constructions, and querying what it
means in the context of Chile at various moments in its history.

Chapter overview

This dissertation is structured thematically and traces a roughly chronological arc,
examining distinct manifestations of “acts” at certain critical moments in the School’s history.
Although each chapter is anchored in a specific historical moment, in both the School’s history
and the broader cultural and political backdrop of Chile, each “act” is also an inflection point for
subsequent manifestations of each activity that at times exceed the temporal bounds of each
chapter. My study begins in 1952, the year of the School’s founding following a period of
contested reforms in Santiago’s main schools of architecture. The terminus of the study is 1982,
the year of the School’s thirty-year retrospective exhibition and the internal publication of
Iommi’s lecture “One Must Be Absolutely Modern.”33 In the latter chapter, for example, the
reader will note brief discussion of games held in the mid-1980s, which extended up to the early
1990s, but, for the purposes of this study, I have limited the broader frame to the first thirty years
of the School’s existence.
The first chapter, “Exhibiting the Intimate City,” focuses on key exhibitions the School
organized in the 1950s as it established itself in Valparaíso: an exhibition of Argentine artists
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formerly associated with the Asociación de Arte Concreto-Invencíon (AACI) in 1952; the Milanbased Movimento per l’arte concreta (MAC) in 1953; and its own presentation at the Latin
American Conference of Architecture Schools and Faculties in 1959. The chapter also provides a
contextual overview of the School’s founding in the early 1950s and the landscape of
architectural culture and pedagogy amid debates over the modernization of curricula in Chilean
schools of architecture during the previous decade. The exhibitions of the 1950s established a
precedent for the School’s first large-scale retrospective of its own work at the Museo Nacional
de Bellas Artes in 1972. I argue that these series of exhibitions established a discourse on what I
call the “intimate city,” an urban imaginary that countered the developmentalist city, and a mode
of discursive, dialogical exhibition-making that constituted an early form of public, performative
action in the School’s emerging project.
The second chapter, “Dissolving Forms: The Poetic Act, the Phalène, and the
Performance of Modernity,” centers on the performative aspect of the School’s production, the
poetic act and phalène, in the context of Iommi’s understudied extended period in Europe from
1958-1963 and his subsequent return to Chile in 1964. These years marked a critical turning
point in Iommi’s work and theorization of the poetic act. In the early 1960s, Iommi collaborated
with the MADÍ artist Carmelo Arden Quin (1913-2010) in the Grupo la phalène, thus extending
the Valparaíso School’s dialogue with legacies of Argentine Concrete art initiated in the early
1950s that formed the basis of the first chapter. Although Arden Quin and Iommi would split due
to disagreements over the role of improvisation, I argue that they shared a similar project: both
pursued ludic approaches and aspired to the spatialization of poetry. Iommi, for his part,
emphasized the possibilities of travel, orality, and the embodied affects of the poet—a type of
modern-day troubadour—whereas Arden Quin remained committed to the plastic and material
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possibilities of poetic form. Exploring the broader context of the development of the poetic act in
Europe, this chapter also examines its resonances with and departures from the avant-garde and
the broader community of Latin American artists working in Paris in the early-mid 1960s.
Finally, it considers the implications of the poetic act in the architectural culture of postwar Chile
upon Iommi’s return in 1964, and insists on the correspondence between Iommi’s aesthetic ideas
about the poetic act and Cruz’s own architectural theories.
The third chapter, “The Open Continent and the Interior Sea: The Amereida Project in
Cold War South America,” examines the centrality of long-distance travel (travesía) as a form in
the School’s activity. Upon his return from Europe, Iommi expanded the notion of the phalène to
the landscape of America in what would become known as Amereida, a portmanteau of América
and Eneida, the Spanish translation of the Aeneid. In 1965, several faculty members and other
Latin American and European collaborators—philosophers, poets, and visual artists— embarked
on a journey from the tip of the continent to their declared “poetic capital of America,” Santa
Cruz, Bolivia. This chapter examines this historic journey alongside the eponymous publication,
Amereida (1967), an epic poem inspired by the journey, and related documentation. It argues that
the School approached the idea of “America” as an aesthetic proposition predicated on openness,
indeterminacy, and improvisation. This chapter also interrogates the political implications of the
Amereida project, which drew upon Mexican philosopher Edmundo O’Gorman’s protopostcolonial text, La invención de América (1958). Thus, the latter half of the chapter examines
Amereida in the context of emergent decolonial discourses in the 1950s and 1960s Global South,
and questions the limitations and contradictions of its aesthetic openness.
The fourth chapter, “Hacer (Des)aparecer: Manuel Casanueva’s Torneos and the Spatial
Politics of Play,” focuses on the concept of el juego (the game) in the School’s corpus and its
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specific manifestation in architect Manuel Casanueva (1946-2014)’s torneos program, designed
for the Culture of the Body Workshop beginning in the early 1970s. The development of the
tournaments coincided with a shift in spatial politics for the group following the establishment of
the Open City in the post-University Reform movement, in which the School played an active
role, and the imposition of the dictatorship in 1973. The chapter examines the distinct sources
and influences on the School’s concept of the game and argues that the tournaments represented
an extension of the School’s preoccupation with modernist autonomous (re)invention and
improvisation rather than a reflection of contemporaneous politicized and play-oriented
approaches to pedagogy. To that end, it also contrasts the tournaments with contemporaneous
pedagogically-minded, collective practices of the neo-avant-garde in the 1970s.
The dissertation concludes with a consideration of how the School has been framed in
recent exhibitions in the contemporary art world. As decreased funding for arts programs,
mounting student debt, and regimes of standardized testing remain the status quo in higher
education, artists and curators have become increasingly invested in histories and legacies of
experimental pedagogies. I end by suggesting what can be learned from the School’s more
radical propositions, such as engaging with public life and more sustainable approaches to
design, while also acknowledging the common misunderstandings of its history and the
limitations of its pedagogy.

Definition of Terms, Scope, and Contribution

Because the School developed its own language and set of specialized terms, I will
introduce and define specific concepts unique to the School throughout the dissertation. Similar
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to the School’s own conception of architecture, my definition of “act” is expansive. It is
characterized by an ephemeral, temporary duration—what is often perceived to be the antithesis
of architectural form. In many cases, the act centers on the bodies of students, teachers, and the
temporary community of participants in the cities and towns where members of the School
performed their ludic and performative acts. Current members of the School committed to
upholding the School's legacy have also attempted to define the types of acts that make up the
School's idiosyncractic approach:
An ample differentiation of several acts according to their peculiarities and specific
purposes can be found within the School's oral tradition and common knowledge. Still,
all of those acts share characteristics that give shape to the interaction between elements
as bodies, space and voice. School members have identified two primary types of acts:
the “poetic act” and the “celebration act.” 34
The former is conceived as an inaugural gesture, which opens the course of a collective project,
whereas celebration acts commemorate an “extraordinary moment,” or specific events such as
the beginning of an academic term. The latter also entails the production of spaces, crafts, and
other objects. The poetic act, on the other hand, is generally more open to improvisation.
Although these are useful definitions for understanding the School's conceptualization of
the act, my understanding is not limited to these typologies. I also consider the exhibition form as
a type of act for its unique, temporary manifestation that also calls for the production of a space.
The School's understanding of the act is most directly inspired by the Surrealist notion of the
poetic act. Iommi was particularly drawn to Surrealist inspired tactics well before co-founding
the Valparaíso School. In the late 1930s and early 1940s, he was part of a small collective of
Argentine and Brazilian poets known as the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea (Holy Brotherhood

34
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of the Orchid). The group collectively engaged in Surrealist actions and gestures, such as
destroying their written verses and urban drifting. However, unlike the Surrealists, Iommi and his
colleagues at the Valparaíso School were not invested in the exploration of the unconscious.
This study also seeks to examine the ways in which the School’s varying articulations of
“openness”—the Open City, the open continent in Amereida, its open archive, and its openended process to working and construction—corresponded and diverged from other established
paradigms of openness in postwar aesthetic theory. The pedagogy and theoretical production of
Polish architect and pedagogue Oskar Hansen (1922-2005), for example, resonate with the
Valparaíso School on several levels. Both emerged from debates about late modern architecture
in their respective contexts in the 1950s and developed an interdisciplinary, process-oriented
approach to pedagogy that spanned architecture, urban planning, and the visual arts. Hansen’s
theory, which he first presented at the final CIAM conference in Otterlo in 1959, called for a
destabilization of the hierarchy between architect and user and the flexibility and
transformability of environment, “creating adaptive architectural frames to expose the richness of
everyday life.”35 As a teacher at the Warsaw Academy of Fine Arts, Hansen’s theory exerted
profound influence on a new generation of avant-garde artists and filmmakers.36 In the 1970s,
when the Valparaíso School expanded its playful exercises to the development of torneos,
Hansen and former students organized “visual games,” which relied on non-verbal
communication, such as bodily gestures and movements, to explore intersubjective relations
within the collective.
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Alexandra Kedziorek and Łukasz Ronduda, Oskar Hansen: Opening Modernism: On Open Form, Architecture,
Art and Didactics (Warsaw: Museum of Modern Art, 2014), 11.
36
Axel Wieder and Florian Zeyfang, eds. Open Form: Space, Interaction, and the Tradition of Oskar Hansen
(Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2014), 23. Because of the implicit emphasis on individual subjectivity in Open Form,
Hansen was prohibited from practicing as an architect during the Stalinist era. He sought employment in the
Academy of Fine Arts as an alternative and as a venue for applying his theory.
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Hansen’s emphasis on participation and communication recalls literary theorist and
semiotician Umberto Eco’s more well-known formulation, opera aperta (the open work) (1962),
which identified an increasing tendency toward open-ended constructions and chance procedures
in contemporary music, literature, and visual art.37 Whereas both Eco and Hansen’s respective
theories called for the diminishing role of the singular author, the Valparaíso School still
privileged the word and gestures of the poet within a collective formation. Eco and Hansen’s
theories also corresponded with the incipient rise of cybernetics and communication theories
engaged by neo-avant-garde artists of the 1960s and 1970s, but did not influence the Valparaíso
School, which maintained a limited engagement with technology.
This dissertation is not an exhaustive survey of the different forms of “acts” in the
School's history, but instead offers a theorization of how these varied activities reflect an
understanding and adaptation of avant-garde tactics, as well as the complexities of its “absolutely
modern” agenda in a context that was actively modernizing. Although this project centers on an
architecture school and the mobilization of certain practices to forge an alternative pedagogical
approach, I privilege an analysis of the forms of the act and its implications in different moments
in Chilean and Latin American history. In other words, this is a not a study of pedagogical theory
and praxis. In privileging the archive and the documents of the School's actions, which at times
relate to curricular documents, it does not consider, for example, testimonies of former students.
However, because many former students have become faculty of the School, there are accounts
of former students-turned professors such as Manuel Casanueva, whose work is the subject of
the fourth chapter.
This is the first dissertation to undertake a detailed analysis of the “acts” that make up the
activities and pedagogy of the Valparaíso School. As such, it broadens the scope of the
37
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understanding of “dematerialized,” non-object-based practices in artistic and architectural study
and expands the frame of global histories of experimental pedagogies. Overall, its engagement
with the contradictions of the School’s project provides an opportunity to reflect on a dynamic
less thoroughly examined in histories of Latin American vanguardism, since it does not conform
to the more familiar art historical model of arte comprometido (politically-engaged artistic
praxis), resistance, or heteronomy. This dissertation is not an uncritical celebration or defense of
the School's lack of a political project, however, but an attempt to grapple with the fuller
complexities of the neo-avant-garde in the region as well as its legacies.
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CHAPTER ONE
EXHIBITING THE INTIMATE CITY

Introduction
“How can we know life? We believe that as we see it through space, going out into the city and
walking around it. It cannot be known inside the classroom. It cannot be known through the
accounts of others. It is known by going out into the city and walking around it… We can go out
into the city to see it, we can walk its streets, we can penetrate its interior. We can see what
happens in the city to see what life is, to approach the deepest part of life, which is intimacy. And
this is the first task of the School and of its students from the moment they arrive, from the first
day and the first minute, their primary task is to go out into the city and walk around it in order to
see manifestations of life. To see acts in space, the spatial acts of life, of intimacy, that will
reveal their spatial countenance. That will reveal, that will call for space: we build shelter and
care for that intimacy, just as our current intimate experience here called for a specific form…”1

On November 12, 1959, architect and co-founder of the Escuela de Arquitectura de
Valparaíso, Alberto Cruz Covarrubias offered the above meditation to accompany an exhibition
of the School’s work at the first Latin American Conference of Architecture Schools and
Faculties (CLEFA) at the Catholic University of Santiago.2 His extemporaneous remarks,
subsequently known as “Improvisation,” took place in a pavilion designed and constructed by
students for the occasion (figs. 1.1-1.2). The idisosyncratic nature of the talk’s content and the
irregular rhythms of Cruz’s speech echoed the unconventional design of the structure. Built in an
elliptical plan, the pavilion was constructed with humble, rustic materials. Its suspended roof of
1

Alberto Cruz, “Improvisation,” excerpt translated and reprinted in Drifts and Derivations: Experiences, Journeys
and Morphologies, eds. María Berríos and Lisette Lagnado (Madrid: Reina Sofia, 2010), 160. See the original in
digitized form in the Archivo José Vial Armstrong,
https://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/Improvisación_del_Señor_Alberto_Cruz. I reference both translated excerpt and digitzed
original in this chapter.
2
Jésus Aguirre Cárdenas, La arquitectura en América Latina: historia de la Conferencia Latinoamericana de
Escuelas y Facultades de Arquitectura (Mexico: Unión de Universidades de América Latina, 1996), 13–15. The
event took place from November 8-15. The conference consisted of participation of faculties and schools of
architecture from Argentina, Brazil, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Cuba, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, and
Venezuela.
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unadorned wooden slats created striated patterns of light on materials displayed in the interior.
Commenting on the materialization of the pavilion Cruz claimed, “We decided to create a space
to reveal our own intimate experience. Since this ‘pavilion’ was for a conference, an exhibition
of our own intimate experience, we had to present a specific moment of this experience. We
decided to live in the present moment.”3 The interior of the pavilion, designed to house their
“intimate experience,” was filled with copious student sketches, produced over the course of a
year, that documented their sustained observations of life in Valparaíso. Both the exhibition and
Cruz’s talk were emblematic of the School’s unique pedagogical project and triadic approach of
life-work-study (vida, trabajo y estudio). Instead of exhibiting concrete projects, outcomes, or
methods, Cruz’s presentation emphasized process over finished form, evoking an ethos rather
than a rigid technical program. Cruz’s frequent repetition of the word “intimate” also suggests a
rhetoric distinct from predominant discourses taking place elsewhere at the conference and in the
field, which privileged technological and functionalist approaches to architectural study.4
This chapter examines how key exhibitions of the 1950s, such as the presentation
described above, developed a particular mode of discursive, dialogical exhibition-making in the
School’s practice and constituted an early form of public, performative action in the School’s
emerging project. In the first year of the School’s founding, the new faculty organized two
exhibitions of Concrete art as a way of aligining themselves with contemporary artistic,
3

Ibid.
Ibid. The conference aimed to facilitate dialogue among Latin American nations about the architect’s role in the
changing postwar society. Amid rapid transformations of the built environment in cities across the region, education
was at the center of modernization discourse and, frequently, the physical and spatial realization of mid-century
developmentalist agendas. The proceedings were guided by the following broad questions: “1) En su país y en su
facultad o escuela, ¿cuál es actualmente el punto de vista sobre lo que debe ser un arquitecto?; 2) En su facultad o
escuela, ¿cuál es la tendencia que se preconiza respecto a las relaciones del futuro arquitecto en el desarrollo de su
actividad creadora y realizadora con los demás especialistas?; 3) ¿Cuáles son los conocimientos mínimos y el
entrenamiento que una escuela de arquitectura debe dar?” [1) In your country and in your department or school,
what is currently the point of view about what an architect should be? 2) In your department or school, what is the
recommended approach regarding the relationship between the future architect in the development of his creative
and productive activity and other areas of specialization? 3) What is the basic knowledge and training that a should
of architecture must provide?]. All translations in this chapter are my own unless otherwise noted.
4
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architectural, and design institutions and collectives. I argue that these exhibitions influenced the
School’s underlying aesthetic trajectory and its conceptualization of the “open” relationship
among art object, landscape, and built environment.5 Similarly, I demonstrate how Cruz’s
presentation at the 1959 exhibition extended the discourse on the city, not only in relation to
student work on view in the pavilion, but also in Cruz’s rhetoric, which foregrounded terms such
as improvisation and intimacy. These exhibitions, organized in the first decade of the School’s
existence, established a precedent for the School’s first large-scale retrospective exhibition of its
own work at the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in 1972. Considered together, I argue that these
series of exhibitions established a discourse on what I call the “intimate city,” an urban
imaginary that countered the emergent developmentalist city, and enacted the open-ended,
improvisational approach that would cut across the School’s varied “acts.”

I. Origins of the “Escuela y Instituto de Arquitectura de Valparaíso”:

Prior to examining the exhibitions, it is necessary to provide a pre-history of the School’s
origins in the context of architectural pedagogy and the debates over modernism in Chile’s
primary schools of architecture. In the early 1950s, a group of “poet-architects” from the
architecture school at the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (PUC, or “La Católica”)
provoked a scandal in the architectural establishment when they abandoned the familiar confines
of the studio and classroom for the streets of Santiago, defiantly wandering the city without a
5

Concrete art, which I define further in the chapter, was manifested differently in distinct historic moments and
geographic contexts in the interwar and postwar eras. Dutch artist Theo van Doesburg (1883–1931) coined the term
“Concrete Art” in his “Manifesto of Concrete Art,” published in 1930 in the sole issue of Art Concret. Concrete art
privileged the the autonomy of pure, universal plastic elements in a work of art—line, color, the plane—over
abstraction from naturalistic representation. Swiss artist and designer Max Bill (1908–1994) carried the mantle of
Concrete art in the postwar period and became particularly influential in South America. Artists primarily in Brazil
and Argentina responded to the utopian potential of universal forms in Bill’s Concrete project and adapted it to fit
the needs of their modernizing contexts.
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fixed agenda or destination. According to sociologist and curator María Berríos, “walking the
streets without direction was something that only poor people and people of ill repute,” were
accustomed to doing, not bourgeois architecture students who were supposed to pass through
certain designated social spaces instead of wandering idly through the city.6 That architecture
professors and students engaged in such unconventional activity in the conservative cultural
milieu of 1950s Chile was not insignificant, and was a piece of a larger convulsive moment in
one of Chile’s major schools of architecture in the late 1940s and early 1950s. Amid conflicting
attitudes and goals toward the modernization of reforms at the university, the errant group of
architects relocated to a new university setting on the coast in Valparaíso in 1952, one of the
most idiosyncratic pedagogical experiments to emerge in postwar architectural culture.
The Escuela de Arquitectura de Valparaíso (EAV) was founded in a fundamentally
antagonistic relationship with the architectural establishment and the school of architecture at
PUC.7 Officially established in 1952, the EAV’s origins date to the late 1940s when educational
reforms were being hotly debated in Santiago’s two main schools of architecture, the
aforementioned private PUC, and the public Universidad de Chile (UC or “La Chile”). In the
mid-to-late 1940s, the architecture of the capital was stylistically eclectic, yet pedagogy was still
rooted in Beaux-Arts classicism. Prior to the EAV’s break with PUC, there had been various
unsuccessful attempts to renovate architectural education through the introduction of modernist
principles in Chilean universities beginning in the 1930s. The students of the architecture school
at the UC led the earliest call for reforms, in 1933, 1939, and 1946, demanding the replacement
of Beaux-Arts training with a Bauhaus-derived curriculum that acknowledged the social realities
6

María Berríos, “Arquitectura, juego y desaparición,” Materia Arquitectura 8 (December 2013): 38. “En esos años,
andar sin rumbo por la calle era algo que solo hacía la gente pobre y de mala reputación, la ‘gente que es gente,’
grupo al que se asumía pertenecían en aquel entonces los estudiantes de arquitectura, debía pasar (y no vagar)
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I use the abbreviation EAV and the Valparaíso School or “the School” interchangeably throughout the dissertation.
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of Chile.8 Under the influence of Hungarian architect Tibor Weiner, who had studied as a postgraduate student under Hannes Meyer’s directorship at the Bauhaus (1928–1930), UC developed
a more technical and sociology-inflected curriculum than what would develop at the EAV.
Similar calls reverberated in the architecture school at PUC, where the Beaux-arts tradition
prevailed, although some faculty had begun to incorporate “diverse and vague principles of
modern architecture.”9 It was not until 1949, a moment referred to as the “crisis” in national
architectural circles, when a decisive rupture with traditional models took place in the context of
the first student strike in history of Pontifical Universities.10
It was in this heady reform context that the young architect Alberto Cruz Covarrubias
began to experiment with his teaching methods. Cruz played a significant role in the
modernization of the curriculum and in the reforms that paved the way for critical shifts in
modernizing architectural pedagogy in Chilean universities. He had already established a
reputation for his eccentric lecturing style and breaching decorum (he was known to jump onto
drawing tables and ask students “and what do you think?”). Cruz also became know for his
innovative assignments, including an abstract approach to architectural composition, the “Curso
Pre-Arquitectónico,” which evolved into “Taller de Composición Pura” (figs. 1.3-1.4).11 Codesigned with architect Alberto Piwonka, these studio courses were derived partially from the

8
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Bauhaus Vorkurs (preliminary course) and from its subsequent adaptations in U.S. academic
institutions following the diaspora of former Bauhaus teachers. These courses were intended for
first-year students to develop an “intuition of space” and plastic sensibility through formal
exercises based on material, color, and form.”12
The introductory course at PUC had relied on a classical fine arts model until 1945, and
formed the basis of the curriculum since the school’s founding in 1894.13 Cruz and Piwonka’s
preliminary class represented a sharp break from the Beaux-arts, classical method, which still
centered on diligent copying of classical orders and forms. The architect Fabio Cruz, who was a
student (and Alberto’s nephew) during the reforms and later joined the EAV as a faculty
member, recalls that “everything was against classical teaching” in that moment.14 A particularly
infamous episode from the reform movement dramatically illustrates this anti-classical ethos: in
1949, striking students burned their copies of Giacomo Barozzi da Vignola’s The Five Orders of
Architecture (1562) en masse, a symbolic gesture that marked PUC’s definitive break with the
classical tradition.
Yet it was more than a rejection of the classical that distinguished Cruz and Piwonka’s
preliminary course. The emphasis on pure, plastic values departed from studio courses that
would incorporate modernist pedagogical methods. As similar studio courses at PUC and UC
began to integrate social and technical analysis with the formal languages of modernism, the
12
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occasion, we burned Vignola.]
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courses designed by Cruz and Piwonka “concentrated exclusively on the plastic aspects of
architecture, developing the students’ own personal artistic language within a wider set of
references from the avant-garde.”15 Cruz and Piwonka published two articles about the course in
architectural journals to promote their research and pedagogical practice. In September 1949, an
overview of the Pure Composition Course outlines the theoretical principles they developed over
the course of the five years they devoted to the preliminary course. The projects must be abstract,
devoid of narrative or anecdote, three-dimensional, and consist of simple materials, color, and
form. They specify that projects should be designed for a predetermined space and executed
rapidly. Although these requirements are similar to primary composition classes in the Bauhaus
tradition, Cruz and Piwonka’s class is notable for its distinct rhetoric, which anticipates the
pedagogical language that would characterize the EAV. For example, they note that although
students carry out their plans and maquettes individually, they are also exhibited in such a way
that the class acquires a “collective conscience” which the professor is required to nurture and
sustain. Their final point emphasizes the centrality of “experience,” in the process:
The act of applying a plan, not in stages, but suddenly, puts the student immediately in
real contact with the space, which will force them to get lost in their problems, to finally
find their laws, which will not be formulated from outside, but lived through their own
experience.16
Architectural historian Cristóbal Molina has noted the difference between Piwonka’s “more
pragmatic, rational, and professional” approach to the preliminary course and Cruz’s intuitive,
self-directed, experiential interpretation, which incorporated close study of urban situations.17
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The preliminary course as it was reshaped at the EAV, where it became known as the Curso del
espacio (Course on Space), evolved alongside the early exposure to Concrete art through two
exhibitions the School organized after its founding. This pedagogical model diverged from the
trajectory of the preliminary course that would develop at PUC after Cruz’s departure and
following renowned Bauhaus pedagogue Josef Albers’s brief residency there in 1953.18
The Pure Composition Studio was, in fact, at the center of the contentious reform debates
in 1949, when the schism between the old guard and the modernists took place. Even within this
faction, Cruz was considered to be one of the more radical figures among the group of professors
agitating for increased modernization.19 According to Molina, “within the teaching of that
workshop, the figure of Alberto Cruz was prominent and influential, as much for his charisma as
his intense personality, which provoked among students and professors admiration, affinity,
confusion or outright rejection.”20 Although Cruz’s unconventional teaching methods alienated
some students— he was also regarded as “cryptic” by some— he became a central “spiritual
leader” figure of the reform movement.21 In 1949, the conservative faction of professors
attempted to disrupt the momentum of the reform by altering the curriculum to introduce the
Pure Composition studio course later on in the course of study, rather than require it at the
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beginning of the program. This hijacking of the curriculum led the reformers to strike, and the
students soon followed suit (apparently, Cruz read the professor’s letter to the head of the
university, which provoked the students to revolt).22
At this decisive and critical moment in the reform movement in 1949, the young
Argentine poet Godofedo Iommi arrived on the scene.23 Cruz and Iommi became close
acquaintances while working at an advertising agency in Santiago and began to organize
informal urban outings in Santiago with students to study the “real life” of the city, thus
establishing the intellectual kinship between architecture and poetry that would define the
EAV.24 Although he was not a member of the faculty, nor an architect, Iommi played a crucial
role in reshaping Cruz’s vision for architectural study and was thoroughly involved in the reform
movement of 1949. Iommi was born to Italian immigrants in Buenos Aires in 1917. His father
was an anarchist, which may account for Iommi’s general disdain for forms of authority, but in
general he completely distanced himself from engaged political expression. At the same time, he
was regarded as a radical element in Cruz’s renovated approach to teaching. Former PUC student
and founding faculty member of the EAV, architect Miguel Eyquem explained that “Godo” was
“a specialist in revolutions.”25 He would tell students to reject the “small-scale” gesture: “No,
one doesn’t have to go talk about this or that. You have to converse with the street, you have to
march, protest. Another scale. Chileans, we did not have that scale.”26 After studying economics
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at the University of Buenos Aires for two years, Iommi abandoned his study to pursue a poetic
life. He arrived in Chile in the early 1940s after participating in a cross-continental in geopoetic
voyage through the Amazonian region with a group of Argentine and Brazilian poets known as
the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea (Holy Brotherhood of the Orchid). Iommi’s artistic
trajectory undoubtedly influenced the shift in Cruz’s pedagogical approaches, which increasingly
abandoned the architectural confines of the studio for the street and began to undertake close
observation of urban phenomena.
In the meantime, disagreements about the direction of the reform and internecine battles
among professors at PUC led to Cruz’s controversial dismissal.27 Sergio Larraín, who would
become dean of the architecture faculty, and Emilio Duhart pursued contacts with architects
associated with CIAM and former Bauhaus teachers (such as Albers, would come to PUC at
Duhart’s suggestion). As Cruz and Iommi’s teachings increasingly distanced them from the
lecture hall, and the Bauhaus-inflected curriculum and CIAM principles gained traction at PUC,
the new Jesuit rector of the Pontificia Universidad Católica de Valparaíso (PUCV), Jorge
González Föster, offered the young Cruz the opportunity to lead the struggling architecture
department. Cruz’s reply was “todos o nada” (“all of us or nothing”), including a poet without a
university title, which Eyquem asserts “was a revolutionary thing” at that time.28 Föster agreed,
and with that, Cruz, Iommi, Francisco Méndez, Jaime Bellalta, Miguel Eyquem, Arturo Baeza,
José Vial (and soon Fabio Cruz) defected to the coast.
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“Santiago ciudad en el plano: Valparaíso ciudad en el cerro”: The Move to Valparaíso

The move to Valparaíso was also a significant shift in terms of the new urban context.
Santiago, which contains vestiges of the Spanish colonial grid, is a markedly different urban
environment than Valparaíso. The port city’s distinctive topography and hillside architecture
crawls upward in the port city’s hills, away from the colonial grid (el plan) and order at sea level.
Above the colonial gridded urban center, the city departs from Law of the Indies’ rational order,
and ascends into an organic formation of labyrinthine streets.29 Valparaíso’s spatial complexities
represented an urban counter-model to the implentation of CIAM functionalist urban planning in
other contexts in Latin America in the postwar period. The Santiago-Valparaíso typology also
emerged as a significant trope in Cruz’s personal notebooks from the period (although it extends
into later years), in which he characterized Santiago as “a city in the plan” and Valparaíso as a
“city in the hills.”30 Cruz writes that moving through space in Valparaíso entailed an incessant
rising and descending, at times vertiginous, whereas in Santiago, the flatness of the plan lacked
what he terms duplicidad, a type of spatial ambiguity or indeterminancy. The “spatial duplicity”
he notes as being characteristic of Valparaíso’s hills or in the act of ascending and descending,
produces “a magical simultaneity, the magical space that some surrealists intuited. The magic in
the quotidian: Valparaíso in the hills with its unpredictable order."31 The morphologies of
Valparaíso and its irregular geometries were a consistent preoccupation for Cruz. In the same
29
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unedited text from August 1964, his observations of the city are distinctly formal and abstract,
akin to a work of art32:
Valparaíso: houses in the hills, planes scaling the slopes: planes moving away and
approaching: planes interposing, intercepting each other at oblique angles / Planes in
corrugated sheets, the dimensions of the plates modulate the planes: the modules go up
the slopes / Color is the unit of corrugated metal: polychromy in the hills: black becomes
color and white—the white of almost all houses of Chile—barely appears: the colors
reflect under its surface a golden background in some, a metal gray in others: two series
that alternate in the hills, the golden and the silver / The polychrome modulated planes
are rotating on the slopes: the windows are points, black during the day and bright at
night, which give an exact account of the alternatives, of the coming and going of the
hills.33
The School responded to the specificity of its new environment, transforming the
irregular topography of the city into privileged terrain for (auto)pedagogical and ludic activity.34
Sustained observation of the city’s urban and architectural phenomena evolved alongside Cruz’s
courses on plastic form (the Curso del espacio), privileging an analysis of formal relations in the
city.35 The previous informal walks in Santiago also became part of the studio course and
assumed the form of specific “tasks” rather than discrete subjects:
The whole School works on the basis of tasks. In the Studio course which is the
foundation, a student goes out into the city ten times. The student is entangled in what he
sees, he has to discover its intimate nature, he has to develop a spatial countenance for it,
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he has to attain a rhetoric for action. This from the very first day, brutally, and without
any palliatives.36
Cruz’s explanation of this process suggests that such exploration was not mere whimsy or
diversion; rather his comments imply that this repetitious, sustained encounter with the “real” life
of the city inevitably led to potential confrontation and antagonism with others—in other words,
it was work. Elaborating on the challenges of this approach to research, Cruz insisted, “You have
to go out [of the school], you have to go inside the houses, you have to ask [to be let in], you
might not be able to enter a house, the lady of the house might not let you in, and the study may
remain incomplete.”37 The students’ main task was to observe everyday life, as it happens in real
time and space, in order to identify a research problem. Another “task” was deceptively simple:
students were required to locate a house in the cerros using only a small hand-sized photograph
of the building’s facade as a visual aid.38 A document related to the Curso del espacio in the
School’s archive animates this activity and the preoccupation with the city, through differently
scaled photographs of its architecture (fig. 1.5). The text accompanying the photographs details
the assignment: “The small photograph is equal to what was given to the students for the exercise
of locating a house in the hills of Valparaíso. The other photograph is an example of the structure
of these hills.”39 The smaller photograph features the facade of a single structure, whereas the
larger photograph conveys the complexity of the city’s organization. These pedagogical
36
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documents evidence how the School valued the close study of vernacular architecture over
canonical monuments and the privileged role of empirical investigation in the newly established
school, already signaling a significant departure from the curriculum at PUC. This exercise also
underscores the School’s commitment to embracing indeterminancy in the process of learning.
As architectural historian Ann Pendelton-Jullian has noted, not all students returned to formal
study after immersing themselves in these deep, explorations of the city. One student, for
example, became more attentive to sound while undertaking this exercise, and dedicated himself
to becoming a musician instead of an architect.40
The structure of Valparaíso’s cerros also presented the faculty with an opportunity to
experiment with a more collective approach to living in intimate proximity, which was
manifested architecturally and spatially. Cruz’s “todos o nada” mandate and the group exodus of
former students and professors from PUC that followed led to the formation of what architectural
historian Alejandro Crispiani has accurately qualified as “a strongly cohesive collective, like a
work or project itself.”41 The group established itself among a cluster of houses in the Cerro
Castillo (fig. 1.6), a hill situated between Valparaíso and the more affluent beach resort city Viña
del Mar. Contrary to widespread belief, the group did not establish itself in Valparíso proper—
an apt reflection of how the group, and the School, were somewhat removed from the social life
of Valparaíso. Several of the founding faculty members speak of the intimacy of their
experiment in Valparaíso, living and moving freely between their neighboring houses. According
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to Francisco Méndez, “there were no personal things, only communal ones,”42 which extended to
pooling their salaries. Despite the political resonances of the group’s self organization, its
approach to collective life had greater artistic rather than political intentions.43 Taking various
historic avant-garde collectives as their inspiration, the Valparaíso group also found a precedent
in Iommi’s collective practice with the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea. The name “Santa
Hermandad” also evokes the order of a religious confraternity, which more aptly characterizes
the culture of the new group in Valparaíso. Their embrace of an ascetic, shared lifestyle devoid
of material excess aligned with the founder’s ardent Catholicism, a further distinction from more
radical politically-oriented avant-gardes.44 The open door policy, resource sharing, and general
air of conviviality in the Cerro Castillo was also a precedent for the fuller realization of the new
School’s collective goals at Ciudad Abierta in 1970 (addressed in the fourth and final chapter),
yet its close-knit, unorthodox structure also undoubtedly contributed to perceptions of the group
as hermetic.

“El Instituto de Arquitectura”
One of the first actions of the new group was to establish an informal institute, “el
Instituto de Arquitectura,” an entity separate from both the university proper and the pre42
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existing, more conventional faculty of architecture.45 This division would ensure the group’s
autonomy to carry out its idiosyncratic poetically-informed actions and experimental research.
The existing architecture faculty at the PUCV was founded in 1930, and according to Cruz, had
“led a difficult existence until 1952 when the faculty was divided into two entities: the school
itself and the Institute of Architecture.46 The goal, therefore, was not simply to revitalize the
architecture school, but also maintain its own separate platform (el taller, or workshop) for
experimentation, which was separately funded by the new professors. Whereas the existing
architecture faculty was devoted to the teaching of architecture as a profession, the Institute was
committed itself to teaching architecture as a study of art and life. The new faculty members also
introduced a multi-disciplinary perspective, drawing upon an eclectic set of references from
poetry—particularly nineteenth century poètes maudits—and the historic avant-gardes. They
aspired to reinvent the university as an avant-garde project, drawing upon its language of
transgressing the spheres of art and everyday life to describe the unique aspirations of life, work,
and study at the Institute.
The new Instituto de Arquitectura, intent on creating a modernist presence in its new port
city, also consciously modeled itself on other institutes of modern art and architecture in postwar
South America. In a faculty report from the Institute’s early years, the instructors lament that
they were unable to visit the “Instituto de Arte Moderno directed by Pietro Maria Bardi” [sic].47
The institute they refer to, the Instituto de Arte Contemporânea (I.A.C.) at the Museu de Arte de
São Paulo (MASP), was established in 1951 and was one of the first art schools in Brazil
45
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dedicated to training artists to work in the country’s rapidly growing industrial sector.48 During
its brief existence from 1951 to 1953, the I.A.C. was co-led by Bardi and his wife, the architect
Lina Bo Bardi, and was influenced by the particular strand of Bauhaus ideology that championed
the liberatory potential of the machine and intersections between art and industry. The fact that
the I.A.C. was based in a museum of art and was fertile ground for artists and graphic designers
likely appealed to the EAV founders, who prioritized the production of “plastic works” in the
new curriculum. Curiously, the founders refer to the I.A.C. as the “only institute similar to the
Catholic University of Valparaíso operating in America” despite the Valparaíso Institute’s vastly
different mission and rhetoric, which centered on poetry. However, as architectural historian
Horacio Torrent has explained, the School’s early history drew from a variety of interdisciplinary
sources:
The Valparaíso School of Architecture is usually thought of in relation to poetry, but
early on, another component of the conceptual body was also significantly present:
research and its relationship with science. At the beginning, the idea of the team and
architectural design came from a new platform. It is important that the name under which
they would be grouped was that of an institute, a type of institution appearing only
recently in Latin American university structures and oriented toward the inclusion of
modern science and technology, and principally, of research and the creation of
knowledge.49
Another important reference for the Instituto de Arquitectura was the Instituto de
Arquitectura y Urbanismo en Tucumán (1947-1952) at the Universidad Nacional in Argentina.
This institute was established during Juan Domingo Perón’s first administration (1946-1952) in
an effort to reorganize the university into a scientific and cultural center. Students in the
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architecture school worked directly with public institutions and local companies on
commissions.50 The Institute of the EAV was aware of the impressive modernization projects at
Tucumán. One of the School’s original founders, architect Miguel Eyquem explained that they
considered themselves the “second Institute of Architecture” in South America after Tucumán.51
Although the missions of these institutions appear incompatible with the Valparaíso School’s
focus on poetry, the Institute sought to align itself with pedagogical institutions that were
influenced or highly committed to industrial collaborations, especially in its early days. Yet the
founders insisted that “these relationships served a whole common poetic vision.”52
The EAV strategically positioned itself within a transnational network of interdisciplinary
“institutes” linking art, design, architecture, and industry. All of the EAV’s early references fit
this mold: the I.A.C. in São Paulo, the short-lived institute of Tucumán in Argentina, and the
Argentine Concrete group Asociación de Arte Concreto Invención (AACI), which would receive
an exhibition at the School in its first year. To associate itself with these artistic-industrial
alliances was to project a modern identity in an urban context that was somewhat a shell of its
former self. Although the city was still the country’s primary industrial port in the 1950s,
Valparaíso’s shipping industries had declined after the opening of the Panama Canal in 1914.53
By midcentury, many industries and commercial businesses had migrated to the capital due to
the effects of “centralismo” and developmentist policy that further concentrated industry and
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business in Santiago.54 Beyond the lack of opportunities for industrial collaborations in its
immediate local context, however, the EAV still viewed itself as an organism devoted to both
industrial and scientific research.55 The principle of observación (observation), for example, was
considered a scientific method adapted to poetic and artistic ends. Torrent’s analysis of the early
years of the EAV is again worth citing at length:
The initial moment of this scientific approach came from parallel actions between the
architectural workshop and the laboratory, the search for a logical method of creation and
confirmation, a mental discipline based on experimental research, and fundamentally
from observation as the key to gaining knowledge. Observation is used broadly, inference
based on perceptive data that results in new data within a scientific process, a new
empirical base from which to presuppose an implicit theory. The categorization of
phenomena as “observable” and the possibilities of the theory of perception were part of
the formation of mental tools used by the group. The use of observation in contemplation
was formalized through a dense description, filled with content, using codes established
by drawings, especially the sketch. The need to capture phenomena to trigger the creative
process in a work of architecture was also the goal sought in the development of an
aesthetic discipline essential to the group: this involved drawing the thick lines filled with
meaning, capable of capturing and representing the phenomena.56
Torrent also identifies an “objectivist attitude” in the EAV’s early years, characterized by an
emphasis on “technique, geometry, and physicality in construction.”57 Additionally, the
centrality of language in the EAV’s philosophy held a certain theoretical currency at the time
that linked the School’s research to both scientific and poetic discourses. The co-existence of
distinct strands of disciplinary knowledge is complex and frequently repressed in histories of the
School, yet the ways in which it began to diverge from other prominent artistic-scientific models
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in the 1950s forecasted the entirely unique pedagogy and architectural culture that developed at
the EAV.
Architectural and urban infrastructure projects from the Institute’s early days focused
primarily on the city of Valparaíso and its surroundings, including a new plan for a community
of workers in Achupallas (1954) and a design competition for the Naval Academy in Valparaíso
(1956). What is most notable about these early initiatives—none of which were ultimately
realized—was the group’s “firm will to intervene in the real city, a desire to assert in the world
of production and politics its intentions of radical modernity through concrete actions.”58 Yet the
direct engagement with the city also extended beyond designs for urban projects. One of the
Institute’s most significant and symbolic early actions, I argue, was the organization of an
exhibition of contemporary art. Shortly after the new Institute established itself on the coast, it
immediately set about organizing cultural events to promote its presence and mission in its new
city. According to a document prepared by the founders on the occasion of the first exhibition,
they claimed it was only fitting, given their cross-disciplinary emphasis, that they organize an
exhibition of visual art: “Naturally, the first exhibition of the Institute must be of plastic works
… that fulfill these two conditions: a plastic reality (my emphasis) above all other
considerations, and in addition, that…fully express the spatial vision of the Institute.”59 It was
also important for the EAV to introduce local publics to the most advanced art of the time,
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particularly an avant-garde art specific to the Americas. With these criteria in mind, the newly
founded Institute invited four artists formerly associated with the aforementioned Concrete art
movement, the Buenos Aires-based Asociación de Arte Concreto-Invencíon (AACI): Claudio
Girola, Alfredo Hlito, Enio Iommi, and Tomás Maldonado. Godofredo Iommi maintained close
connections with many artists and poets in Buenos Aires and was the uncle of Enio Iommi and
Claudio Girola. Yet it was more than familial connections and relative geographic proximity that
motivated the Institute's decision to exhibit Concrete art from Argentina. The members of the
Institute believed that their Argentine contemporaries not only represented a coherent movement
working in Concrete art in the Americas, but also that they advanced abstraction as an
autonomous poetic language. Furthermore, the EAV’s invocation of exhibiting a “plastic reality”
resonates with the (“inventionist”) discourse of the early Argentine avant-garde artists. Despite
the vastly different agendas—of the former AACI and the EAV, which I detail below—both
groups theorized in distinct ways the relationships among the Concrete art object, architecture,
and the urban sphere.

II. On the Margins of the Concrete: The Institute of Architecture in Valparaíso Stages
Exhibitions of Concrete Art, 1952-1953
Concrete Intersections in the South

Billed as the “First Exhibition of Concrete Art in Chile,” the EAV’s exhibition of
paintings and sculptures of the former AACI members was neither technically the “first”
exhibition of Concrete aesthetics in Chile, nor was it particularly timely in the trajectory of
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Argentine Concretism, as I explain in the following pages.60 As early as 1934—the same year the
Uruguayan artist Joaquín Torres-García (1874–1949) returned to his native Montevideo after
nearly forty years in Europe—the term “concrete art” appeared in Chilean critical discourse. The
Chilean polymath poet Vicente Huidobro (1893-1948) published an article following a 1933
exhibition of the “Grupo Decembrista,” a precursor movement of eclectic kinetic, concrete, and
constructive tendencies in Chile.61 The term, however, would not resurface until the EAV
organized the exhibition of the AACI.62 Despite the movement’s apparent coherence in the eyes
of the EAV founders, the group had effectively disbanded by 1947 when it abandoned its
ideological commitment to Marxism and party politics, and the artists embarked on individual
trajectories. The gap between Concrete art’s first appearance in the Chilean art scene and its
subsequent resurgence in the EAV’s exhibition practices underscores the tenuous status of
geometric abstraction in Chile, which architectural historian Cristóbal Molina has described as
emerging “in a timid way and with less reach” than in neighboring cities in the Rio de la Plata
region and southeastern Brazil.63
Although Chile lacked a strong tradition of geometric abstraction in the visual arts, the
country’s literary and poetic avant-gardes, and later, schools of architecture, were at the forefront
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Crispiani, 221.
Huidobro used the term “Concrete art” in an article published in Pro: Revista de Arte, which was the official
organ of the Grupo Decembrista and ran for only two issues, September and November 1934. The short-lived
“Decembristas” included María Valencia, Gabriela Rivadeneira, Juan Dvoredsky, Waldo Parraguez, César Moro
and Carlos Sotomayor. The name of the group referred to the failed democratic republication movement in Russia in
the second half of the 19th century. For more see on Huidobro and the “Decembristas” see Molina, 30-36; Crispiani,
59-60; and David Maulen “Precursores del arte cinético en Chile,” Revista Escáner Cultural no. 161 (Junio 2013):
up. The 1933 exhibition took place in the modernist Oberpauer building in Santiago. The group organized two other
exhibitions in 1934 and 1935 beforing disbanding.
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Molina, 32; Crispiani, 221–222.
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Molina, 28. “La abstracción en las artes visuales aparece en Chile en forma tímida y con menor alcance que en
países como Argentina, donde el regreso de Joaquín Torres-García el año 1934, o el surgimento hacia 1945 de la
Asociación de Arte Concreteo Invención y el Movimiento Madi en Argentina.” [“Abstraction in the visual arts
appeared in a timid manner and with less reach in Chile than in countries like Argentina, where Joaquín TorresGarcía returned [to Uruguay] in 1934, or the emergence of the Asociación de Arte Concreto Invencíon y el
Movimento Madí en Argentina around 1945.”]
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of adapting various currents of the European avant-garde movements such as Neoplasticism and
Constructivism. Huidobro was a common link between the Argentine Concrete artists of the mid1940s, Torres-García, and the newly established EAV. Torres-García is more widely known in
the history of art for his influence on subsequent generations of abstract artists in the Southern
Cone, yet Huidobro was also influential in the development of Concrete art in the region, and an
especially significant figure for Iommi, the EAV’s resident poet.64 Like Torres-García, Huidobro
spent an extended period of his career in Europe. He was based in Paris during and immediately
following WWI (1916-1920), where he came into contact with various Parisian avant-garde
movements including Cubism and Surrealism. Building upon the formal innovation of French
poet Guillaume Apollinaire’s book Calligrammes (1913-1916), Huidobro invented his own form
of visual poetry known as the poema pintado (painted poem), which exploited the plastic and
visual dimensions of poetry, and combined word and image (fig. 1.7). Beginning in 1916, he
launched his own anti-mimetic literary movement known as Creacionismo, which privileged the
autonomy of invented poetic form.65
These varying geometric abstract tendencies in the Southern Cone converged in the sole
issue of a “little magazine” known as Arturo, published in Buenos Aires during the summer of
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Alejandra Mancilla, “Descubriendo a Godo,” Revista ED: estilo y decoración 90 (Agosto 2003): 98. Iommi met
Huidobro in Santiago following a series of mishaps. After traveling throughout the Amazonian region with the Santa
Hermandad de la Orquídea, Iommi contracted malaria, which forced the group to return to Buenos Aires via Lima.
Due to poor weather conditions, they were stranded in Santiago, where Iommi attempted to seek out his artistic idol.
This failed effort to return to Buenos Aires led to Iommi’s chance encounter with Huidobro’s then-wife, Ximena
Amunátegui, who was close with various members of the Parisian avant-garde. Amunátegui eventually left
Huidobro to marry Iommi, who would never return to Buenos Aires. He remained in Chile, except for an extended
stay in Europe, and converted to Catholicism for Ximena. Prior to their meeting, Iommi did not believe in God or
marriage, but became ardently Catholic, which he translated into the culture and teachings at the School.
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For more on Creacionismo see Alejandro Crispiani’s “2. Creacionismo e invencionismo” in chapter one, “Las
raíces latinoamericanas del invencionsimo” in his Objetos para transformar el mundo, pp. 54–69. Crispiani provides
one of the first examinations of the intersections among various currents of literary and artistic geometric abstraction
and their related discourses on “invention” and “creation.”
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1944 (fig. 1.8).66 Both Huidobro and Torres-García contributed to this new interdisciplinary
magazine edited by a younger generation of artists and poets that would form the emergent
rioplatense avant-garde. Iommi, who was in Chile at the time, was only tangentially involved in
the publication, but he facilitated connections between the editors and other contributors.67
Declaring itself a publication devoted to abstract arts, Arturo announced its emphatic rejection of
all forms of figurative realism and mimeticism, emphasizing objectivity, conscious reality, and
the work of art’s materiality. The inside cover of the magazine laid out its theoretical framework
that distinguished it from the European avant-garde movements, which these artists interpreted to
new ends:
To invent: To find or discover the force of ingenuity or meditation, or by mere chance, a
new or unknown thing. To find, to imagine, to create, the work of the poet or
artist/INVENTION: Action and effect of inventing/ Invented thing/ DISCOVERY/
INVENTION against AUTOMATISM.68
The group’s critique of representation and the texts’ reliance on Marxist terminology signaled
their philosophical commitment to dialectical materialism. Because Arturo was an early
expression of the group’s ideological and theoretical positions, the ideas advanced in textual
form preceded plastic articulation, accounting for the paucity of reproductions of artworks that
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Carmelo Arden Quin, Gyula Kosice and Edgar Bayley, Arturo no. 1 (verano 1944). All three editors contributed
texts and or works of art to the issue. Individual contributors included Vicente Huidobro, Joaquín Torres-García,
Murilo Mendes, Lidy Maldonado, Augusto Torres, and Vieira da Silva. The editors also reproduced works of art by
Piet Mondrian and Wassily Kandinsky.
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See Crispiani, 213, note 9. Iommi was likely aware of the developments and debates around Arturo even from a
distance. According to Uruguayan artist and poet, Carmelo Arden Quin, with whom he would later collaborate,
Iommi put the editors in touch with the Portuguese, Brazil-based painter, Vieira da Silva. Iommi met her in Rio de
Janeiro during his collaboration with the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea. The overwhelmingly poetic and literary
orientation of Arturo also likely accounts for the Valparaíso School’s interest and familiarity with Argentine
Concrete art. The title of the publication has often been linked to French poet Arthur Rimbaud, who was a consistent
reference for Iommi and the School, though the Arturo artists have offered varied explanations regarding the origins
of the title.
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“INVENTAR: Hallar o descubrir a fuerza de ingenio o meditación, o por mero acaso, una cosa nueva o no
conocida./ Hallar, imaginar, crear su obra el poeta o el artista/ INVENCIÓN: Acción y efecto de inventar./ Cosa
inventada. / HALLAZGO/ INVENCIÓN contra AUTOMATISMO.
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exemplified their materialist aesthetic.69 Texts such as Uruguayan artist Rhod Rothfuss’ essay
“The Frame: A Problem of Contemporary Art” gestured toward the formal solutions that would
distinguish the Argentine Concrete artists from their European counterparts: el marco recortado,
the shaped or cutout canvas and the coplanal, interconnected spatial reliefs—neither of which
was exhibited in Viña del Mar in 1952 (1.9-1.10).70 Both strategies entailed making the frame an
active component of the work of art and would contribute to the formation of a new
revolutionary subjectivity, in which the viewer becomes an enlightened and engaged spectator.71
Following the publication of Arturo, the artists exhibited together under the umbrella name
“Invención,” but eventually splintered into two discrete factions in 1946: the Asociación de Arte
Concreto Invención (AACI) and MADÍ.72
The AACI—to which future EAV faculty member, sculptor Claudio Girola belonged—
was characterized by an orthodox, rational, scientific and politically militant approach to
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The gap between theory and artwork produced a number of contradictions and inconsistencies between the
magazine’s sparse visual reproductions and its programmatic statements. Argentine artist Tomás Maldonado’s
design for the cover, for example, provoked controversy for its resemblance to an automatic drawing and
associations with Expressionism, a movement these artists critiqued for its emphasis on an artist’s subjective vision
and appeals to emotion. See Gabriel Pérez-Barreiro, “Buenos Aires: Breaking the Frame,” in The Geometry of Hope:
Latin American Abstract Art from the Cisneros Collection (Austin, TX: The Blanton Museum of Art, 2007), 32.
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painting that had prevailed since the Renaissance. By engaging the “real” spatial contingencies of the painting, the
work affirms its concrete autonomy, the “painting-as-object” rather than representation.
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For more on the politics of inventionism and spectatorship see Mónica Amor, “At Painting’s Edge: Arte Concreto
Invención, 1944–1946,” in Theories of the Nonobject: Argentina, Brazil, Venezuela, 1944–1969 (Oakland:
University of California Press, 2016), 26–64; Megan Sullivan, “From Object to Plan: The Rise of the ‘People’ and
the Origins of Abstraction in 1940s Buenos Aires, in “Locating Abstraction: The South American Coordinates,
1945–1959” (PhD diss., Harvard University, 2013), 27–93; and Alexander Alberro, “Concrete Art and Invention,”
in Abstraction in Reverse: The Reconfigured Spectator in Mid-Twentieth Century Latin American Art (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 2017), 15–66.
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The “Concrete-invention” artists organized two exhibitions in 1945 that contained the word “invention.” The first
exhibition, titled in French, Art Concret Invention—which suggests a continuity with the Parisian Concrete art
scene— was held in psychoanalyst Dr. Enrique Pichon-Rivière’s home. The second exhibition, Movimiento de Arte
Concreto, took place in the home of expat Bauhaus photographer Grete Stern. Both exhibitions were held in
domestic interiors because the artists claimed they could not find galleries willing to exhibit their work. The latter
exhibition incorporated more performances, which led to growing divisions between the two groups.
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Concrete art.73 MADÍ, by comparison, was more open to interdisciplinary experimentation,
individualism, play, and eclectic avant-garde influences such as Dada.74 Whereas the AACI
initially focused primarily on the traditional mediums of painting and sculpture (with occasional
forays into music and poetry), MADÍ artists extended their multidisciplinary efforts further,
incorporating the performative arts, including theater and dance, as well as the applied arts such
as architecture, into their experiments. MADÍ also introduced kinetic elements into their plastic
compositions that further separated them from the AACI’s strict teleological examinations of
conventional painting and sculpture. The EAV’s exhibition of former AACI artists was not its
only engagement with Argentine Concretism. Iommi would also collaborate with Arden Quin
and other MADÍ artists in Paris in the early-mid 1960s, and in certain ways, shared more
aesthetic commonalities with this group, particularly its penchant for ludic experimentation,
which I examine in the following chapter on the poetic act.
By the time the EAV invited the former AACI artists to exhibit in Chile in 1952, the
artists had reverted back to the orthogonal frame in 1947, and distanced themselves from official
politics. That year, the AACI split with the Argentine Communist Party, which had aligned itself
with official Soviet artistic policy sanctioning socialist realism as the only legitimate style in line
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The AACI officially joined the Argentine Communist Party in 1945. Claudio Girola, who would later join the
EAV faculty in 1954, signed the letter pledging his allegiance to the party. See “Artistas adhieren al Comunismo.
Los artistas y escritores del movimiento arte concreto se afilian al Partido Comunista,” Orientación (Buenos Aires),
19 de septiembre, 1945.
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The early active members of the AACI included Tomás Maldonado and his wife Lidy Prati, Alfredo Hlito,
Claudio Girola, Alberto Molenberg, Manuel Espinosa, Oscar Nuñez, and the Lozza brothers (Rául, Rafael and
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1989), 243–44.
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with party ideology.75 As I will detail in the following pages, the AACI’s evolving political
alignments were completely absent from the EAV’s framing in Chile. The EAV instead engaged
with its depoliticized, postwar version of Concrete art, which by the late 1940s, had shifted
toward design, communication theory, and urbanism discourses, and away from class politics.76
The School founders interpreted the work of the AACI artists as an autonomous “language” and
their display emphasized the relationship between work of art and environment, foregrounding
their focus on the city as a locus of study and experimentation. The turn toward the urban sphere
was in some ways analogous with the post-AACI artists’ shifting focus on the integration of the
Concrete art object into the environment, but diverged substantially from its emphasis on rational
design, influenced by science and communication theories. I contend that the EAV’s approach
instead extended the latent poetic and performative tendencies and interdisciplinary
experimentation of the Arturo group, and advanced its own discourse on the city that challenged
the emergent developmentalist city in postwar South America.
While the EAV’s show may constitute a footnote in the history of Argentine Concrete art,
its early identification with geometric abstraction set the course for the School’s aesthetic
trajectory, and led former AACI sculptor Claudio Girola (1923-1994) to join its faculty in 1954.
Histories of Concretism in the Southern Cone tend to emphasize the relationship with Europe,
thus overlooking the ways in which more geographically proximate, but lesser known groups of
artists, thinkers, and designers received and interpreted (South) American manifestations of
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Concrete art.77 I aim to amplify these intra-regional connections and argue for their relevance to
the School’s emergent Americanist philosophy, which I examine in the third chapter. The
decision to exhibit Concrete art indicates the Institute’s desire to align itself with centers of
advanced art both within the region and in Europe. An article published in the local press on the
occasion of the exhibition, “Concrete Art: New Opportunities for Chile,” for example, notes its
timeliness and cites Swiss sculptor and leading figure of Concrete art Max Bill’s recent success
at the 1951 São Paulo Biennial, where abstraction was framed as the privileged international
idiom of art.78 For this new group of young architects and poets seeking to instill a “radically
modern” culture in a small, working-class port city, these associations signified, as art historian
Cristina Rossi has noted, “the will to take on a crusade for the diffusion of the vanguard
proposition.”79
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The “First” Exhibition of Concrete Art in Chile

The so-called “First Exhibition of Concrete Art in Chile” was organized in two iterations:
in Viña del Mar, the more affluent beach community adjacent to Valparaíso, and in Santiago. The
exhibition at the first venue, in the Hotel Miramar in Viña del Mar, was exceedingly brief, on
view only from October 20–25. The exhibition in the capital ran for nearly two weeks longer,
from October 27–November 15, at the Ministry of Education. Although both seem like
unconventional settings for exhibitions of contemporary art, Chile, compared to Argentina or
Brazil, lacked the robust art institutional infrastructure in the early 1950s. However, these
unconventional spaces recall the way the Argentine Concrete artists exhibited their work in the
early days of the movement—frequently in informal domestic settings rather than in officially
sanctioned cultural spaces. In a dossier on the exhibition compiled the faculty, they allude to “the
lack in Valparaíso and even in Santiago of an appropriate place for this type of exhibition.”80 In
Santiago, there were comparatively fewer spaces exhibiting abstract or experimental art, not at
least until slightly later in the decade when Grupo Rectángulo, formed by painter Ramón Vergara
Grez, first exhibited works in 1955.81 In Valparaíso, the faculty encountered a distinct cultural
landscape— one that was conducive to experimentation, but at the same time, faced an even
greater lack of formal and institutional art spaces than the capital. In fact, part of the faculty’s
mission was to build this presence in Valparaíso, as evidenced by their report in the dossier: “It
seems essential to create a museum conceived as a place where exhibitions that last for months
are held. Exhibitions with precise aims that are born of a necessity of a project and not simply of
80

Carpeta de recopilación de arte concreto. “Se prueba la carencia en Valparaíso aún en Santiago de un lugar para
adecuado para esta clase de exposiciones.” This document contains newspaper clippings, faculty commentary and
reports, and other notes and sketches.
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a mere dissemination effort. The existence of this museum demands a place in Valparaíso and
another in Santiago.”82
Of greater significance to the faculty’s venue selection, however, was identifying a
location that articulated the new Institute’s relationship with the city, especially in the
exhibition’s first iteration on the coast: “From the beginning, the Institute considered the
necessity of organizing the exhibition near the sea. The problem was, other than the Hotel
Miramar, there was no other possible place.”83 The faculty considered various spaces for the
exhibit, including the Hotel Miramar in Viña de Mar and the Couve building in the city center.
Although the managers of the hotel were not immediately amenable to hosting the exhibition—
nor were the founders who called it a “spiritually inappropriate” place of transience rather than
of contemplation— they offered the Institute the use of a wing in the bar for a brief five days.
The space, though not ideal, allowed the group to experiment with its unique spatial vision of
incorporating the image of the city into the space of the exhibition: the glass wrap-around walls
of the bar allowed for sweeping views of the bay and the sprawling hills and architecture of
Valparaíso.
The new faculty was also eager for the exhibition to travel to the capital as a means of
broadcasting its role as a catalyst of modern culture in Chile. According to the same report, cited
above, the faculty argue for the university’s role in diffusing culture in society:
The university is by nature one of the fundamental organs of culture in a country and
therefore [a] projection of its national character. The task of this Institute of Architecture
is essentially artistic, which means that, in part, its works need contact with the public
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Carpeta de recopilación de arte concreto. “Parece indispensable la creación de un museo concebido como un lugar
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(architectural works, plastic [works], theater, etc.) unlike purely scientific
investigations.84
In Santiago, the Institute also encountered difficulties securing an appropriate location for the
exhibition. The obvious venue, the Museo del Bellas Artes, was preparing another exhibition and
could not accommodate the exhibition, even for a brief run. Another option, a new facility at the
University of Chile, was delayed in construction. Eventually the group settled on a gallery “no
del todo favorable” (not entirely favorable) in the Ministry of Education. Because of the spatial
layout of the gallery in Ministry of Education, they decided to exhibit the paintings and
sculptures separately; the first week, the organizers displayed Maldonado and Hlito’s paintings
and Girola and Iommi’s sculptures the following.85
Yet it was on the coast that the exhibition display expressed a clearer articulation of the
School’s emphasis on the city as an object of study. At the Hotel Miramar, the exhibition moved
beyond the neutral space of the gallery to engage the city itself. Visually, the image of Valparaíso
and its distinctive hillside vernacular architecture effectively became the backdrop for the display
of Girola and Iommi’s geometric and linear abstract sculptures. Conceptually, the exhibition
established a relationship between exterior landscape and interior display foregrounding the
central role of the city in the School’s pedagogy. The exhibition display anticipates Cruz’s
statements he would make years later after living in the port city for nearly a decade about how
Valparaíso is “a city that lends itself to be seen, that offers itself to be looked at.”86 As Crispiani
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observes, the overall design strategy reflects how the “Institute had taken the city as a case study
and as a source of real knowledge of architecture and urban facts.”87
Documentary photographs of the exhibition preserved in the Concrete art dossier
evidence the unique display of the exhibition and the emphasis on its surrounding environment
(fig. 1.11). In these images, it is possible to identify a total of eight paintings by Maldonado and
Hlito. Students fabricated movable panels, each equipped with an individual projecting light, to
display the works. Although most of the theoretical pronouncements in Argentine Concretism
emerged from painting and privileged the frame and planarity, in Viña del Mar, the lesser known
sculptures took center stage in the display. Girola and Enio Iommi’s minimalist sculptures, nine
in total, were installed in front of the glass wrap-around wall of the bar. The sculptures appear
not only to visually integrate with the exterior landscape, but also suggest particular “viewing
situations” for exhibition visitors (figs. 1.12-1.13).88 Photographs and documentation of the
display evidence a deliberate triangulation of art object, natural landscape, and the built
environment, what Crispiani describes as a “particular state of convergence” that established an
“intentional way of showing works.”89 For example, a page from the dossier maps out where a
conference devoted to a reading of Italian architect and former Domus director Ernesto Roger’s
“Locating Concrete Art” took place within the exhibition space vis-à-vis the surrounding
landscape (fig. 1.14). Underneath a newspaper clipping promoting the event in the local press, a
photograph of one Girola’s sculptures is incorporated into a schematic diagram of the space by
one of the faculty organizers (presumably Cruz, based on the handwriting). To the right of the
photograph, the diagram sketches the outline of the city and maps out the surrounding landscape:
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“Recreo” is the name of one the hills between Valparaíso and Viña del Mar, where the School’s
campus is located; a horizontal line labeled “la playa” identifies the approximate location of the
beach; and another diagonal line labeled “el mar,” the sea. Although this documentation postdates the planning for the exhibition, it confirms how the EAV organizers’ intentionally framed
the work in dialogue with the exterior environment and its consistent focus on the bay and the
morphologies of Valparaíso.
The turn to both landscape and specificity of place also appears to undermine Concrete
art’s historic emphasis on universality and to contaminate its pure plastic values. Not mediated
by the purportedly neutral white wall of the gallery, viewers beheld the “art object in front of the
sea and in front of that enormous technical artifact that is the city.”90 However, the exhibition
notably did not physically take place in the city that functioned as the School’s primary urban
laboratory—Valparaíso—but rather, I argue, engaged with its image, or the idea of the city at a
remove from across the bay. The School’s early engagement with Concrete art and its attendant
associations with modernity and progress mirrored its emerging approach to the territory itself—
abstract, but not concrete. In other words, the School would continue to center its teaching on the
city, but from a distance, which encouraged formal explorations, but largely detached from a
social or political understandings of its material realities.

The Evolution of the AACI: From Invention to New Vision

As I discussed previously in the chapter, the AACI had already abandoned its materialist
aesthetic by the late 1940s, and the EAV engaged with the less politicized phase in the evolution
of Concrete art from Argentina. By 1948, the AACI’s rigid orthodoxy began to loosen and
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members embarked on individual paths as several artists traveled to Europe for the first time,
including Girola, who resided in Paris and Milan in 1949. While there, he studied with Belgian
artist and founding member of De Stijl, Georges Vantongerloo, with whom he maintained an
epistolary relationship after returning to South America. In Milan, he encountered the work of
the Movimento per l’arte concreta (Concrete Art Movement, or MAC) and established a close
friendship with artist and designer Bruno Munari.91 Following Girola’s involvement in the “first
exhibition of Concrete art in Chile,” he invited Munari and the Milan-based MAC movement to
exhibit in Chile. In August 1953, the Institute organized a second exhibition of Concrete art at
the same venues in Viña Del Mar and Santiago, which I examine further below. Beginning in
1948, other artists of the AACI increasingly gravitated toward Swiss Concretism, and away from
Soviet Constructivism. Visits to Max Bill, the MAC group in Milan, Friedrich VordembergeGildewart, Georges Vantongerloo in Paris— a group of figures art historian Megan Sullivan
refers to as the “peculiar pantheon of lesser-known and less political abstract artists”— became
obligatory destinations for the former AACI artists and a broader postwar generation of South
American abstract artists.92 Even the more orthodox Maldonado began to shift priorities during
this time, effectively abandoning the sphere of art (and his progressive teleology of the Concrete
art object that would dissolve into space), in order to become a designer:
In the year 1948 our splendid isolation ends because we start to travel… I come to
Europe that year. Back in Buenos Aires my artistic activity, and not only mine, begins to
be influenced mainly by Swiss concretists, Vantongerloo, and, in an indirect way,
Vordemberge-Gildewart. In my specific case, I distance myself from the strongly
experimental aspects that had characterized the previous period— the period, so to speak,
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of our heroic movement. It is precisely at this moment that I start to occupy myself with
architecture and design.93
Following the AACI’s disillusionment with the Argentine Communist Party, Maldonado
abandoned class-based revolutionary utopianism for a depoliticized techno-utopianism that
privileged cross-disciplinary collaborations among science, design, industry, and visual
communication.94 His politics transformed into a less militant functionalism, influenced by the
material promises of Max Bill’s “Die gute Form” (Good Form), objects of everyday mass
consumption that were both aesthetically pleasing and functional. Maldonado would soon join,
and eventually lead, the newly established Hochschule für Gestaltung (Ulm School of Design) in
Ulm, Germany, conceived as a postwar Bauhaus reboot, in 1954.95 Several Valparaíso School
faculty, including Iommi, visited the HfG Ulm in 1958, possibly at the invitation of
Maldonado.96 In 1951, Maldonado founded Nueva Visión, a journal dedicated to arts,
architecture, industrial design, and typography, which ran for nine issues until 1957 (fig. 1.15).97
Nueva Visión’s interdisciplinary focus on architecture, design, and industry likely appealed to the
newly founded EAV, which, as previously mentioned, modeled itself on institutions such as the
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I.A.C. in São Paulo, despite its emphasis on poetry and language. As evidenced in its report on
Concrete art, the Institute launched a rigorous press campaign to promote the exhibition, placing
abstract, graphically minimalist ads in newspapers in both cities that riffed on a Concrete
aesthetic, and resembled the typography and cover design of publications like Nueva Visión
(figs. 1.16-1.17).98 It was still relatively rare for an exhibition of modern art to receive such
treatment in the press in either city at the time, underscoring the extent of the Institute’s ambition
to position itself within a trans-Atlantic network of Concrete art, modern architecture, and
design.99
The “American” manifestation of Concrete art and the AACI’s specific origins, however,
were not examined in any depth in related programming. The School anticipated the necessity of
providing local Chilean audiences with a type of didactic primer on the broader, international
dimensions of Concrete art, hoping to mitigate the works’ illegibility, while also cultivating
appreciation for such “formally austere” work.100 In both cities, the Institute organized readings
and discussions of translations of critical texts related to Concrete art’s transnational dimensions.
In Viña del Mar, the exhibition culminated in a public reading of Italian architect and former
Domus director Ernesto Roger’s “Locating Concrete Art” (“Ubicación del arte concreto”), and in
Santiago, a reading of a text by Max Bill (possibly “Del arte abstracto al arte concreto”) with
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accompanying slide projections.101 These “international” (read European) connections were
followed by a second exhibition on Concrete Art, the Milan-based MAC group, the following
year.

The Exhibition as Poetic Act

In 1953, the Institute organized a second exhibition of Concrete art that further realized
the “incorporation” of the city into the exhibition of art, which was only implicit in the exhibition
of the Argentine artists. As previously mentioned, the former AACI sculptor Claudio Girola had
established contacts with Concrete artists in Europe, including Bruno Munari. After his
participation in the EAV exhibition in 1952, Girola invited Munari, along with fellow members
of the MAC group to exhibit in Chile. This time the Institute produced a catalogue to accompany
the exhibition, which included a prologue by Italian critic Gillo Dorfles and featured an image of
Munari’s “useless machines” on the cover (fig. 1.18).102 Similar to the exhibition of Argentine
artists, the work of the Italian Concrete artists was held in Viña del Mar and in Santiago at the
same venues. On the coast, the exhibition was, once again, organized in deliberate dialogue with
the city. Installation views of the exhibition show Munari’s graphic works mounted directly on
the glass walls between sheets of Plexiglas to produce another viewing scenario for visitors (figs.
1.19-1.20). The local press this time noted that the exhibition was “of great importance for the
city. And this had to be made known to the public. For this reason, students divided themselves
into different groups and, in the central parts of the town, painted murals alluding to the act” (fig.
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1.21).103 In this instance, students appeared to be more directly involved in materializing the
exhibition’s forms in the spaces of the city, accustomed as they were to studying and observing
the everyday life of the city. According to the press, the students had expressed the desire to
respond to the exhibition in a distinctly “porteña” fashion, leaving the classroom behind to
materialize the exhibition in the city proper— in the most central public places, such as the
Plazuela Ecuador— by painting murals that resembled the abstract works on view at the Hotel
Miramar.104
Student actions in the city resonated with the EAV’s response to the AACI exhibition of
the previous year. Writing semi-anonymously in the local press under the pseudonym “G” (for
Godofredo), Iommi asserted, “an exhibition, by being public, is a proposition of language, of
speech to men when it offers a poetic act. And this is what we are talking about when we talk
about the exhibition of Concrete art in Viña del Mar.”105 Rather than offer an explanation of the
individual works on view, Iommi frames the exhibition as a total environment, likening it to a
form of language: “It seems that the purified work, in the conquest of plastic autonomy, is like an
original yearning to recover language, the source of language as the foundation of cultural
existence.”106 Iommi’s abstruse commentary in the local press reveals how the EAV, guided by
his artistic vision, would center the writings of Heidegger rather than Marx, which had informed
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the work of his Argentine compatriots. Heidegger’s aesthetic theories on the origins of the work
of art and Hölderlin’s poetry were important references for the School, and Iommi in particular,
who became the group’s primary theoretician.107 What is particularly revealing about the
Institute’s (via Iommi’s) framing of this work, I argue, is how they avoided devoting significant
analysis to the objects themselves, but instead privileged a dematerialized emphasis on language,
space, and the image of the city. The EAV instead interpreted the collection of AACI works as a
materialization of the autonomy of language and its potential to generate new, unexpected forms.
Architectural historian Ignacio González Galán has also observed a link between the School’s
broader pedagogical framework and its underlying aesthetic theories: “Concrete Art might in fact
be understood to have provided a conceptual framework for some of the School’s projects,
presented, as it was, as the first artistic manifestation that consciously acknowledged its
condition of language.”108
Iommi’s commentary is also significant for the way in which it describes the exhibition as
an ephemeral poetic event, or what he calls an “hecho poético”:
An exhibition is itself a poetic event…this poetic event is what allows one to offer a
position. An exhibition is not only an environment of works, but is also a world of them.
When someone enters an exhibition they play at becom(ing) the interlocutor of the world
that is [exhibited]....109
Iommi’s use of the word “hecho” is notable: the word can translate to “occurrence” or “fact,”
depending on context. By the early 1950s, the School had already begun incorporating various
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actos poéticos, or poetic acts (e.g. spontaneous readings in public spaces, games, or performative
gestures) into its curriculum, suggesting that Iommi’s use of “hecho poético” more closely aligns
with the former definition of “hecho” as a type of suceso, “happening” or ephemeral event. The
poetic act on the other hand, typically involves the body and voice of the poet and is intended to
inaugurate an creative process. According to contemporary members of the School, who are
committed to carrying on its legacy, the “poetic act” is defined as follows:
Poetic acts are conducted in order to originate and to set a course; they are pure opening.
They were formulated by the poet Godofredo Iommi in order to explore the possibilities
of poetry in action, in which the poet is the bearer of the fête into reality through its
present body and viva voce. 110
Iommi thus distinguishes the exhibition as a distinct type of poetic action, one that presents
viewers with an autonomous language, but does not require the voice and body of a poet to
articulate it. The faculty use similar language in their report, referring to the exhibition as a
“spatial happening [suceso espacial] incorporated into the life and development of the city,”
rather than a “mere isolated event.”111
Both exhibitions of Concrete art played important role in the School’s early engagement
with abstraction, which extended to student work. Student projects designed for the Curso del
espacio, as González Galán has observed, “exhibited the obvious influence of Girola’s concrete
sculptures, suggesting that Concrete art was more than a fleeting interest” (fig. 1.22-1.23).112
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Indeed, Girola never strayed from abstraction after joining the faculty, and evidence of the
School’s continued adherence to geometric abstraction manifested in other activities, from the
colorful, geometric uniforms and props designed for the “tournaments” that would take place
decades later, to the sculptural costumes and masks students wore in poetic actions (figs. 1.241.25). These exhibitions further anticipated the abandonment of the gallery for the city and,
eventually, the South American landscape with the School’s first large-scale travesía (“crossing”
or voyage) in 1965. During this journey, participants improvised abstract, site-specific sculptures
and constructions, thus extending the relationship between abstract works of art and landscape, a
subject to which I turn in chapter three.

III. The School Exhibits Itself: The Conference of Latin American Architecture Faculties
(1959), “20 Years of the School of Architecture UCV” (1972)
The School’s discourse on the city and its visual “incorporation” into the exhibitions of
Concrete art were once again at the center of the School’s presentation at the 1959 Conference of
Latin American Architecture Faculties that opened this chapter. In this instance, the School
organized, for the first time, a public exhibition of its own production rather than curating works
of contemporary artists. It also marked a return to the institution that Cruz and his colleagues left
in the beginning of the decade to form their own project on the coast. As I described in the
introduction of the chapter, students and faculty collaborated on the design of a “shelter” to
“reveal” their “own intimate experience.”113 Like the exhibitions of Concrete art, it was critical
for the School to design a proper space that advanced a thesis about the city and demonstrated its
working method. Inside of the wooden, light-filled pavilion, the School displayed the outcome of
a year of student immersion in Valparaíso—the group plastered the elliptical interior walls with
113
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sketches, notes, and photographs that materialized the principle of observation, as well as other
student assignments, such as those developed for the Curso del espacio. Archival photographs of
the event show the transformation of the open, interior space into a “public agora,” illustrating
the School’s city-as-classroom method.114 The inclusion of tables and chairs provided a space for
students, teachers, and visitors to gather, work, and engage in dialogue. According to Cruz, it
was “not enough” to simply display their materials produced over the course of a year; instead
they decided to perform their process and methods.115
The discursive nature of the exhibition was most evident in Cruz’s speech
“Improvisation.” In this presentation, Cruz expounds upon the School’s pedagogical practice of
sending students into the city to study “real life,” in its “richest,” most “intimate” manifestations,
which could not be learned in the classroom or studio. His words suggest that it is in the
quotidian details, everyday encounters, and sensory perceptions of city life, that architects learn
to “read” intimacy in space: “Architects are those who know how to read, how to build the
countenance of life, of the act of living, of intimacy, in space.”116 Cruz insists that a generalized
formal approach is not adequate for designing poetically. Instead a formal design must emerge
from the sustained observation of intimate acts: “Intimacy, above and beyond anything else, in
and of itself, always calls for a form to take care of it. There can be, and there are, many forms,
but each intimate experience calls for a shape of its own.”117 Cruz’s comments also shed light on
how the School defines its “work”: “Thus, sometimes our works are observations of the city;
other times they are presentations in the School, and still other times they are spatial works, and
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at another moment they are rhetoric wedded with technique.”118 Already by the late 1950s, the
School considered its production not exclusively in terms of carefully rendered designs or
objects, but also as essentially ephemeral, dematerialized forms.
The frequent repetition of the term “intimacy” in Cruz’s discourse recalls French
philosopher Gaston Bachelard’s classic study of intimate spaces in The Poetics of Space, first
published in French in 1958. Bachelard’s book was widely read by artists and architects in the
postwar era, but it is not known to what extent The Poetics of Space influenced the School
founders, and whether it would have been known to Cruz as early as his 1959 presentation.119
Considering the founders’ pronounced Francophile orientation, it is likely that at least some of
the faculty were familiar with Bachelard’s phenomenology (which he termed “topoanalysis”) of
the oneiric image of the domestic interior. In The Poetics of Space, Bachelard focuses on
overlooked, mundane and micro spatial typologies, such as basements, attics, corners,
wardrobes, nests, and shells. Bachelard’s phenomenology was informed by depth psychology
and psychoanalytic theory, fields of knowledge that did not shape the School’s conceptualization
of “intimacy” or its wider pedagogical approach, but both the French philosopher and the School
founders were influenced by Surrealism. In 1939 Bachelard published Lautréamont, a
phenomenological study of aggression represented in the bestial imagery of Isidore Ducasse’s
Les Chants de Maldoror (1868/9), which became a cult text for the Surrealists.120 The
Uruguayan poet remained an enduring influence for the School, particularly in its oft-cited
quotation of his assertion that “poetry must be made by all. Not by one.” The Surrealist principle
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of chance, overwhelmingly present in the School’s pedagogy and aesthetics theories, also figures
prominently in The Poetics of Space. Architectural historian Joan Ockman writes that,
“Bachelard’s notion of the role played by chance and mutability in the emergence of the poetic
image is virtually identical to the creative principle of the surrealists.”121 Whereas Bachelard’s
analysis privileges the psychic dimensions of the “poetic image,” the School’s practice
consistently centered the (poetic) word and the potential of language, influenced by their reading
of Heidegger.
Bachelard’s text also advances a critique of modernity that both resonates with and
departs from the School’s urban imaginary of the “intimate city.” Bachelard’s evocation of the
rustic country home in Champagne, France—which Ockman notes, was contemporaneous with
Heidegger’s peasant hut in the Black Forest of Germany—conveys, amid the ravages of
technological warfare, an “aura of nostalgia” for a pre-modern, pre-industrial Europe.122 The
Valparaíso founders would later, in Amereida (1967), resist the drive toward nostalgia, which
they associated with a “veiled” consciousness that prevents an “authentic” Latin American
heritage from revealing itself.123 It is important, however, to acknowledge that Bachelard
produced The Poetics of Space in post-WWII Europe, and the recently founded Valparaíso
School developed its image of the “intimate city” in a moment of utopian optimism among
developing nations in postwar Latin America. Although Chile did not experience the same
“boom” as countries with larger economies, nor did Santiago transform into a major modern
metropolis, the imperatives of development are palpable in faculty writings from the 1950s and
early 1960s. For example, the previously cited essay by José Vial, “Reflections on Valparaíso”
(1964), reveals both the desire for modernization, as well as anxiety over the loss of industry in
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Valparaíso and resentment of being at the margins of capitalist development happening
elsewhere:
…those of us who live here barely have a voice in the destiny of the country, that we lack
the possibilities to develop individually, each one of us, in a way similar to what happens
in big cities, both materially and spiritually, and that everything we undertake is costly
and limited, and that everything we undertake finds its full completion elsewhere….All
our old great trading houses have become extinct, or have emigrated to Santiago; the
same has happened to our old great industries, which were born here and have left. The
new, large-scale industries do not choose us as a place, and the few we have managed to
attract have followed a bitter struggle with the central authorities, by asserting our
abandonment and at the same time accusing Santiago of centralizing greed…124
Vial’s gesturing toward provincial anxiety over the lack of development and material security in
Valparaíso contrasts with the images of the city in Cruz’s “Improvisation.” Despite referring to
Valparaíso as a “poor city, a city with a dark intimacy, but an intimate city nonetheless,” Cruz
celebrates its singular qualities: “it is a city, that, because it looks at itself, makes the eye see.”125
The founders’ writing suggests a conflicting desire for development and modernization, and a
critical stance toward the archetypal modern city, particularly as it was being transformed in
other cities in the region. Cruz’s words suggest that the intimacy formed, and observed by
students, in Valparaíso has the potential to counter the effects of alienation and estrangement
wrought by spectacle, what sociologist and philosopher Henri Lefebvre described as the “terrible
urban reality that the 20th century… instituted.”126 Cruz echoes this critique in his
“Improvisation”:
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The life of our city in its peak, its everyday life, reached all the way to Ecuador, but in
these times of despair the space of the city is diminishing, and the more desperate the
person lives in it is, the less he knows the city, now barely knowing his own block. This
is all the more dramatic in a city brimming with movie houses, where a fiction of space
fills the entire space of the city and where life becomes a combination of real and
fictional space.”127
Cruz’s and the EAV’s conceptualization of the “intimate city,” emerged primarily from
Valparaíso and their study of its corners, staircases, and winding streets. The School’s urban
imaginary resonated with increased calls for human-centered approaches to architectural study
and critiques of functionalist and technocratic urbanism in the postwar moment and, in a way,
anticipated the backlash toward modernism within Latin America that would unfold in the
following decades.

Coda: The 1972 Exhibition “Twenty Years of the School of Architecture UCV”

In October 1972, the School organized “Twenty Years of the School of Architecture
UCV,” a large-scale retrospective exhibition of its work in Santiago. I conclude with this
particular exhibition as it represents a culmination of the exhibition strategies the School began
to develop in the 1950s, bridging art, discourses on the city, and the creation of a communal,
pedagogical space. Every ten years since 1962, the School has organized exhibitions of its own
production, in a way recalling the 1959 CLEFA exhibition.128 Installed in the newly renovated
“Sala Matta” basement gallery of Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes (MNBA), then under the
leadership of the artist Nemesio Antúnez, the “Twenty Years” exhibition marked the School’s
127
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first exhibition of its own work in a space dedicated to art.129 Antúnez’s tenure as director, cut
short by the coup d’état in 1973, marked a significant shift in the modernization of the MNBA
and aligned with socialist President Salvador Allende’s mandate to make art more accessible to
popular classes.130 Given this new institutional context for exhibiting its work, the School
designed an installation with a pronounced visual and graphic organization, which Maria Berríos
claims was “very contemporary… in terms of its museology and display.”131 Suspended mobile
maquettes and conceptual models allowed for a relatively free, open spatial organization (fig.
1.26). Such a display enabled visitors to gather and engage in dialogue, or pore over the School’s
in-house publications and press clippings related to its public projects scattered across tables set
up in the gallery (figs. 1.27).132
The most notable of visual feature of the installation, however, was a suite of fifty-nine
1.5 x 1.5 meter blackboards that unfolded along the perimeter of the gallery walls. The
blackboards contained manifesto-style statements and images that articulated the School’s
philosophy and overviews of some of its (mostly unrealized) major projects since 1952.133
Although the content was likely produced collectively, the white chalk text and drawings were
unmistakably rendered by Alberto Cruz’s hand.134 The appearance of the blackboard not only
signaled the pedagogical function of the Valparaíso School’s project, but the inherent
ephemerality of the medium (in fact, none of the original blackboards are extant, but several
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have been re-fabricated for contemporary exhibitions) resonates with other fleeting forms in the
School’s practice, such as the poetic act. The School’s use of blackboards at the MNBA parallels
another performative-pedagogical engagement with the medium in the art world. The same year,
German artist Joseph Beuys delivered his performative lectures at the Tate and the Whitechapel
Gallery in London. In Information Action (1972) (fig. 1.28), Beuys deployed several blackboards
to present his ideas about direct democracy and human creativity in an open forum within the
museum. In the “20 Years” exhibition, the blackboards communicated the School’s own theories
about the city, poetics, architecture, and life. They functioned as a visual and textual synecdoche
for some of the School’s more complex theories, such as Amereida, its “authentic,” postcolonial
vision for America. Several blackboards present the core principles of this vision and feature the
experimental maps illustrated in the Amereida publication (1967).135
One of the final blackboards in the unfolding narrative offers a self-reflexive statement
about an ideal exhibition space under the heading “lugar para exponer” (place to exhibit). The
text states that in “such a place, any commission is poetic,” from acts of manual labor such as
“digging, sweeping, sowing, to designing for industries, sculpting, and building.”136 The
135
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architecture of the site, according to the principles of Amereida, does “not adhere to north-southeast-west axes, nor to any system of ‘centers.’” Instead, the exhibition site is designed in
accordance with the conceptual geographies the School established in Amereida, the mar interior
(interior sea) and the “stars,” presumably of the southern hemisphere, which feature prominently
in the Amereida poem. The text also alludes to the “public life” of the city, suggesting the
continued emphasis on the city in its exhibition projects. The final line of the text, in a more
pronounced manifesto-like tone, boldly declares, “That is why we say NO to housing and YES to
living,” echoing Cruz’s implicit critiques of technocratic functionalism in his 1959
“Improvisation” lecture. The image that accompanies the text, on the surface, resembles a
building recently constructed at the newly founded site Open City, the Sala de Música (Music
Room) (fig. 1.30). Although this building was not intended to be an exhibition space, its function
was decidedly communal and remains an important weekly gathering space for members of the
Open City community. The drawing on the blackboard, whether it represents the Open City
building or a prototype, features an open, seemingly flexible design that also recalls the spatial
organization and transparent walls of the Concrete Art exhibitions in Viña del Mar.
The “20 Years” retrospective underscores how the exhibition became a critical medium
for the School to engage with broader publics beyond its own community, incorporating the city
into the temporary architecture of the exhibition to form a “public agora.” Archival photographs
of the exhibition’s closing in early November show Cruz speaking before a large group of
students from the School, who had traveled to the capital in droves to visit the exhibition (fig.
1.31).137 Cruz allegedly performed another type of presentation in the style of “Improvisation,”

Y SI al habitar”
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although the content of the talk was not documented.138 Students sat on chairs or on the floor in a
semi-curricular formation around Cruz, taking notes as he gesticulated and delivered his remarks,
as a secondary ring of visitors formed around the students to observe the School’s pedagogy in
action.139
Such images, however, provide little evidence of how the exhibition may have engaged a
wider public through its reliance on traditional didactic modes of communication—the
blackboard and the lecture—and its rather abstract language and imagery. The School’s prescient
approach to engaging the aesthetics and affects of pedagogy—and its discursive mode of
exhibition-making—likely stood in stark contrast with more militant leftist artist groups calling
to abandon the museum for the streets during the Unidad Popular era (1970-1973). In these
images, Cruz’s gestures instead resemble Beuys’ “missionary” 140 posturing, or the similarly
improvised, highly visual lecturing style of Le Corbusier, whom Cruz and the founders greatly
admired (fig. 1.31).141 Like these latter figures, Cruz remains at the center of the action, of the
ronda, as opposed to students or members of the general public, suggesting that the School’s
“exhibition pedagogy” preserved rather than transgressed a traditional hierarchy between student
and teacher, artist and public. Indeed, the “20 Years” retrospective, like the “First Exhibition of
Concrete Art in Chile,” retained an aura of obscurity and distance from both the public and the
city. However, the School never aspired to radically reconfigure social relations or dramatically
alter the existing fabric of the city. Its methods were more closely linked to the spheres of art and
modern architecture (even well into the early 1970s) than sociology or radical pedagogical
tactics, yet students had already been venturing into the streets of Valparaíso, engaging various
138
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communities in the process, for twenty years. The School developed its own particular mode of
conceptualizing the exhibition as another public forum that extended its vision of the intimate
city, as a space for anyone to gather. Like the other forms of “acts” that I examine in the
following chapters, the exhibition constituted a temporary intervention into the city, everyday
life, and mainstream institutions. However, the School’s tendency to abstract the city in its
various rhetorical, visual, and spatial representations would have consequences in future
confrontations with history.
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CHAPTER TWO
DISSOLVING FORMS: THE POETIC ACT, THE PHALÈNE, AND THE
PERFORMANCE OF MODERNITY

Introduction
On a summer day in 1964, members of the Valparaíso School and local inhabitants of the
port city gathered in the Horcón inlet for a celebration honoring the Pacific Ocean and the
knowledge and trade of the fishing community of Valparaíso. A short film of the event in the
School’s archive captures a festive, bacchanalian scene in which children frolicked and played
games and students and adults danced, while a group of attendees prepared an asado (barbecue)
and wine flowed freely among revelers. The archival recording lacks sound but images of
participants strumming guitars and playing paper accordions and drums suggest that music
animated the gathering (figs. 2.1-2.2). In the midst of this convivial scene, EAV architecture
students donning eccentric sculptural costumes resembling modernized Roman togas and
elongated paper headdresses topped by spinning pinwheels processed single file onto the beach
and began to collectively recite excerpts from Alonso de Arcilla’s “La Aracauna” (1556––1589),
the epic poem about the conquest of Chile (fig. 2.3).1
After the performance on the beach, the film cuts to a group of students and teachers
boarding several fishing boats and rowing out to sea. In one of the boats the poet Godofredo
Iommi is seen reading aloud from a book, while in another vessel several students seated around
a large human-scale white cubic sculpture prepare to launch the object overboard. This sculptural
sign (signo escultórico) has previously been interpreted as a poetic offering to the ocean and to
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fishermen lost at sea (whose names were also read aloud), yet its life-size scale and plain,
unadorned white sides also recall the paradigmatic forms of architectural modernism (fig. 2.4).2
In addition to its function as a memorial, the cube’s incorporation in this performative gesture is
also suggestive of the vulnerability of the architectural object itself— its rationalist geometries
subjected to the whims of the ocean’s current, its solidity and universality undermined and
offered up to nature and chance.
Although apparently unrelated to architecture or the regular activities of a university, this
event, known as the Phalène de Horcones typifies the poetic action or variation of happenings
that became a regular activity at the Valparaíso School beginning in the mid-1960s, even though
ephemeral poetic acts (actos poéticos) were integrated into the curriculum as early as the
School’s re-founding in 1952. The overall pedagogical aim of the event was to bridge the
vocation and communities of the architect and fisherman. From the perspective of the School
faculty, the fisherman has a lot to teach the architect, who must similarly harness and control the
elements of nature to shelter and sustain the local community.3 This particular phalène also
exemplifies Iommi’s concept of the fiesta as a poetic (and architectural) form, which
momentarily defamiliarizes the everyday by transforming a space and disrupting routine to
unleash leisure and free play.
The poetic acts, which ranged from oral recitations of poetry in a public setting to
Surrealist-style games, were collectively realized, yet originated as a personal project begun by
Iommi early on in the School’s history. The phalène was a particular type of poetic act that was
conceived as a finished work of art, which Iommi further developed and theorized while living
and working in Europe (primarily Paris) from 1958 to 1963. This chapter examines this
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performative, embodied mode of production in the School’s evolving practice. It considers
Iommi’s years in Europe, which marked a critical turning point in his conceptualization of the
poetic acts, and their impact on the School’s activities upon his return to Chile in 1964. During
this time, Iommi collaborated with MADÍ artist Carmelo Arden Quin (1913-2010) to develop
the La Phalène group, thus extending the Valparaiso School’s dialogue with legacies of
Argentine Concrete art initiated in the early 1950s that were discussed in the previous chapter.
Despite Iommi and Arden Quin’s different attitudes toward the work of art, I argue that
their collaboration revealed a continuity between Iommi’s conception of the work of art and the
early Argentine Concrete-Invention artists: similar to this younger avant-garde generation,
Iommi wrote of “breaking out of the frame” of conventional poetry in order to engage more fully
with everyday life in his theorization of the phalène. At the same time, Iommi’s privileging of
the poetic over the functional utility of language parallels the School’s critical attitudes toward
rational functionalism in architecture. Furthermore, I contend that the inclusion of ephemeral,
performative acts in the program of an architecture school demonstrates the extent to which the
School embraced ephemerality as a key signifier of its “radical modernity” in a context that was
still modernizing. In so doing, I examine the poetic act’s resonances with and departures from
the avant-garde, contextualize Iommi’s activities within the broader community of artists
working in Paris in the early 1960s, and consider the implications of the poetic act in the
architectural culture of postwar Chile.

I. Toward a Definition of the Poetic Act and the Evolution of the Phalène
As discussed in the previous chapter, the city of Valparaíso became an experimental
laboratory for wandering and observing architecture and urban situations as a form of auto-
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pedagogical discovery, yet it also became a stage for performative actions and a field for play. At
the School of Valparaíso, the performative act and the game were closely intertwined. As early
as the School’s founding in 1952, so-called actos poéticos (poetic acts) unfolded in streets and
public plazas, becoming part of the regular activities of the School. The poetic act was an
ephemeral, performative gesture or action that assumed many forms and was often collectively
realized by members of the School, as well as uninitiated passersby. It frequently entailed poetry
readings en ronda (in a large circle), generally unannounced or without any preparation on the
part of participants, and was thus open to elements of chance and improvisation.
Faculty member and architect Fabio Cruz described the poetic act’s transitory, fleeting
character as an experience best exemplified by travel. He illustrated an example of a poetic act
that took place on a train, in which Iommi and other members of the School donned masks and
recited poems from memory, then removed their masks and returned to their seats.4 The primary
intention of these actions, tied as they were to a program of study in a school of architecture, was
to suffuse a space with meaning, or recognize a space’s potential for re-semanticization. Its
pedagogical function was to encourage architects-in-training to see a familiar space with new
eyes, new meanings and to unleash the creative process; even for the non-architects involved, the
poetic act inaugurated an aesthetic experience that would impel one to create.
The procedures and effects of these poetic acts recall various historic avant-gardes and
evidence the eclectic sources that formed the basis of the School’s understanding of aesthetic
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modernity. For example, the act of jolting an unexpected public with an impromptu performative
recitation is reminiscent of the linguistic experimentation and the appeal to the nonsensical of
historic avant-gardes such as Dada and Surrealism. The poetic acts also incorporated card games
similar to the cadavre exquis (exquisite corpse), a parlor game employed by the Surrealists in
which one player starts off drawing a form, then covers the majority of it, leaving only the edges
exposed to be resumed by another, resulting in a nonsensical image. Some of these actions,
preserved only by amateur photographic documentation, also entailed the material production of
an object or featured more elaborate sculptural garments and masks that recall Bauhaus plays or
the productions by the Cabaret Voltaire (the School staged their own Spanish-language rendition
of Tristan Tzara’s play, Corazón a gas in 1969) (figs. 2.5-2.6). Architectural historian Alejandro
Crispiani, who is one of the first scholars to venture a close reading of the various complex
sources that informed the poetic acts, also likened the poetic act to a “collage of sound and
meanings.”5 The layering of everyday places and scenarios with rarefied poetic language
suggests that the poetic act was also part of a lineage of Cubist aesthetics (as I discussed in the
previous chapter, Iommi was particularly influenced by Vicente Huidobro’s Creacionismo).
Iommi’s description of the poetic acts as a type of “anti-theater” also resonates with a more
contemporary reference, the emergence of Happenings, with which Iommi came into contact in
Paris in the early 1960s.
Despite the various evocations of the avant-garde in these performative actions, Iommi’s
poetic acts were notably distinct from the various avant-garde movements they appeared to
reference. Of all the poetic act’s associations with the historic avant-garde, Surrealist concepts
and practices, such as improvisation and automatic writing, were the most prominent. In several
5
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of Iommi’s writings and lectures, references to the proto-surrealist figure the Comte de
Lautréamont and major Surrealist figures such as André Breton abound, suggesting the
privileged role of Surrealism or in Crispiani’s words, the “epitome of the avant-gardes,” in
Iommi’s thoughts about modern art.6 And yet, unlike historical Surrealism, the poetic act
operated in a different experiential register: for Iommi, the poetic act remained firmly rooted in
quotidian experience, the aquí y ahora (“here and now”) rather than in the realm of the oneiric or
subconscious. Furthermore, unlike Dada or Surrealism, the poetic acts were not an irrational
“explosion of nonsense” or a “provocation,” but rather a way of awakening a group to the
immediate reality of its surroundings and triggering an awareness of its creative potential.7 These
poetic actions were intended to create a rupture, or in the words of Iommi, a poetic
“interruption,” into concrete reality rather than a critique or negation of it.8 According to
Crispiani, “the valorization of direct and concrete experience,” was the point of departure in the
poetic acts, and began with “what exists and is common to everyone.”9
This emphasis on direct observation and concrete reality reflects the importance of
Martin Heidegger’s existential phenomenology on Iommi’s development of the poetic act,
particularly the philosopher’s writings on the origin of the work of art and privileging of poetic
language as interpreted through the figure of the Romantic poet, Friedrich Hölderlin.10 Iommi
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was introduced to the work of Heidegger via the Italian philosopher Ernesto Grassi, one of
Heidegger’s disciples, who lectured in Chile in 1951.11 Iommi took from Heidegger the idea of
poetry as an originary moment of human creation; thus for the School, poetic language became
the starting point for architectural construction. The “interruption” of the poetic act into everyday
mundane reality resonated with Heidegger’s notion of how the work of art “opens a world,”
which held transformative potential to reshape the participant’s conception of reality.12 This
philosophical underpinning of the poetic acts further distinguished the School from the other
avant-garde movements it drew upon to inform its interpretation of aesthetic modernity.
Although the varied references of the poetic act are complex and its origins imprecise,
what is known is that the period between the late 1950s and early 1960s was a decisive turning
point in Iommi’s theorization of the poetic act. He further developed the concept while living in
Paris from 1958 to 1963, where he devised a specific type of poetic act known as the phalène.13
Similar to the emergence of the poetic acts, the origin of term phalène, meaning night moth or
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butterfly in the French, is unknown and shrouded in apocryphal tales. According to painter
Francisco Méndez, the philosopher and La Phalène participant François Fédier suggested the
word, likening the rapid motion of a moth’s wings in flight to the ephemerality of the poetic
event.14 Compared to the poetic act, the phalène consisted of more established parameters than
the poetic act, in terms of place and duration, and was comparatively less open to improvisation.
It was conceived as a finished “work” and less of a spontaneous intervention into the everyday,
and was usually more elaborate than an oral recitation of verse. In his recollection of the
emergence of the phalène, Fabio Cruz admitted his own confusion about the nuances between
the two forms, but insisted that the phalène differed in its more determined structure and nonreproducibility (it would take place only one time). Continuing with the travel metaphor, he
noted the distinction: “typical of the phalène, is [once] one decides to do it, the time and the
place are decided. This is very important, the moment of departure and the conditions of the
journey.”15 The rest of the action would be open to improvisation, but in general, the phalène
was more akin to a choreographed performance, or the non-narrative theatrical quality of a
Happening. The following section addresses Iommi’s evolving artistic ideas and the emergence
of the phalène and contextualizes them in the international art context of postwar Paris.

II. Collaborations with Carmelo Arden Quin in Paris: La Phalène, “Carta del Errante”
and Ailleurs
Although not much is known about Iommi’s European chapter, it is possible to piece
together his network and affiliations and consider how the phalène fit into the broader postwar
14
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Parisian art scene and the broader landscape of performative, participatory practices. Paris
remained an important destination for Latin American artists into the post-WWII era, particularly
for Argentine artists. Feeling limited and frustrated by the artistic institutions in Chile, the
School’s founders also shared a goal of re-founding the institute in Europe.16 Though this did not
come to pass, the years in Europe, and Paris in particular, were critical to developing Iommi’s
Americanist consciousness, which would shape the overall project of the EAV upon Iommi’s
return to Chile in 1964.
During his years in Paris, Iommi frequently collaborated with one of the members of the
MADÍ Concrete art group, Carmelo Arden Quin, a Uruguayan-born poet and artist whom he first
met at the Radio del Pueblo in Buenos Aires at the end of the 1930s.17 MADÍ was one faction of
Argentine Concretism that emerged in the mid-1940s in Buenos Aires and several MADÍ artists,
such as Arden Quin, still identified themselves as part of this movement and were committed to
upholding its legacy in later decades. In several respects, Iommi’s collaboration with the MADÍ
artist is fitting, considering how the School’s own commitment to artistic interdisciplinarity and
rejection of rationalist approaches to architectural pedagogy echo the less rigidly orthodox
Concrete art group from Argentina. Compared to the Asociación Arte Concreto-Invención
(AACI), to which EAV member Claudio Girola formerly belonged, MADÍ possessed a “playful
and poetic spirit” and encompassed a variety of art forms from painting, sculpture, architecture,
music, dance, and multimedia events.18 Like Iommi, Arden Quin was also as much a literary
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figure as an artistic one.19 Arden Quin and other Paris-based MADÍ artists collaborated in
Iommi’s La Phalène, an amorphous group of European and Latin American artists and poets
who realized poetic acts in sites throughout the city and in other small villages in Europe.20 One
of the group’s earliest phalène took place on June 11, 1962 at the Père Lachaise cemetery.
Various members of the group gathered at the tomb of the poet Guillaume Apollinaire, where a
black-cloaked professional actor read aloud Apollinaire’s poem “La Jolie Rousse”21 (fig. 2.7).
Other excursions in France included the Fontainebleau Forest, Brittany’s famous Broceliande
Woods, and caves in south of France, destinations that all have associations with medieval
mythology and were sites of interest to the Surrealists. Thus, the phalène was not a strictly urban
phenomenon. Travel and spatial displacement were central to the experience, which would take
the group to a variety of sites in cities and small towns, prefiguring the School’s travesías
(journeys) throughout the American continent following Iommi’s return to Chile.

Carta del Errante

In 1963, Arden Quin invited Iommi to publish in the literary and culture journal Ailleurs,
which was largely directed and shaped by the former’s own views on art.22 The title of the
publication, meaning “elsewhere,” suggests the place-related preoccupations of the group and
19
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further underscores the phalène’s close association to travel and the transitory as a state of
being.23 Iommi’s quasi-manifesto, “Carta del Errante” (“Letter of the Wanderer”) was originally
published in French (“Lettre de l’Errant”) in the first issue of Ailleurs in summer 1963.24 In this
text, he articulates the ideas central to the evolution of the phalène, many of which Arden Quin
would contest in the pages of the same journal, particularly in regard to the role of improvisation
in their collaborations. Iommi’s “letter” hardly reads like a typical vanguard artist’s manifesto in
its lack of antagonistic language and tone, and is instead written in a type of familiar informal
address to his poet-collaborators (he begins mes chers or “dear ones”). Iommi does not describe
the genesis of the phalène nor does he even attempt to fully define it (in fact, he does not even
mention the term in the text); rather he articulates his views on the role of the poet, the
relationship between art and politics, poetry and reality, and (most importantly), the possibility of
poetry without writing.
In addressing his fellow poets, Iommi begins “Carta del Errante” by lamenting how
avant-garde poetry became instrumentalized by official politics and dogma. He rehearses some
of the lessons learned from the European historic avant-garde from Futurism to Surrealism
(“And in this way Marinetti ended in fascism and Aragon in official Communism”).25 According
to Iommi, the avant-garde’s search for justice and social transformation was “sincere and
generous,” but had been co-opted by the politics of the state.26 He argues that, “on a certain level,
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poetry has been confused with Politics and its laws. The effects of political compromise are
known—miseries of poetry— and the celebrated ‘meanwhile’ is not a response, nor is the refuge
in the ‘poem’ a solution.”27 In other words, political poetry is not the answer for Iommi, but
neither is refuge inside the traditional poetic frame, “el marco del poema.”28 For Iommi, the poet
should not bend to the exigencies of political compromise; rather the poet must break out of
conventional poetic form by “abandoning literature” (“abandonar la literatura”) and moving
physically into the spaces of “realidad” to transform it:
Poetry in action springs forth and inserts itself fully in reality. It reveals the possibility that
founds all effective existence and at the same time makes acts [happen] in the world. I have
therefore seen the poet exit [the realm of] literature, surpass the poem, and even abandon
writing.29
Iommi sets up his essay by posing questions about the poet’s role in society and relationship to
poetic form, including “Should the poet, in expressing his discoveries, remain enclosed in the
frame of the poem, subjected to the laws of this or that aesthetic, even unwillingly?... Is it truly
possible, the abandonment of literature? Or is political commitment inevitable?”30
Iommi’s belief that the poet should refrain from meddling in politics did not imply that
the poet should not have a social role, however. Iommi cites generously from the Comte de
Lautréamont throughout the essay (and would do so in later texts and in his courses at the EAV),
particularly the poet’s well-known dictum that “poetry should be made by everyone and not by
one person.”31 He continues his citation of Lautréamont elsewhere in the text, including the
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quote “A poet should be more useful than any other citizen of his tribe. His work is the code of
diplomats, legislators and the instructors of youth.”32 For Iommi, poetry itself was sufficiently
“liberadora,” (liberatory) and “útil,” (useful) capable of creating new subjectivities and
sociopolitical horizons, even if it should not aspire to “cambiar el mundo” (change the world) as
a totality. Beyond the poet’s social utility, he is also the “bearer of the celebration, the poet is the
bearer of possibilities because, with his presence [he] unleashes unexpected relationships and
provokes active participation in games.”33
The image of the ideal poet in “Carta del Errante” is based on the nineteenth French
Symbolist poète maudit (such as Arthur Rimbaud, Charles Baudelaire, as well as Lautréamont), a
bohemian figure who lives outside of society and “possesses no power nor exercises any
rebellion.”3 4 As was previously mentioned, Iommi’s ideal (decidedly male) poet was also
influenced by Heidegger’s lecture on the poet Hölderlin, in which he described the metaphysical
potential of the poet to uncover or reveal the world to others, a central idea in the development of
the phalène.35 In the phalène, the poet acts as a type of medium or guide, introducing the
possibility of making art for others.36 Another tradition that informs Iommi’s ideal poet is the
medieval troubadour, a traveling poet-performer whose oral recitations of verse reached a broad
public.37
Iommi himself frequently embodied this ideal in the phalène carried out in Europe in the
early 1960s. In images documenting phalène in Europe and, later on in Chile, he is frequently
32
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shown wearing his typical traje del poeta (the poet’s costume), bright red tights and an oversized
white sweater (figs. 2.8–2.9). Iommi’s disfraz (costume) contains multiple allusions, ranging
from the comedia dell’arte to filmmaker Federico Fellini’s professed interest in clowns and
circus types.38 One of the La Phalène participants, Michel Deguy explained that Iommi’s
performative identity was also a reference to Miguel Cervantes’s novel Don Quixote, which
accounts for the group’s interest in traveling to windmills and its embrace of failure as creatively
generative. Thus, the appearance of “Errante” in the title of Iommi’s text has a double meaning:
not only must the poet be itinerant (“El poeta debe ser itinerante de la poesía”), he also errs.39
During his period in Europe, failure, and particularly the idea of “predestined failure” became an
important concept for Iommi, because of its potential to reveal lo desconocido (the unknown)
and lo impensado (the unexpected).40 Iommi would further elaborate these ideas in relation to the
(South) American continent upon his return to Chile, for his most ambitious project concerning
the invention of “America.” The phalène in Europe extended beyond Paris to other cities and
towns across Europe, including France, Ireland, England, Delfos, Cuma, Istanbul and Munich.
The travel component of the phalène prefigured the travesía, an extended journey in the
“neglected” spaces of the American continent beginning in the latter half of the 1960s.
Despite the itinerant character of the phalène, its emergence also resonated with artistic
practices focused on the specificities of the urban in Paris. According to Arden Quin, his
collaborations with Iommi in Paris were “a very 1960s project, when there were artistic, political
and social happenings taking place throughout Europe and North America. But La Phalène, in its
38
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effort to encourage interactive actions with the public, had been ahead of its time.”41 Iommi and
the other participants of La Phalène engaged in a mode of interactive performance in public
spaces that exhibited certain affinities with Happenings and other neo-avant-garde tendencies of
the 1960s (such as the move to the street, participation and collectivity, and dematerialization of
the art object), but developed at somewhat of a remove from vanguard networks.
The public actions and preoccupations of La Phalène group were notably distinct from
the more technophilic, perceptual modes of interactivity practiced by other Latin American
(particularly Argentine) neo-avant-garde collectives working in Paris, such as the Groupe de
Researche d’art Visuele (GRAV). 42 Iommi and other members of the EAV intersected with the
network of Latin American, primarily Argentine, group of artists and shared an interest in ludic
collective actions in the public sphere, but Iommi’s approach to participation and collectivity and
his distinct understanding of the work of art exhibited different concerns.43 While many other
artistic groups that turned to the street worked in the Optical-Kinetic tendency that foregrounded
the use of technology, the phalène was emphatically analogue, romantic, and to an extent, less
participatory in its preservation of the hierarchy between artist and participant. Despite Iommi’s
quotation of Lautréamont’s “poetry must be made by all” in “Carta del Errante,” the poet is the
unambiguous leader of the poetic act and phalène. Furthermore, unlike other Happenings and
intermedia experimentation of the 1960s, the dissolution of artistic boundaries in the phalène was
never entirely achieved, nor even desired by Iommi; for him, all action begins with the poetic
41
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word. According to Crispiani, the collective, improvisational encounter among different artistic
disciplines in the phalène (performance, poetry, architecture), in a sense “consolidated distinctive
artistic expressions,” rather than transgressed disciplinary boundaries.44
The group La Phalène and a more tech-driven group such as GRAV also represent
different artistic and critical responses to spectacle in the modern city.45 Artists with pronounced
leftist leanings, such as those in GRAV, sought to combat anomie and alienation in the capitalist
city through collective participatory experience triggered by sensory reactivation. Iommi and his
group effectively turned their backs on engaging with the dialectical possibilities of technology,
retreating from contemporary society to the past, and a more romantic notion of collective poetic
experience. Despite Arden Quin’s debatable claim that the phalène was “ahead of its time,”
Iommi sought to bridge current vanguard practices and a romantic past, resurrecting the popular
lyrical tradition of the ancient troubadour in order to come into direct contact with the public.46
However, the activities of the School, from its urban-centric pedagogy to the Surrealist-inspired
procedures of the poetic acts, have frequently been likened to the Situationist International’s
dérive, erratic urban drifting, and “constructed situation,” which emerged roughly
contemporaneously to the poetic act, even though the group was never cited as an influence or
source in the texts by Iommi during his European travels or after his return to Chile.47
The possible connection to Situationism should not be entirely dismissed, however,
considering Iommi’s extended stay in Paris (he may have had some awareness of the SI, even
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though he never acknowledged them in his writings or lectures). Both groups were influenced to
varying extents by the irrational impulses of Surrealism and Dada and engaged the possibilities
of disinterested play and the game. For the SI, the emphasis on play stemmed from an anti-work
and anti-capitalist ideological imperative, whereas the role of the game in the phalène (and
following 1965, the travesía), as I will explain in further depth later in this chapter, was poetic
and generative, leading to other creative actions. Like the SI’s critique of urbanism (known as
“unitary urbanism”), Iommi and fellow EAV members also held critical (albeit far less politically
radical) attitudes toward the alienating and totalizing effects of large-scale modernist architecture
and planning and the commodification of life under capitalism, even though the EAV was not
explicitly anti-capitalist. A further similarity is that both the phalène and the “constructed
situations” of the SI did not inherently value a democratic approach to participation per se; the
actions of both groups maintained a sense of hierarchy and exclusivity that distinguished them
from other collective groups, such as GRAV, whose rhetoric championed a “leftist populism.”48
The participants of drifts and situations of the SI were members, not the general public, and
“required the temporary leadership of an individual who would play the role of director.”49 Even
though the phalène took place in a variety of public spaces and encouraged participation from
any and all curious passersby, they were occasionally more isolated and private. It was also clear
from Iommi’s remarks in “Carta del Errante” and from many of the photographic documentation
of the phalène, that the poet himself led the event, similar to the SI’s adherence to a temporary
hierarchal structure.
At the same time, it is crucial to avoid superficial comparisons between the phalène and
the actions of the SI, as significant ideological differences outweigh the apparent similarities.
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Iommi was not a Marxist, even though he often collaborated with them and other leftist figures
(such as Girola and Arden Quin). The French philosopher and La Phalène participant François
Fédier explained, “Godo was probably the least revolutionary person, politically, but [he was
the] most revolutionary person in the poetic sense.”50 Iommi’s apolitical understanding of poetry
and existential phenomenological approach to urban space would have been anathema to Guy
Debord and members of the SI, despite their similar efforts to facilitate meaningful encounters
that subverted the modern city’s alienating infrastructure and spectacle. Crispiani explains that
the fundamental difference between the phalène and Situationist actions is that “the phalène has
an objective, a point of arrival; it is not a dérive. It is a failed journey, but not an erratic one.”51 I
would add to this important distinction the two very different political-ideological implications
of the phalène and the dérive—the latter was more explicitly politicized and aspired to facilitate
a “beyond art” experience, whereas the phalène was conceived as an entirely aesthetic
experience that would generate further creative actions or thoughts. The SI strove to suppress art
while Iommi and the EAV aspired to amplify art’s significance by extending the conventional
“frame” of poetry and “interrupting” the everyday through poetic actions.

Break with Arden Quin, MADÍ
Iommi’s interest in figures like the medieval troubadour and his lack of engagement with
technology not only distinguished his project from neo-avant-garde collectives working in public
space and politically radical groups like the SI, but his ideas also clashed with those of his Parisbased collaborator, Arden Quin. Despite collaborating for over a year, Iommi and Arden Quin
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disagreed about the role of improvisation in the performative happenings, and about the nature of
the written word in poetry, eventually parting ways at the end of 1963. The MADÍ artist objected
in particular to Iommi’s emphasis on improvisation and to Iommi’s conception of the act itself as
a generative work of art (“como la forma madre para un nuevo arte”), rather than as a method or
tool.52 In the second issue of Ailleurs, published shortly after Iommi’s “Carta del Errante,” Arden
Quin wrote about the increasing aesthetic rift between him and Iommi in an article that charts the
group’s collaboration over the course of one year:
He (Iommi) still wants to improvise… he says he is ready to abandon all written
literature; for him the word of order is obedience and for us, combat. He is absolutely for
improvisation. I demonstrated to him the contradiction brought about by this position; we
criticize the Surrealists’ automatic writing (which has been abandoned for some time
already) and here we are, preparing ourselves for improvisation, the equivalent of oral
automatism.53
Arden Quin’s language is telling: the written word is not something to abandon as it serves a
function. The equivalence of the terms “function” and “invention” was also evident in Arden
Quin’s contribution to Arturo nearly twenty years prior when he wrote, “INVENTION. Of any
thing; of any act; myth; through pure games, through pure sense of creation: eternity.
FUNCTION.”54 In this passage there are notable intersections between Arden Quin and Iommi’s
interests, such as myth, the act, and the pure game, but absent from Iommi’s writing is any
mention of the word function, a concept integral to the Arturo generation’s Marxist conception
of the work of art. Although by the early 1950s, Arden Quin and the other Argentine Concrete
artists’ interests shifted from organized Marxism to other terrains (in the case of the former
AACI members, urbanism, scientific disciplines, and visual communication became productive
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spaces for the evolution of Concrete-inventionism), Arden Quin’s critical reflection on Iommi’s
“obedient” improvisations suggests his conception of the work of art remained tied to
revolutionary ideals. For the artists carrying on the MADÍ tradition into the 1960s with leftist
political leanings, the word was to be used as “combat” in an assault on bourgeois normativity.
Iommi, on the other hand, was willing to dispense with the written word altogether by
privileging the act itself, in order to inaugurate an aesthetic, transformative experience for all
those taking part. Their aesthetic disagreement recalls the inconsistencies and contradictions
manifested in the first (and only) issue of the Argentine Concrete artists’ magazine, Arturo
(1944), before the splintering of Concrete artists into MADÍ and the AACI, as discussed in the
previous chapter. Twenty years later, the latent paradoxes in early Argentine Concretism,
between an emphatic emphasis on the rational and an impulse to play, resurfaced in the pages of
another little magazine, albeit one with less politically radical aims.
Iommi and Arden Quin disagreed not only about process—particularly the validity of
improvisation—in their performative collaborations. Their positions published in Ailleurs also
reflect different attitudes toward form, especially regarding the role of the written word in avantgarde poetry. Arden Quin’s insistence that writing be used as “combat” and “rebellion” also
clashed with Iommi’s softer declaration that is “it necessary to obey the poetic act with and in
spite of the world.”55 Yet, curiously, Iommi’s reference to the “frame” (marco) of the poem in
“Carta del Errante” recalls the Argentine Concrete artists’ rejection of the traditional orthogonal
frame in painting as the primary “problem” of contemporary art, which led to their subsequent
exploration of the shaped canvas (marco recortado).56 Iommi’s phalène and his rhetoric in
“Carta del Errante” are markedly distinct from the dialectical materialism of the Argentine artists
55
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of the 1940s, yet the search for alternatives to the “frame,” as a conceptual and physical
container of ideas and form, was something with which both Iommi and the MADÍ artists like
Arden Quin were preoccupied well into the 1960s. Crispiani asserts that the Marxist “here and
now” maintained by Concrete-Invention art was not so dissimilar from the Heideggerian “here
and now” of Iommi.57 Despite their different views on art and politics, Iommi and Arden Quin
shared an interest in the search for new architectures for poetic form. While the later generations
of Concrete artists such as Arden Quin continued to prioritize the function of the work of art and
the material object in the movement into real space, Iommi and, by extension the School, tended
to dissolve form. The poetic act relied on the body and affects of the poet, privileging an
embodied, subjective poetics that countered the continued focus on function and utility in later
manifestations of Concrete-Inventionism.

The Game and the Party as Forms

Toward the conclusion of “Carta del Errante,” Iommi alludes to the primary forms of the
phalène: the celebration (la fiesta) and the game (el juego). These forms are inherently social
events that “interrupt”’ everyday mundane experience and structured productive time.58 Like the
example of the festive Phalène de Horcones that opened this chapter (one of the first phalènes to
take place in Chile after Iommi’s return), the celebration forges a temporary community of
disparate social groups. Of the “fiesta” as a form, School faculty member and architect Miguel
Eyquem explained that since “a party is a special occasion, mundane work stops, time stops. And
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it is at a party in which one remains suspended in a state of euphoria.”59 According to Iommi,
these forms of action are potentially liberatory: they liberate poetry from the written word and
offer the potential to “reapasionar la vida” (citing Breton in “Carta del Errante,” Iommi claims
that it is the poet’s mission to incite passion in everyday life).60 Therefore, the celebration and
game in the phalène eliminate the necessity of written poetry or the production of an obra, or
physical art object—it is instead fleeting, embodied action:
I have seen the poet who does not describe but creates poetry [by] provoking the
celebration with his voice, his body, and his presence in a spontaneous “stream.” But
then, does his act not leave a footprint in time? No, he doesn’t leave a “work,” but inserts
(himself) in a path more profound and hidden than in the book: in legend... Many things
that are not written make their way to us by legend. Expressions, gestures, languages, and
knowledge arrive in the air and remain in the air when we disappear. They persist in the
traditions that form a community. For poetry, writing, although possible, is not
necessary.61
It is not surprising then that Iommi left behind very little written published or physical
“work.” He was, according to philosopher and La Phalène collaborator Francois Fedier, “a poet
without poems,”62 much like the architects of the EAV came to be regarded as architects without
architecture. Most of his poems were not published until the 1980s by sculptor and EAV
professor Claudio Girola, and remain difficult to track down even in Chile and Argentina.63 (It
should be noted, however, that Iommi’s writings, such as “Carta del Errante,” and his lectures at
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the EAV have been recorded, transcribed, and archived in the School’s Archivo Histórico José
Vial Armstrong, with increasing frequency in the late 1970s and 1980s. Documentation of the
phalène, on the other hand, are preserved in visual ephemera.)64 His definition of poetry in
“Carta del Errante,” suggests that more profound than written poetry or the artistic object, is
affect (i.e. expression, gesture, language), or that which “remain[s] in the air when we
disappear.”65 The poet’s affects in the phalène are akin to the oral stories and expressions, and
the intimate, embodied, and linguistic knowledge that form the foundations of a community.66
The visual and material traces of the phalène, preserved primarily in the form of amateur
photographic documentation, refuse to fix the group’s actions according to written description or
narrative of an event.
Despite the EAV’s efforts to minimally document these ephemeral performances, I argue
that there is clear intention and an implicit politics in Iommi’s rejection of the written word and
his embrace of the elusive, fleeting form that resonates with the School’s attitude toward
architectural form. The School’s refusal to participate in the professionalization and
corporatization of architecture, which increasingly privileged the heroic and monumental in
state-sponsored modernist projects in postwar Latin America (embodied by typologies such as
the superbloque, a term for massive housing blocks), imbues the ephemeral with subversive
potential. For Iommi and the EAV, the non-monumental, the everyday and the fleeting were
radically modern forms and alternatives to the vision imposed by state-sponsored and
mainstream architectural modernism and planning.
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III. The Return to Chile and South American Antecedents
The Persistence of the Object: The Signo Escultórico/Pictórico
Despite Iommi’s lack of interest in producing permanent works, much of the
photographic documentation of the phalène, especially upon Iommi’s return to Chile in 1964,
suggests that material objects—including written poetry—were still part of the experience of the
phalène, even if they were not perceived as the final product or as integral to the act itself (figs.
2.10-2.11). In the example that opened the chapter, the Phalène de Horcones, the large white
cube and the elaborate sculptural garments worn by the students evidences the important role of
objects in these poetic actions. In images of one of the first phalène to take place in Chile shortly
after Iommi’s return, the so-called Primera Phalène or First Phalène (1964), a long, thin
sculptural object with a punctured surface, covered in writing (presumably a poem), appears
mounted onto a rock near the sea (fig. 2.12). The object’s simple geometric form and its
placement in the physical landscape recall the images of the 1952 exhibition of Concrete art, in
which geometric abstract paintings and sculptures were installed against the glass wall, so that
viewers could behold them against the image of city in the background. In the Primera Phalène,
the object now appears physically integrated into the landscape rather than seen against it.
Furthermore, many (but not all) of the objects incorporated into the phalène approximate the
scale and overall geometric form of a Concrete art object. Unlike a Concrete art object, however,
this particular object’s precarious materiality, contrasted with the solidity of the rock, appears to
be ephemeral by design. Although there is no textual documentation of the Primera phalène, the
object functions similarly to the white cube in the example of the Phalène de los Horcones that
opened this chapter, which was not a work unto itself, but another signo or sign.
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Painter and EAV faculty member Francisco Méndez provided an anecdote about his
participation in an early phaléne in Europe in his capacity as a painter and maker of objects,
alluding to the role of the signo in the poetic act and phaléne, and is worth quoting at length:
We make a poetic ‘ring’ around a tree; the poets invite us to the circle, and upon finishing
the act, Godofredo Iommi, turns to the two of us, the painters, and says: “Well, now it’s
your turn” and we go into the middle. The two of us became angry — how does he ask us
to do something, without paint, without canvases? What do we do? In the midst of our
despair, we approach the tree, and I see a large white stone... I ask my painter friend, to
help us put it on top of the tree, where the branches bifurcate. We place it and we back up
a bit to see the effect, and we see that something had appeared. The stone on top of the
tree, an unusual fact that was where it was, gave the appearance of a plastic fact. It wasn’t
just the two of us, but everyone there, recognized it. We took photographs and everything
that we had seen until today, we also recognize it. When I discovered the stone, it had still
been in the conventional understanding of painting. The tree could be my easel, the stone
the support above which I could try to insert some sign. But when I raised it and we put it
up there, it was not going to be another thing than what it had been. It had produced the
passing from a relation between a situation that wanted to be pictorially conventional to a
pictorial situation housed by poetry.67
Méndez’s account is significant for two reasons: first, it illustrates how improvisation was
encouraged and carried out in these actions; and second, that he essentially improvised how to
adapt his artistic practice of painting in the conventional sense to painting in space. He also
introduces a key concept, signo, which is similar to a painting or sculpture, but remains only a
component of a broader poetic event. According to Crispiani, “at a certain point, the poetic act
67
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appears to be a form of art that still maintains an equilibrium between an interest in the object
and the act itself.”68 Thus, objects and written words did not disappear entirely from the poetic
acts and the phalène, but they were frequently executed with precarious, ephemeral materials—
made for the event and intended to vanish after the completion of the act.

A Precedent for “Disappearing” Works: Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea, ca. 1939

Iommi’s formulation of the phalène did not emerge solely within the context of his
collaborations with Arden Quin, nor can it only be understood as the generalized influence of the
turn toward “dematerialized” artistic practices in the 1960s. Another important collective
precedent of the poetic act and the phalène predates both Iommi’s incorporation into the EAV
and his collaborations with Arden Quin in Paris. Beginning in the late 1930s, Iommi co-founded
the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea (Holy Brotherhood of the Orchid), a bohemian poetic
“confraternity” of young poets, with the Argentines Efraín Tomás Bo and Juan Raúl Young, and
Brazilians Gerardo Melo Mourão, Abdias do Nascimento, and Napoleón López Filho.69 This socalled Brotherhood of poets adopted an avant-garde posturing based on the archetypal urban
dandy and flâneur (fig. 2.13), making the city and urban culture (particularly of Buenos Aires
and Rio de Janeiro) important protagonists in their collaborations and collective mythos. Similar
to the Surrealists, the Brotherhood engaged in drunken wanderings through the city. In 1941,
68
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however, the group extended their sights beyond the urban sphere, turning their attention toward
the vast interiority of the Amazonian region. Although their initial tentative and ambitious
itinerary did not include South America (they apparently hoped to visit Tahiti), the outbreak of
war thwarted their effort to travel, especially to Europe, which was the ultimate destination. Thus
the group turned inward and focused its efforts on America,70 which also anticipated Iommi’s
and the EAV’s interest in the construct of “America” in the mid-1960s.71 I examine the group
here, not only because of the group’s professed interest in Surrealism, which Arden Quin firmly
rejected, but also because it established a precedent for Iommi’s continuing preoccupations into
the early 1960s: collective action in the urban sphere, and an embodied poetics based on the
abandonment of the written word.
Several members of the group alluded to the importance of Surrealism in the poets’
activities. According to artist Abdias do Nascimento (who, after his travels with the Santa
Hermandad, became one of the most well known cultural figures associated with Afro-Brazilian
civil rights and culture),72 “the boys of the Brotherhood greatly admired the Surrealist poets. It
had something to do with [our] disdain for logic [and] disavowal [of] the social and moral
order… We didn’t want to do anything except for poetry.”73 The appeal of Surrealism and its
rejection of logic and rationality must also be considered in relation to the poets’ more
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immediate political and economic contexts in both Argentina and Brazil, where rampant political
instability and corruption during the so-called “Infamous Decade” in the former and a fascist
dictatorship in the latter (Gétulio Vargas’s Estado Novo) imposed conservative social and moral
order on public life in both countries.74 Although the Santa Hermandad was not outwardly
political, its implicit critique of the rational moral order resonates with more overtly subversive
artistic gestures of the same period, such as the Brazilian artist and architect Flávio de Carvalho’s
‘experiencias,’ a type of urban drift “inextricably linked with the playful-constructive behavior
that inspired [sic] surrealists and situationists.”75 Initially realized in 1931 and again in 1956 and
1958, Carvalho’s performative walks deliberately undermined the colonial and religious order of
urban São Paulo. During one of these experiencias, he walked against the flow of traffic in a
Corpus Christi procession donning a defiantly androgynous outfit he designed himself (fig.
2.14).76
The Santa Hermandad coalesced in 1939 in Buenos Aires. Their first collective action
became known as the “Pacto de la Victoria,” named after the bar where the group, in a
spontaneous decision, decided to burn all its existing written work in a public square. Decades
later, the Brazilian poet Gerardo Mello Mourão recalled the importance of this initial gesture:
It all began one long night in a bar in Buenos Aires, when we were in our twenties. We
walked out with our arms intertwined, lit up a bonfire in the middle of the square, and
burned hundreds of verses. Godo’s words floated in the air: ‘I don’t affirm anything, I
don’t deny anything, I celebrate…’ we burned all our work in that public square, in a fire
like the one used to burn ships. Godo left us with the phrase “Dante or nothing,”— we
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write like Dante, or we do nothing. So we left from there and I don’t know if we [ever]
wrote a thing.77
Similar to the lack of textual documentation of actions or body of written work left behind by
Iommi and La Phalène, there is a paucity of material traces of the Santa Hermandad. There is no
known archive and the members did not publish their work as a group, although most of the
“brothers” went on to pursue individual artistic careers and occasionally published their own
works.78 It is, however, primarily through oral testimonies of a few of the participants that the
early history of the brotherhood survives.79
The “Pacto de la Victoria” not only established the group’s commitment to a radical
poetic life and to the liberation of poetry from the written word, but also set the tone for
collaborations imbued with a ritualistic behavior and religious connotations, already evident in
the name of the group (“Holy Brotherhood”). According to recollections by Mello Mourão and
Nascimento, the brothers would recite one another’s names every morning upon waking,
wherever they were, regardless of whether they were together or not.80 This prayer-like,
devotional behavior of the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea distinguishes its collective activity
from the avant-garde movements they were referencing, such as the Surrealists, or more
individual avant-garde pursuits, such as Carvalho, who was vehemently critical of the Catholic
moral order of Brazilian bourgeois society. From the beginning, however, the Santa Hermandad
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expressed a desire to “reach the divine” (rather than the unconscious) which Mello Mourão
explained was behind the significance of the name “orchid”:
Because the orchid has no life of its own; the orchid climbs the life of the tree, and we,
the life of the divine: from this we lived, from the divine. The Holy Brotherhood of the
Orchid was an adventure. I believe we have remained faithful to our first slogan... this
thing of being always with the supernatural.81
The invisible actions of the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea exhibit a paradoxical co-existence
of an anarchic sensibility (evident in Iommi’s declaration “I don’t affirm anything, I don’t deny
anything, I celebrate”) and an overt religious or spiritual dimension, which would also shape the
collective culture of the EAV.82 For the Brotherhood, this vague religious dimension and interest
in accessing the immaterial, spiritual realm through their actions may also account for its lack of
commitment to producing published work and material objects, an idea Iommi evidently
continued to pursue following his integration into the EAV. The scant history of the Santa
Hermandad de la Orquídea further reinforces the myth of the “poet without poems” and the idea
of poetry without writing that resurfaced in Iommi’s “Carta del Errante.”

The Politics of Ephemerality

As early as the late 1930s Iommi was eager to escape written form and to live and
embody poetry among a group of like-minded artists. The prioritizing of the ephemeral (over
81
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material, lasting form) and the tendency to abandon the written word, or to dematerialize
conventional artistic forms such as a text-based poem, were ideas shared among the
Brotherhood. This tactic would evolve in Iommi’s role at the EAV, where he had become the
unofficial theoretician and spokesman of the School’s vision of aesthetic modernity. The
common strand running through Iommi’s activities from the Santa Hermandad de la Orquídea in
the early 1940s, to his collaborations with MADÍ and Arden Quín in Paris, up to his eventual
return to Chile in 1964 is his the refusal to commit to a fixed form. On the one hand, the focus on
what is fleeting and ephemeral and the declaration to only exist and celebrate, is a way to resist
commodification or identification and control by larger societal forces, leaving one free to
experiment. On the other hand, the evasion of lasting form precludes any type of long-term,
concrete intervention into the real. Given Iommi’s clear reluctance to embrace any form of
political commitment in his poetry, these ideas would have greater consequences for
architecture—a medium that is inevitably political in its shaping of the social environment—
when they were taught by Iommi at the School and absorbed into its philosophy.
Since its founding, the School had been viewed suspiciously from various political and
architectural orientations. As the 1960s progressed, particularly leading up to 1968, the School
fell further out of step with politically engaged architecture schools in Chile and elsewhere in
Latin America.83 More orthodox leftist schools such as Universidad de Chile decried the
School’s focus on a poetics detached from social responsibility. Architect Sergio Larraín, the
dean of the architecture school at Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile (the institution Cruz
and his followers defected from), allegedly dismissed the Valparaíso School as “teenage poets
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who write about drunken boats,” a reference to Arthur Rimbaud.84 At the “Twenty Years”
retrospective exhibition discussed in the previous chapter, in 1972, Larraín pointed to the
questionable morality of Arthur Rimbaud, while another young architect challenged the EAV for
its lack of social commitment.85 One of the School’s faculty members, José Vial, responded that
the EAV took as an example not Rimbaud’s morality, but the “unquestionable modernity of his
work,” echoing Iommi’s quotation of the French poet on the need to be “absolutely modern.”86
In the same debate, Alberto Cruz responded that since there were already schools of architecture
in Chile committed to social and political issues, it was beneficial for Chilean society to have a
school of architecture focused on different concerns.87 In recounting this episode, EAV architect
Manuel Casanueva quoted an oft-cited phrase of Iommi’s, when the School was accused of being
“Ivory Tower,” which ironically, evokes the image of architectural construction: “yes, but I have
to leave (the tower) everyday to look for ivory.”88 Iommi’s irreverent quip does not disavow the
School’s elitist reputation, but it does evoke the School’s unconventional core teaching method
of abandoning the classroom for the streets, which was not devoid of political potential: although
the School lacked a coherent political-ideological platform, the act of sending students into the
city allowed for chance encounters and facilitated a form of auto-pedagogy in which students
engaged directly with their realities and determined solutions for altering them. One of the
blackboards at the 1972 exhibition also underscored architecture’s always complex relationship
to power and politics:
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The “mandates” of lords, dictators or multitudes to replace the song of architecture with
the panegyric of government are useless and in vain. In this way, Stalin demanded
columns for the proletarians, Hitler a neo-classical style, the Nixon types demanded
skyscrapers etc.
It is rare to find a Pericles that lets a Parthenon be.
The relations of power with architecture are difficult. Power, exceeding its limits, tries to
instrumentalize the trades. But Daedalus, faced with Minos, has always shown us the
courage of art.89
Despite criticisms of the EAV’s apolitical posturing and bourgeois privileging of art
among the Chilean architectural community, however, the most pervasive and vehement
criticisms of the School have consistently focused on form (i.e. the flimsy appearance of some of
their buildings) and the School’s perceived lack of physical architectural output.90 Yet for later
critics of postwar architectural modernism in Latin America (and elsewhere), the master
architect-planner often built too much and imposed too grandiose a vision on existing
communities without considering the everyday and its poetics, which was, from its beginning,
the departure point for the School’s philosophy and actions. The following section takes up the
problem of form in the Valparaíso School in the broader context of 1960s architectural culture
and theory in Chile.
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IV. The Immaterial, the Indeterminate: Alberto Cruz and Postwar Architectural Culture
& Theory in 1960s Chile
In 1966, two years after Iommi’s return to Chile, a new modernist building housing the
Comisión Económica para América Latina y el Caribe (CEPAL) was completed in Santiago (fig.
2.15). One of the United Nations’s regional commissions, the CEPAL was established in 1948 to
encourage economic and social development within Latin America, and to develop trade and
diplomacy between the region and the rest of the world. The CEPAL building, begun in 1960, is
the embodiment of a developmentalist agenda that required an architectural vocabulary stressing
monumentality, symbolic form, and permanence.91 The mission of regional economic integration
is echoed in architectural details that allude to pre-colonial monuments of the Americas (the
round tower of the Caracol of Chichen Itza and the curved wall of the Inca Observatory at
Machu Picchu) as well as present monuments. The original proposal called for garden designs by
the Brazilian landscape architect, Roberto Burle Marx, which, though never realized, was a nod
to another contemporaneous developmentalist project, Brazil’s new modernist capital in Brasília,
completed in 1960. The CEPAL building also responded to the specificity of its site by calling
attention to the Andes Mountains in the background, which extend all the way to Colombia,
furthering the overall concept of regional integration.92
The formal vocabulary of the structure recalls Le Corbusier’s master plan for the new
Punjab capital in Chandigarh: the use of concrete and contrasting volumes, the conical shell-like
central hall, the swooping cantilever above the entrance, and the surrounding reflecting pool, are
highly reminiscent of the architecture of the new capital, particularly its Assembly Hall building.
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The resemblance does not signify facile replication but rather knowledgeable, deliberate
quotation. The architect Emilio Duhart was Le Corbusier’s disciple and worked in his atelier
during the commission for the new capital; he won the competition to design the CEPAL
headquarters in 1960. Scholars have commented that the direct reference to the monumental
architecture of Chandigarh “appropriately link[s] Latin American economic development with
that of India”93 and the Global South in general, while also extending the postwar discourse on
“monumentality and symbolism” inaugurated by projects such as the UN headquarters in New
York (1947) and the UNESCO building in Paris (1952).94
While Duhart represents a more literal local interpreter of Corbusian form, the EAV
faculty, who also considered themselves faithful “corbusianos,”95 eschewed any reference to the
architect’s evolving formal idioms, opting instead to reference the architect’s poetic sensibilities,
writings, and emphasis on the sketch and process— in other words, the anti-monumental,
ephemeral “traces” of his modernist vision.96 This section considers the architectural culture of
1960s Chile to which Iommi returned after his collaborations with the La Phalène in Europe and
insists on the correspondence between Iommi’s poetic act and Cruz’s own architectural theories.
I argue that, set against the canonical typologies of monumentality and symbolic forms
exemplified by the CEPAL building, Cruz (in close dialogue with Iommi) sought to reconceptualize modern architecture as something as similarly elusive as the poetic act— to
capture the essence of modernity through fleeting phenomenal sensation rather than tectonic or
symbolic permanence and technological means.
A frequent contemporary commentator on the issue of form in the Valparaíso School was
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another idiosyncratic figure in the Chilean architecture scene, who like the EAV, has been cast as
a “heterodox” modernist: Juan Borchers (1910-1975).97 His theoretical writings on the
contemporary architecture scene in Chile are particularly useful for gauging an outsider, critical
perspective of the Valparaíso School. If the Valparaíso School takes language and art as its point
of departure, Borchers and his Studio represent the more rigorous mathematical and
metaphysical theoretical pole. Both groups have been labeled “hermetic,” removed from
mainstream modern architectural trends and metropolitan centers in Latin America, and both
regarded Le Corbusier as an influential reference point, but were drawn to different aspects of
the architect’s work and thinking.98 Unlike the founders of the Valparaíso School, Borchers’s
Studio explicitly engaged with Le Corbusier’s example on a formal level, particularly his later
postwar work. For example, the Copelec Building (1960–65), an electrical cooperative in
Chillán, Chile is one of the few commissions realized by his Studio and is considered its most
significant built work (fig. 2.17). The commission was spurred by reconstruction initiatives for
the city of Chillán in the decades following a catastrophic earthquake in the south of the country
in 1939.99 The Copelec building is a reinforced concrete structure characterized by a “density of
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material textures” and sculptural forms.100
Borchers was a prolific theoretician; his archive contains over 1,000 unpublished
manuscripts and travel notebooks, yet he published only two books during his lifetime:
Institución Arquitectónica (1968) and Meta-Arquitectura (1975). It was in this realm that
Borchers posed a more overt challenge to Le Corbusier’s heroic status and vision of modernity.
In Meta Arquitectura, he put forth his own variant of the Modulor, which he believed was based
on a superior numerical system, and distinguished himself from its original designer: “Le
Corbusier says the work of architecture is the treasure chest of life. I do not see it this way… the
work of architecture is none other than life itself.”101 A veritable polymath, Borchers’s
theoretical writings frequently touch on architecture as an organic process or living organism,
hence the abundance of bio-morphological metaphors and scientific discourse in his writings.
Morphology in particular is a frequent theme in his notes and writing, which he engaged as a
framework for studying phenomena as diverse as Spanish American colonial cities in the
Archive of the Indies in Seville, to clouds, plants, and other natural formations.102
In addition to his biological-morphological readings of architecture, Borchers’ theoretical
excursions also extended to the contemporary architecture scene in Chile. In a 1965 essay
“Aesthetic Polarizations in Santiago,” later published in Institución Arquitectónica, Borchers
identifies two major currents exemplified by six prominent Chilean architects, whom he divides
into two distinct groups. Borchers writes that the first three architects (Juan Martínez, Roberto
Dávila, Emilio Duhart) correspond to an older generation and professional order and were
impacted by modern architecture “externally,” (meaning, stylistically or formally); the other
group (Enrique Gebhard, Alberto Cruz, Isidro Suárez) represent a “rupture” with mainstream
100
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modernism.103 He contends that the latter three, which includes his collaborator Isidro Suárez,
exemplify a particular “poetic phenomenon” in modern architecture. Borchers argues that these
architects “accept the destruction of external formalism in search of internal shape, which makes
them difficult to apprehend by those who regard the exterior as the only result, which they coldly
and remorselessly abandon with almost involuntary aggressiveness to pursue a rare internal logic
and moral courage.”104 Writing on the similarities and differences between Borchers’s Studio
and the Valparaíso School, sociologist and curator María Berríos aptly described this more
conceptual understanding of architecture: “Architecture as a poetic phenomenon not only
distances itself from the rational functionalism of an architectural technocracy, but it is also loath
to accept the reductionism of a merely visual, aesthetic or even spatial notion of modern
architecture.”105 For the School, this more expansive definition of architecture encompassed
modern poetry; for Borchers, his conception of architecture relied on biology, and the idea of
architecture as a living, mutating organism. Both “heterodox” groups reflect how architectural
theory in Chile extended into new interdisciplinary discursive terrain in the 1960s that critiqued
heroic architectural modernism.
The language in Borchers’s essay is ambivalent and somewhat contradictory, describing
these architects’ almost violent rejection of form (“they coldly and remorselessly abandon with
almost involuntary aggressiveness”), while simultaneously acknowledging their “moral
courage.” Indeed, like other practicing architects in Chile, Borchers and his colleagues regarded
Cruz and the EAV with a mix of admiration and suspicion. In one of Borchers’s frequent
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epistolary exchanges with Suárez, the latter recounts visiting the newly established EAV in
Valparaíso, where he refers ironically to the group as “arquitectos,” suggesting the Borchers
Studio’s skepticism about the School’s practice and views of architecture.106 Although his
reference to the morality of the architects of the “poetic phenomenon” is vague, it would seem
that “courage” refers to their intellectual experimentation, working with the abstract principles
rather than emulating established styles or typologies (“they don’t copy, they don’t
plagiarize”).107 He continues, “the three make a class apart. The three ‘disappear’ the object,
whether they ‘deny’ it or ‘affirm’ it. The three investigate poetic substance and poetry destroys
simple form. The three put the brakes on technical terms or the new materials that impose the
idea and compel them to adhere to their interior vision.”108
Borchers’s language is also notable for the ways in which it mirrors Iommi’s own
comments in “Carta del Errante” when he writes of abandoning writing and the “marco del
poema” (the frame of the poem) and his theorization of the phalène as dematerialized action.
Borchers’s allusion to the “destruction” of form also recalls Iommi’s inaugural act with the Santa
Hermandad de la Orquídea, in which the group destroyed their verses in the public square in
Buenos Aires. Yet, in describing Cruz individually, apart from Suárez and Gebhard in “Aesthetic
Polarizations,” Borchers identifies more than a destructive, negative impulse towards the object
in Cruz’s work, likening his specific approach to a type of “impressionism”:
In Alberto Cruz I see an aesthetic basis that corresponds to “impressionism”: “negation”
of the object, of matter as reality and its light source [that] lies beyond sensory
perception, consciously or not tending to the proximities of the metaphysical plane
106
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without slipping into [an] adherence to the technicality of an applied science. The
contours of the objects are dissolved, the forms aim to translate symbolism, [while] logic
and the structuring enter into crises; within the artistic object there are certain types of
internal relations that become essence itself: the vague, the indeterminate, the immaterial
[emphasis added] understood as voluntary and positive acts.”109
Similar to Iommi’s efforts to liberate poetry from writing, Borchers sees in Alberto Cruz’s
architectural work a parallel tendency to abandon the solidity of the architectural object.
Considering Iommi’s emphasis on embracing the unknown (lo desconocido) and chance
encounters in the poetic act and phalène, and his privileging of ephemeral acts, gestures, and
words, Borchers’ identification of the “indeterminate” and the “immaterial” appears to apply
equally to both the poetic act and Cruz’s architectural vision.
A consideration of one of Cruz’s architectural projects is illustrative of this idea. Like
many of the Valparaiso School’s proposals, Cruz’s plan for Los Pajaritos Chapel (1952-1953)
has never lived its life outside of the archive, remaining confined to the sphere of paper
architecture (fig. 2.17).110 One of the earliest projects in the School’s history, the commission
called for a modest memorial chapel for the Pajaritos estate outside of Santiago. In a text that
accompanies the design and plan of the chapel, Cruz poses the question “what should be the
form in which one prays?” and offers an explanation for how he arrived at the final plan, which
proposes a “cube of light” and conceptualizes the church as “the form of absence.”111 The text
also functions as a demonstration of the School’s working method of devising solutions from
109
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observations of the everyday (“it was not born from any theory, but from looking”) and working
with readily available materials. 112 For example, Cruz provides an anecdote about a painted
white table in his dining room and observes that it created a striking backdrop for the display of
dishes, wine, food, and the movement of elbows and hands in conversation, what he describes as
everyday “acts.” These types of observations of the everyday are interwoven with larger,
generalized statements about modern architecture, which Cruz attempts to complicate beyond
“the expression of technological progress, of the magic of efficiency or of beautiful constructive
forms.”1 13 Cruz describes how light and absence are the primary building materials (“Light to the
eye, no walls, no floor [is what] I was looking for. I did not want a single architectonic
motive”114) and expresses his aim to “materialize a mood, to construct an atmosphere conducive
to prayer and meditation.”115
The exterior and overall scheme of the chapel consists of a series of minimalist cubic
volumes of varying scales that link shrine, sacristy, oratory, and belfry (and also recall the white
cubic symbolic offering in the phalène that opens this chapter). Despite the fact that the white
cube is a paradigmatic form of architectural modernism, it is telling that Cruz claims he was
inspired by Le Corbusier’s sketch of the Kaaba, a representation of an ancient building, rather
than a modern prototype.116 The rational appearance of the exterior would contrast with the
interior, where walls, ceiling and floor would dissolve in the flood of natural light. Thus, the
interior of the chapel was not to be “perceived as an object, but as a basis for illuminating the
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‘acts’ which took place inside it”117 such as the sacraments, prayer, the sermon, and interactions
among the congregation.118
Cruz’s attempt to materialize “absence” in the Pajaritos chapel underscores how the EAV
attempted to subvert the regime of the visual in architecture by privileging gesture, word and
action in space. Although an early project, Cruz’s conceptualization and language resonate with
the ideas that would evolve in the School’s practice of the phalène, suggesting a close
correspondence between Cruz’s architectural theories and Iommi’s aesthetic theory of the poetic
act. Similar to Iommi’s call to abandon writing in poetry by emphasizing action, Cruz’s dwelling
on the notion of absence—or in Borchers’s words, the “immaterial and the indeterminate”—
suggests that the solidity of the architectural object may also be abandoned for dematerialized
phenomena such as light, space or fleeting action. The language employed to describe the actions
of the Valparaíso School, ranging from “absence” to “immaterial and indeterminate” also
resonates with Iommi’s allusion to “disappearance” as a “modern form” when he declared “all
public life is a series of acts that disappear as others take shape.”119 The incorporation of the
poetic acts and phalène into the program of an architecture school demonstrates the extent to
which the School embraced improvisation and reflects a Baudelairean notion of ephemerality
(given the profound influence of nineteenth century French poets on Iommi’s aesthetic vision) as
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a metaphor for modernity and a rhetorical challenge to static, monumental architectural form.120

Conclusion
In this chapter, I have suggested that the School’s abandonment of a fixed form in the
poetic act and the corresponding dissolution of tectonic solidity in Cruz’s architectural work
wielded critical potential. Sociologist and curator María Berríos has similarly written about
“disappearance” and “invisibility” as salient artistic forms in the Valparaíso School’s production,
or what she calls “active vanishing.”121 Berríos is one of the first scholars to apply performance
theory to the poetic acts and phalène. Borrowing the concept of “active vanishing” from
performance scholar Peggy Phelan’s critique of representational identity politics, Berríos
suggests that “invisibility” functioned as an aesthetic and political strategy that allowed the
group to avoid co-optation by larger societal forces. She has also argued for the political
implications of the “risk” of opening up to the “random and the accidental,” by engaging
improvisation as a way of existing and working in the world.122
Another contemporary theoretical model of the “formless” in architecture offers a similar
productive, and perhaps more appropriate, framework for considering the political resonance of
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the Valparaíso School’s “invisible architectures” and disappearing, dissolving forms.123
Architects Julian Rose and Garrett Ricciardi have argued that the “formless” offers “a certain
spirit of reflection and subversion…as generative and productive.”124 Starting from the
acknowledgement that architectural form inevitably controls, rationalizes, imposes order or
reinforces a hierarchy of forms, Rose and Ricciardi maintain that “wherever some notion of form
operates as a limitation or constraint, formless seems to open up alternative possibilities.”125 Like
the approach of the Valparaíso School, they insist that “formless” is a method rather than a literal
rejection of architecture, and remains grounded in process. Yet, there is also a limitation to the
subversive or rebellious nature of the School’s elusive architecture. As previously mentioned in
the chapter, the abandonment of form is also an escape from commitment, and from political and
material realities. This evasion became all the more apparent in the 1970s and 1980s during the
dictatorship, when the School remained committed to its poetic vision of work-life-study without
compromise, the complexities of which I will discuss in greater depth in the fourth chapter.
I would like to suggest a final way of considering a productive and potentially political
dimension of the ephemeral as an aesthetic strategy. Acknowledging the importance of
invisibility and disappearance as alternative artistic forms that critiqued predominant approaches
to architectural modernism, I also insist that the School’s aesthetic approach was motivated by its
desire to signify its modernity in a context that was still modernizing. Given the School’s
rigorous insistence on being “absolutely modern” in a city that was becoming increasingly
impoverished under developmentalist imperatives, these ideas signified more than an implicit
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critique of mainstream architectural modernism.126 Much like the state-sponsored
developmentalist modernist projects of the 1950s and early 1960s they symbolically disavowed,
the School paradoxically shared the utopian aspirations of modernizing society, but aimed to
accomplish modernization through other, more humble means, by starting with the everyday and
the small-scale rather than the heroic and the monumental.
Furthermore, the incorporation of ephemeral acts into architectural study, and the
emphasis on concepts such as indeterminacy and immateriality in architecture also created a
fertile environment for a process-oriented approach to production and to pedagogy. The EAV
became a testing ground for ephemeral artistic practices that challenged the centrality of the
object and predominant artistic and architectural pedagogy, such as Bauhaus abstraction or a
popular art rooted in folkloric tradition and representational realism.127 This is not to say that the
School did not train students in the production of objects or design, since students did enter the
architecture profession, and makers of objects were among the faculty, but that language,
experience, and observation were the hallmarks of the School’s curriculum. That the School’s
theorization of the ephemeral and the invisible in architecture coincided with the emergence of
dematerialized tendencies in advanced art is also not insignificant, considering the privileged
role of art in the School’s program. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the School
developed the poetic act with a sense of awareness of performative practices from the margins
and relatively removed from neo-avant-garde activity, in both Chile (where the School remained
somewhat on the fringes of contemporary art circles and institutions) and abroad. Iommi was
126

Iommi, “Hay que ser absolutamente moderno.” Also see José Vial’s essay “Reflexiones sobre Valparaíso,”
(1964), Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong. Vial discusses the uneven impact of centralismo, the industrial and
economic modernization of the capital, on smaller cities such as Valparaíso.
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On Josef Albers’s legacy at “La Católica” see Hugo Palmarola Sagredo, 148–163. For a history on the influence
of popular and applied arts at the “La Chile” see Eduardo Castillo Espinoza and Mariana Muñoz Hauer, et al.
Artesanos, artistas y artífices: la Escuela de Artes Aplicadas de la Universidad de Chile, 1928-1968 (Santiago,
Chile: Ocho Libros, 2010).
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likely aware of emergent ephemeral, participatory artistic practices while living and working in
Paris, but he was interested in distinct, less fashionable philosophical and artistic sources, such as
Heidegger (via Grassi) and French Symbolist poetry.
I am not attempting to suggest that the phalène represented a type of (proto)
conceptualism, despite the School’s disdain for the commodification of the architectural object
and reliance on ephemeral practices.128 However, it is my claim that the poetic acts and phalène
facilitated the EAV’s role as a type of environment where dematerialized artistic practices
thrived and where students could be exposed to a more processed-oriented, experiential
pedagogy. Artists who attended the School in its early years and into the 1960s attest to an
approach distinct from both the main architecture schools and prevalent approaches to art
pedagogy in Santiago. For example, the visual artist Juan Pablo Langlois (b. 1936), considered a
pioneering figure of conceptualism and installation art in Chile, studied at the newly established
Institute in the late 1950s and early 1960s.129 Like the founding members of the Institute, he had
begun his studies at La Católica (PUC) in Santiago, where he had the opportunity to study with
Albers in the early 1950s. Dissatisfied with the excessive “plans and calculations” of architecture
school, however, he enrolled at the Valparaíso School in the late 1950s at the encouragement of
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Conceptualism is a term that has often by employed by art historians and critics to distinguish practices outside of
and distinct from U.S.-based Conceptual Art. Previous generations of scholarship emphasized the ideological
character of conceptualist practices in Latin America, namely Mari Carmen Ramírez in her canonical text “Blueprint
Circuits: Conceptual Art and Politics in Latin America,” in Alexander Alberro and Blake Stimson, eds., Conceptual
Art: A Critical Anthology (Cambridge, Mass.: The MIT Press, 1999), 550–562 and “Tactics for Thriving on
Adversity: Conceptualism in Latin America, 1960–1980,” in Luis Camnitzer, Jane Farver and Rachel Weiss, eds.
Global Conceptualism: Points of Origin, 1950–1980 (New York: Queens Museum of Art, 1999). Luis Camnitzer
extended this framework in his Conceptualism in Latin American Art: Didactics of Liberation (Austin: University of
Texas, Austin, 2007). More recently, scholars and curators have challenged this narrative, suggesting that
“ideological conceptualism” has imposed an essentializing view of diverse production in the region, often at the
expense of understanding the work itself or overlooking the politicized aspects of U.S.-based conceptual art, see
Miguel A. López, “How Do We Know What Latin American Conceptualism Looks Like?” Afterall 23 (Spring
2010), 5–21 and Zanna Gilbert, “Ideological Conceptualism and Latin America: Politics, Neoprimitivism and
Consumption,” Re:bus 4 (Autumn/Winter 2009), 1–15.
129
Juan Pablo Langlois’s installation Cuerpos Blandos at the Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes in Santiago in 1969 is
typically regarded as the first work of installation art in Chile. He filled the museum with large serpentine plastic
tubes stuffed with ephemeral, everyday materials. The soft sculpture interrupted the space of the museum and spilled
out of the museum architecture into the street.
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Iommi, who insisted he could pursue a less rigid approach to architectural study.130 Langlois
asserted that “the word ‘freedom’ was exactly what [he] learned there… traversing the city,
going inside houses, annotating drawings, making images, some connected to urban life, but
other times working on free-form stuff, abstract (concepts),” claiming that he “never studied
anything of mathematics.”131 Artist Juan Castillo (b. 1952), a former member of the group
CADA (Colectivo de Acciones de Arte), also attended the Valparaíso School for two years, and
has cited the School’s epic sojourns in the American continent (the subject of the following
chapter) as an important influence on his public spatial interventions, along with his work in
CADA:
…I see very clearly the impact of the ideas of CADA…, but also Amereida and the
travesías of the Catholic University of Valparaíso. Perhaps the center of gravity of these
actions, more than the spaces [themselves] are the words of its inhabitants, which is
fundamental in my life: language, speech and poetry.132
It is rare for the actions of CADA and the Valparaíso School to be considered together, as art
histories of Chile have tended to privilege certain narratives of artistic situations in public space,
particularly those that have been broadly categorized and self-consciously branded as
conceptualism, and emerged as a form of resistance to the right-wing dictatorship in the 1970s
and 1980s.133 Again, I do not wish to suggest a causal link between the politicized work of these
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Roberto Merino, “Una cabeza con caparazón: anotaciones sobre la obra de Vicuña,” Miss: Juan Pablo L. Vicuña
(Santiago: Museo Nacional de Bellas Artes, 1997): 18
131
Ibid., 18–19. “‘Exactamente la palabra libertad es lo que aprendí ahí,’ comenta, ‘recorriendo la ciudad,
metiéndonos a las casas, anotando huevaditas, haciendo imágenes, algunas relacionadas con la vida urbana, pero
otras veces trabajando en cosas libres, abstractas. Nunca estudié nada de matemáticas.’”
132
María José Rojas, “Juan Castillo: ‘Uno dice soy artista, y lo es. El título es automático,” Artishock: Revista de
arte contemporáneo, April 14, 2016, http://artishockrevista.com/2016/04/14/juan-castillo-uno-dice-artista-lo-tituloautomatico/. “Aquí yo veo muy claro el arrastre de ideas del CADA que me parecen muy bien, pero también de
Amereida y las travesías de la U. Católica de Valparaíso. Quizás el centro de gravedad de estas acciones más que los
espacios sean los discursos de sus habitantes, lo que es fundamental en mi vida: la lengua, el habla y la poesía.”
Castillo also discusses studying with Alberto Cruz and Godofredo Iommi in his interview with Mateo Goycolea,
“Conversaciones con Juan Castillo,” http://juancastillo.net/textos/goycolea-conversaciones-es.pdf, accessed
November 11, 2016.
133
Contemporary art histories of Chile have been largely been shaped by the critical corpus of Nelly Richard who
canonized the so-called escena de avanzada, a heterogeneous group of Santiago-based artists, including CADA,
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two particular artists and their earlier periods of study at the Valparaíso School, but to point to
the School’s important role within a broader prehistory of ephemeral artistic strategies in Chile.
Ultimately, the evolution of the phalène in Paris became a critical link between the early
poetic acts and experimentation in the local, “intimate” context of Valparaíso in the 1950s and
the expansive dimensions of “America,” in the mid-1960s. It forged a link between urban and
undeveloped territory that would become a major theme in the School’s theoretical work and
artistic production in the mid-1960s. The following chapter examines the application of the
phalène to the South American continent and the various components of the School’s project
known as Amereida.

who engaged opaque discursive strategies informed by the neo-avant-garde to circumvent censorship during the
dictatorship. See Margins and Institutions: Art in Chile since 1973 (Melbourne: Art & Text, 1986).
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CHAPTER THREE
THE OPEN CONTINENT AND THE INTERIOR SEA:
THE AMEREIDA PROJECT IN COLD WAR SOUTH AMERICA
Introduction
In the personal section of The Times (London) on July 7, 1965, a curious advertisement
stands out among the usual mundane announcements: “International Expedition of Poets and
Others departs from Cape Horn for Patagonia August 1.— Contact HAM. 5721.” The peculiar
nature of the ad caught the attention of an English humorist who reprinted it under the title
“POETAGOONIA” in his column “Oddly Enough Paul Jennings,” accompanied by his own
lyrical verse, which lampooned the exploits of this group of “poets and others”: “But why
Patagonia, lonely and peopled with sheep, / So bony and stony a zone? Why pneumonia, /
Zanier, loonier poets? The Andes are steep / In chillier, rainier west Patagonia / (Owned, did you
know it, by Chile; an omen in name!) (fig. 3.1).1
Two years later, in 1967, the entire Jennings column appeared in a book-length poem
published in Chile, adding a further appropriative link in the life of the original advertisement.
Although Jennings’s humorous take on the venture may be read as a playful commentary on a
rather atypical event, it is also reveals a common colonialist mentality, suggesting that such
poetic epics can and should only take place in certain regions of the world. The authors who
republished the ad, the very poets who embarked on their southern geopoetic epic voyage, took
aim at and problematized the very assumptions implicit in Jennings’s humor as their subject of
their project, Amereida.
1

Jennings’s column is reproduced in Amereida (Santiago: Editorial Cooperativa Lambda, 1967), 61 and 71. A local
newspaper in Punta Arenas, Chile also noted the occasion with the headline “Diez profesores universitarios inician
un estudio geo-poético por América Latina” which is cited in the log of Amereida volumen segundo: Bitácora de la
travesía (Viña del Mar: Taller de Investigaciones Gráficas, Escuela de Arquitectura y Diseño, UCV, 1986), 1.
http://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/index.php/Amereida:_Bitácora_de_la_Traves%C3%ADa.
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On July 30, 1965, this international group of ten unlikely expeditioners—poets,
architects, visual artists, and philosophers on the faculty of the EAV and several of their
unaffiliated colleagues—departed from the furthest southern reaches of the American continent
for Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, a destination they considered to be the “poetic capital of
America.”2 Known as the Amereida travesía (meaning crossing, specifically in nautical terms),
the journey incorporated poetry, ephemeral constructions, and performance, and led to
encounters with local villages and towns. The 1965 Amereida travesía was followed by an
eponymous publication, a 189-page poem that featured ten experimental cartographic
illustrations of a South American continent lacking national borders (fig. 3.2).3 Amereida was not
only the journey and publication, however; it was also an emergent philosophy that quickly
became institutionalized as part of the School’s mission and identity.4 A neologism combining
the words “America” and the Spanish translation of Virgil’s Roman epic, Eneida, Amereida
aspired to be nothing less than a foundational epic myth for the American continent in which its
participants set out to interrogate its origins, conditions of emergence, and possibilities.
In Amereida, the Valparaíso School offers its own alternative American epic and poetic
myth that challenges conventional histories typically narrated from the perspective of the
colonizers. Amereida was in part influenced by Mexican historian and philosopher Edmundo
2

The participants included Jonathan Boulting (England), Alberto Cruz (Chile), Fabio Cruz (Chile), Michel Deguy
(France), François Fédier (France), Claudio Girola (Chile/Argentina), Godofredo Iommi (Chile/Argentina), Jorge
Pérez Román (Chile), Edison Simons (Panama), and Henri Tronquoy (France). Several of the participants were also
collaborators in the La Phalène in Paris. The group never reached their destination because they were sent back to
Chile at the Bolivian border. Although it was not known at the time, the group had arrived when Che Guevara and
his revolutionary guerillas were in the region, which was being closely monitored by CIA operatives and CIAbacked Bolivian forces.
3
Various authors (Godofredo Iommi, Alberto Cruz, Fabio Cruz, Miguel Eyquem, Michel Deguy, Edison Simons),
Amereida volumen primero (Santiago: Ediciones Cooperative Lambda, 1967). Because there are technically three
versions of Amereida, I will conform to the following naming convention in subsequent footnotes: Amereida volume
one will be noted as Amereida I; Amereida volume two as Amereida II, etc.
4
Amereida remains a core philosophy of the School’s curriculum. Each student receives a copy of the text upon
enrollment, which is required reading for the Amereida studio course. The “Taller de Amereida” (Amereida
workshop or studio) takes place every Wednesday at the Open City, the School’s experimental laboratory and
cooperative. Since the mid-1960s, Amereida I has also functioned as the School’s unofficial manifesto.
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O’Gorman’s proto-postcolonial text La invención de América (1958), which critiques the
historiography of “America” (since the sixteenth century, the history of the region had been
predicated on the notion of “discovery”) and instead frames the emergence of America as a
historical “invention.”5 Similar to Godofredo Iommi, O’Gorman was part of a wave of Latin
American intellectuals who began reading Martin Heidegger’s work in the 1950s.6 It is not
surprising that the framework of “invention” was appealing to Iommi, who, as discussed in the
previous chapter, was influenced by Heidegger’s writing on the origin of the work of art, as well
as theories of the avant-garde, such as the Argentine Concrete artists’ own framework of
“invention.” Iommi’s understanding of art as a “new order without precedents” accounts for his
interest in the creative potential of the unknown.7 A phenomenological encounter with the
“unknown” spaces of the continent would therefore be artistically generative leading to the
invention of a new American language.
Amereida, in some respects, may be considered a critical inversion of colonial history and
discourse. The itinerary of the journey was structured and the ultimate destination predetermined,
but the route was also open to improvisation along the way, similar to the phalènes in Europe.
The goal was to travel to the “neglected” and “undeveloped” spaces of the continent, which the
group referred to as the “mar interior” (interior sea): the interior landmass of the continent that
the colonizers ignored, preferring to establish their cities along the coastline (fig. 3.3). For the
5

Alejandro Crispiani, Objetos para transformer el mundo: trayectorias del arte concreto- invención, Argentina y
Chile, 1940-1970: la Escuela de Arquitectura de Valparaíso y las teorías del diseño para la periferia (Santiago de
Chile: Ediciones ARQ, 2011), 263.
6
Walter D. Mignolo, “Colonial and Postcolonial Discourse: Culture Critique or Academic Colonialism?” Latin
American Research Review 28, no. 3 (1993): 122. “The critique of what today is grouped under the label of ‘colonial
discourse’ has a long tradition in Latin America, which can be traced back to the 1950s when the writings of
German philosopher Martin Heidegger began to gain currency among Latin American intellectuals. The most
spectacular example to my mind is that of Mexican historian and philosopher Edmundo O’Gorman. His La idea del
descubrimiento de America (1952) and La invención de América (1958, English translation 1961) represent the early
dismantling of European colonial discourse. O’Gorman wrote much before the poststructuralist wave, although he
had a similar foundation and perspective.”
7
Crispiani, 270.
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Amereidistas this neglected territory was rich with possibilities. Like the inverted maps that
accompany the text—an implicit homage to Uruguayan artist Joaquín Torres-García’s 1936
Mapa invertido (Inverted Map)—Amereida is frequently interpreted as an inversion of
colonialist endeavors, from the Conquest to nineteenth century European artist-traveler
expeditions, and an alternative to twentieth century modernist technological utopias. The
Amereida group’s engagement with the landscape was emphatically direct and physical, with
most segments undertaken on foot, consciously countering well-documented episodes of
European modernism, such as Le Corbusier’s totalizing vision of America seen from above in a
plane. Their ephemeral constructions and modest interventions into the landscape implicitly
challenged the large-scale modernist technological development of the continent and recent
utopian, high modernist projects such as Brasília (1956–1960), whose planners saw the interior
space of the continent as a tabula rasa on which to project an “original” vision of modernity free
of colonial referents. Unlike the future-oriented, monumental vision of Brasília, however,
Amereida was decidedly against futurity, and focused instead on presentness and the act of
becoming.
Iommi’s evolution of the phalènes in Europe examined in the previous chapter set the
groundwork for Amereida. By the time Iommi reached Europe in the late 1950s, he had already
begun to grapple with the question of how America fit into his vision of aesthetic modernity
(specifically, the Rimbaudian imperative “to be absolutely modern”) and to conceptualize the
project that would frame the activities and philosophy of the Valparaíso School.8 After his split
with MADÍ artist Carmelo Arden Quin at the end of 1963, Iommi declared La Phalène a
8

“Il faut être absolument modern” is a line from Rimbaud’s poem A Season in Hell (1873). Iommi, “Hay que ser
absolutamente moderno,” Cuatro Talleres de América en 1979 (Valparaíso, Universidad Católica de Valparaíso,
Instituto de Arte), 69–85. According to Fabio Cruz, Iommi had begun drafting a version of the first poem that opens
Amereida while he was in France. Iommi also wrote that his idea to create a great phalène for America occurred to
him when was in Munich. Crispiani, 258.
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“fracaso europeo” (European failure), and became more determined to carry out his most
ambitious project yet: an epic phalène for the expansive proportions of the (South) American
continent. For Iommi, America lacked an appropriate epic or “an essential text that reflected its
conditions.”9
The question of Latin America’s relationship to Europe has long preoccupied Latin
American avant-garde artists, and is manifested in complex and oftentimes contradictory ways.
As I discussed in chapter two, “America” and the construct of the interior were consistent if not
always explicit themes in Iommi’s work: his participation in the Amazonian voyage with the
Santa Hermandad Orquídea (Holy Brotherhood of the Orchid) in 1940 established a precedent
for the Valparaíso School’s long-distance journeys in the American landscape. This experience
was also significant for introducing the creative potential of failure, which became an important
trope for the La Phalène in Europe and eventually for the Valparaíso School. As discussed in the
previous chapter, the Brotherhood initially aspired to travel around the world, with the ultimate
goal of reaching Europe. After the outbreak of World War II, the group was forced to remain in
South America, where they re-oriented their sights inward to the vast expanses of the Amazonian
region. The group considered its failed efforts to leave South America and Iommi’s unplanned
relocation to Chile to be fortuitous, productive accidents.
In this chapter, I examine how the Valparaíso School confronted “America,” like one of
its architectural projects: a concept to be constructed, but one that is always in process, and never
fully defined. I argue that the constitutive elements of the project—the performative aspects of
both the journey and the poem—represent an open-ended aesthetic proposition that was both
resistant to fixed geopolitical definitions of America and part of a broader trajectory of

9

Crispiani, 259.
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abstraction in the School’s activity and in postwar South America.10 In so doing, I will also
compare the text of Amereida to the work of contemporary Concrete poets in Brazil, who drew
upon architectural references and metaphors to express their modernity. Furthermore, the notion
of an open, unfixed “performative” identity in the mid-1960s is a marked contrast from other
contemporary political visions of a unified “Latin America” based on revolutionary aims and
anti-imperialist struggle, all of which tended to strive for self-definition. Thus, the latter half of
the chapter draws upon decolonial theory to highlight the School’s autonomous and ultimately
apolitical conception of America in a politically tumultuous time, and questions the limitations
and contradictions of its aesthetic openness. I thus offer a critical interpretation of the possible
neocolonial implications of the School’s proposition of abstracting the territory and constructs
such as the interior sea, as well as its adherence to Latinity as an expression of “American-ness.”

I. “The Road is not a Road”11: The Travesía, 1965

The archive of the 1965 Amereida travesía contains a trove of enigmatic, poetic imagery:
A group of men walks across a vast, seemingly endless plain. A figure stands, arms raised,
before a conflagration in the distance. A wiry metal sculpture reflects sunlight at dusk, against a
10

Consistent with the School’s practice of maintaining its traditions through the ongoing study of its projects, there
are many theses and dissertations related to Amereida undertaken by several generations of students and faculty at
the School. Although useful for considering how the School constructs and sustains its narrative, I find them to be
too focused on concepts particular to the School rather than broader historical questions. Critical, outsider
perspectives are fewer by comparison, but a recent dissertation by Doris Bravo is the first exhaustive study of
Amereida which examines the visualization of “America” in the School’s activities spanning the travesías, the maps,
and exhibitions. Similar to Bravo, I argue that Amereida forwards an abstract, open-ended definition of America.
My interpretation is in some ways similar to her analysis, but I suggest that visualization alone insufficiently
captures the complexities of the project, which was also physically and spatially embodied. See Doris Bravo,
“Adventures on Paper and in Travesía: The School of Valparaíso Visualizes America, 1965-1984” (PhD
dissertation, University of Texas at Austin, 2015). Other important studies of Amereida include Alejandro
Crispiani’s two chapters in Objetos para transformar el mundo, pp. 258-289 and Patricio del Real, “Architecture’s
Poetic Service: Amereida and Building a Space for Poetry,” Interfaces: Image Texte Langue 24 (2004): 201–216.
11
Amereida I, 189. “el camino no es el camino.”
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stark horizon. In some of these images, the men are doing things: painting structures,
constructing small, geometric objects, pushing a vehicle out of a flooded ditch (figs. 3.4–3.9).12
Despite the aura of adventure preserved in these images, one of Amereida’s participants, the
French poet Michel Deguy, confessed: “there was nothing heroic about it, it was simply pursuing
a route,” thereby complicating the overtly Virgilian aspirations of the Amereida project.13 In
spite of the group’s seemingly grandiose ambition to invent a modern epic for America, the
participants’ experience of the journey unintentionally countered mythical idealization by
embracing chance, indeterminacy, and precarity. In so doing, the travesía also contributed to and
reinforced the open-ended framework of Amereida, the epic poem. I suggest that the journey’s
textual and photographic documentation reveal a more modest, anti-heroic experience, implied
by Deguy’s provocation. Although the group lacked a coherent political agenda for undertaking
the journey, the archival fragments of the travesía unwittingly expose the geopolitical tensions
and realities of South America in the mid-1960s as the group navigated the so-called interior sea
of America.
Although Amereida I was the most significant document that evolved from the journey,
subsequent versions of Amereida shed further light on the experience of the historic travesía.

These images are digitized and available on the Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong’s Flickr site:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/archivo-escuela/sets/72157622471822349/
13
Michel Deguy in Javier Correa, Sólo las huellas descubren el mar (2017). The documentary was recently screened
in March 2017 in conjunction with the exhibition Amereida: La invención del mar, 1965/2017 at the Museo
Nacional de Bellas Artes in Santiago. An excerpt of Deguy’s interview is available online at
https://vimeo.com/199396094. Another member of the EAV faculty, Francisco Méndez, who did not participate in
the travesía, stated that he also disagreed with the “heroic” and “epic” aspirations of Amereida: “yo nunca estuve de
acuerdo con Godo, es que metiera a la Eneida en su proyecto, que era Amereida. Porque yo lo encontraba un poco
como un arribismo típico de los sudamericanos, que siempre andan tratando de ponerse a la altura de lo heroico en
vez de lo propio. Y me acuerdo que el poeta ingles Boulting también le echaba en cara eso. Decía que debía ponerle
otro nombre, uno que él mismo hubiera inventado.” [“I never agreed with Godo, about putting the Aeneid in his
project, which was Amereida. Because I found it a bit like the typical social climbing of South Americans, who are
always trying to live up to the heroic instead of their own. And I remember that the English poet Boulting also threw
that in his face. He said he should give it another name, one he had invented himself.”] See Francisco Méndez in La
Escuela de Valparaíso y sus inicios: una mirada a través testimonios orales (Santiago: DIPUC, 2002), 34. All
translations in this chapter are my own unless otherwise noted.
12
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One of these documents is the bitácora (log) that accompanied Amereida II (1986).14 The log
that accompanies Amerieda volumen segundo (1986) was largely drawn from sculptor Claudio
Girola’s notebook from the 1965 travesía, though it was possibly embellished and edited at a
later date prior to its belated publication.15 Unlike the poetic prose in Amereida I or Amereida II,
the log is a straightforward narrative account of the month and a half on the road. It brings to life
colorful details of the journey, humorous absurdities (such as Iommi’s coincidental reunion with
a former acquaintance at the Argentine consulate in Bolivia), as well tensions, frustrations, and
misunderstandings.
The group departed Punta Arenas in Chilean Patagonia on July 30, 1965 for a month and
half journey that ended rather abruptly on September 12 in Tarija, Bolivia (discussed below).
They navigated this conceptual “interior sea” across three countries—Chile, Argentina, and
Bolivia—via the Atlantic coast of Patagonia, the Pampas, and the semi-arid Bolivian Chaco.
Traveling north from the very south of the continent, the Amereida travesía also consciously
reversed the typical journey from north to south undertaken by European expeditions. The
majority of the trip cut through the interior of Argentina, where they stopped in small cities and
villages, such as Rio Gallegos and Comodoro Rivadavia, Trelew, Santa Rosa, Puelches, San

14

Various authors, Amereida II (Viña del Mar: Pontificia Taller de Investigaciones Gráficas, Escuela de
Arquitectura y Diseño, UCV, 1986), http://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/index.php/Amereida_II. The log is published separately
in the School’s digital archive: http://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/index.php/Amereida:_Bitácora_de_la_Traves%C3%ADa.
Iommi later added the notes to Girola’s log. The second volume was published after the travesía was formally
integrated into the curriculum in 1984 as an itinerant studio, which likely prompted a re-evaluation of the historic
inaugural travesía. After the 1965 Amereida travesía, Alberto Cruz and the Panamanian poet Edison Simons
undertook another American travesía that encompassed both North and South America. See “Viaje a Vancouver,”
Amereida no. 1/Revue de Poesie, Paris (1969). Following the establishment of Ciudad abierta in 1970, the School
shifted away from a focus on study and travel in the travesía and re-directed its energy toward building this
experimental community. Travesías were eventually incorporated into the curriculum in 1984.
15
Alberto Cruz also kept an extensive logbook, which belongs to his private collection, now the Fundación Alberto
Cruz Covarrubias, Santiago, Chile.
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Luis, and Salta.16 From northwestern Argentina, the group intended to cross into Bolivia where
they planned to reach Santa Cruz de la Sierra, the city they declared the “poetic capital of
America,” though the original intention had been to reach as far north as Venezuela.17 Santa
Cruz is not only the approximate intersection of the Southern Cross constellation overlaid with
the inverted map of South America, it is also “where the Pampas ceases and the forest begins, up
to the Caribbean, the union of two rhythms of the American interior sea.”18 Although this
destination was predetermined, the route itself was essentially unstructured, permitting the group
to improvise along the way, the School’s preferred method of working. The group frequently had
to devise solutions when their pickup truck stalled or got stuck, forging new routes and seeking
out lodging. The trip was also physically arduous—they had to contend with rugged terrain, a
lack of infrastructure and proper roads, and extreme winter conditions in the far south. Yet their
collective ethos required a cooperative, if not always harmonious approach to working.
The long-distance, cross-continental journey is a prominent theme in Latin American art
and literature. From the positivist, classificatory accounts of nineteenth century artist-traveler
expeditions, such as Alexander von Humboldt and Johann Moritz Rugendas’s mission to
document and order the continent’s flora and fauna, to mid-twentieth century socially and
politically-motivated journeys like Even Ernesto “Che” Guevara’s memoir Diarios de
Motocicleta, the travel writing genre looms large in South American literary and artistic
tradition.19 A closer precedent for the group, however, was Iommi’s participation in the Santa

16

For a complete list of all the towns and cities visited in the travesía, see Sebastian Alfaro and Sandra Gatica,
Travesías de Amereida (Valparaíso: e[ad] Escuela de Arquitectura y Diseño, Pontificia Universidad Católica de
Valparaíso, 2010).
17
Amereida II: bitácora, 39. “Santa Cruz de la Sierra, fundada por Nuflo de Chávez, la proclamamos capital poética
de América. En ella cesa la pampa y en ella se inicia la selva hasta el Caribe, la union de los dos ritmos del mar
interior Americano.”
18
Ibid.
19
The theme of transcontinental travel in Latin America continues to be of interest to many contemporary artists
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Hermandad de la Orquídea in the early 1940s, whose members traveled primarily in the
Amazonian region. In keeping with the Holy Brotherhood’s anti-writing approach, discussed in
the previous chapter, there are no existing documents to piece together their journey, only oral
testimonies. It was unclear, at that point in time, whether America was a significant
preoccupation for Iommi and the other poets, yet the Brotherhood’s travels undoubtedly
provided a crucial reference point for Amereida.20 Photographic documentation of the Amereida
travesía and its resultant works also suggest that its participants did not aspire to the same radical
ephemerality of the Holy Brotherhood, who privileged oral communication over written or visual
expression.
The Amereida travesía also adapted a hallowed tradition in architectural history—the
Grand Tour of ancient Classical monuments of Greece and Rome. As the American version of
Virgil’s founding of Rome, Amereida focused on the perceived void, the overlooked, “invisible”
territory, which, ironically for an architecture school, lacked historic monuments. This was the
opposite experience of the classical Grand Tour, which emphasized direct observation of the
monuments considered part of the canon of western civilization. Despite the desire to move away
from European colonizing patterns, in doing so, they group also neglected major indigenous
civilizations such as the Inca, who also established major cities along or near the coast. The
Amereida group consciously ignored such monumental indigenous civilizations, opting for the
undeveloped space of the interior and the unknown. The travesía further diverged from the
model of the Grand Tour in its performative dimension, which developed from direct observation
embarked on his Video Trans Americas (1973-1977) in response to the military coup d’etat in Chile. Adopting an
approach that merged anthropology, technology, ecology, and autobiography, Downey’s project was markedly
different from the School of Valparaíso’s attempt to found an American epic myth. In more recent years,
contemporary artists such as Raimond Chaves, Gilda Mantilla, and Pablo Helguera have also explored the theme of
long-distance travel in Latin America.
20
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of natural phenomena and vernacular architecture. As architect Rafael Gómez-Moriana writes,
concerning the travesía’s adaptation of the Grand Tour:
Architectural travel originates in the eighteenth-century Classical Grand Tour of the ruins
of ancient Greece and Rome, where it is mainly an activity comprising historical research
and aesthetic contemplation. But the Valparaíso School’s travesías mark a significant
departure from this tradition in that “travel” here becomes, effectively, a form of artistic
“performance work.”21
Traversing the interior sea, which the group considered to be a space of latent creative
potential, required a material response and intervention in space that the School refers to as a
signo (sign). The sign is a component of a more expansive work of art, la obra, generally a
poetic act. A suite of 95 photographs in the School’s archive documents many of these
interventions, though there are hundreds more scattered among the participants’ archives.22
Although reminiscent of site-specific Land art, the sculptural and pictorial signos were not
monumental interventions or alterations of the landscape. They were typically subtle symbolic
gestures (the painting of a telephone box, a pre-existing abandoned building, and tree) or
precarious objects. The inaugural poetic act of the travesía, for example consisted of a
“monolith” of nine stones surrounded by five additional stones in the form of a star (fig. 3.10).
Iommi donned his poet’s costume and participants read aloud excerpts of poems to inaugurate
the travesía. Many of the travesía images capture Girola’s minimalist, abstract metal sculptures
in the landscape (fig. 3.11), which were left behind as symbolic offerings to the site. As curator
and writer Cecilia Brunson states, these sculptural interventions in the landscape were not
21
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conceived as monuments, nor as commemorative statues, but as mediating objects that encourage
the viewer to question the relationship to her surroundings.23 The photographs also evidence the
primacy of manual, “handmade” labor in the construction of these works. The “sign” is a work
made by hand. Alejandro Crispiani writes that this approach to working reveals the group’s
interest in surrealist practices and improvisation, but is also reflective of another Heideggerian
concept, Zuhandenheit, or “ready-at-hand,” which expresses man’s practical relationship to tools
or useful things, and the ability to transform the world without a priori theorizing.24
This constructive component of the travesía also entailed occasional interactions with
local populations, mostly workers (fisherman, ranchers) or the under-employed—even in the
most isolated of places. An exemplary case is the small village of Puelches, Argentina, where the
group carried out its most extensive artistic intervention in the whole travesía. Girola’s log
details how the relative desolation of the town contrasted with their expectations: “On the map,
Puelches appears to be a large village. Upon arriving that night, there was nothing. Only a
market, a large building. A talkative person named Bulcarce, and another, a mechanic in the
town.”25 Venturing further into Puelches the following day, the group discovered that, despite
being worn-down and sparsely populated (to the extent that the director of the school was also
the owner of the market-hotel, for example), the town had all the markers of a functioning
modern bureaucratic municipality: a police force, a court, a civil registry, a post office, airfield, a
meteorological station, and public telephone. Girola observes that the school, however, was an
exception to the generalized order, and laments its ruinous state. He notes that a recently
constructed prefabricated building would soon house the school, but the town had been waiting
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for an Argentine flag to arrive from Buenos Aires before inaugurating it, underscoring the extent
of the capital’s sway over the provinces. The Amereida group offered to inaugurate the new
school building with a series of acts and artistic interventions: two sculptures designed by Girola,
a mural with the history of the town, a puppet show for children, a children’s story by Iommi, a
theater production, a poetic act, as well as plaques inscribed with poems.26
The decision to make the school the center of activity exemplifies the merging of poetics
and experimental pedagogy that defines the Valparaíso School. Images of Iommi lecturing at a
blackboard and reciting a story to a group of schoolchildren in smocks, and of Cruz painting a
mural on the side of the prefabricated school, reveal how the Amereida group aspired to
introduce their poetic conception of American to isolated communities in the continent’s
“interior sea” (figs. 3.12–3.15). Cruz’s mural on the side of the prefabricated school incorporates
another cartographic representation: an aerial view of the town of Puelches, the scale of which
recalls Le Corbusier’s lecture sketches of Brazilian topography, yet departs from his totalizing,
monumental visions of the American landscape. The mural also features a chronological list of
important dates in the town’s history and a poem.
The images of Puelches are also permeated with a sense of playfulness. The forging of
temporary community exemplifies Iommi’s concepts of the fiesta and juego, as described in the
previous chapter. Girola alludes to the convivial atmosphere at the barbecue prepared by the
town for the group following the various artistic productions and the official inauguration of the
school. Images of the Valparaíso group in Puelches show members commingling with the
townspeople. Yet what the images do not reveal is the group’s ambivalent sentiments about their
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work in Puelches. Girola alludes to this in his text, writing that in Puelches, “generosity pervaded
everything,” yet the group still regarded the experience as a failure.27 He explains, “the night
before we had discussed going to Buenos Aires, but now our failure before a situation as
complex as that of Puelches suggests that we should stay within our limits.”28 It is unclear
whether the group considered the experience a failure because they realized that their
contributions could not help these isolated communities in any sustained, material way—which
was never the intention of the journey—or whether they considered it an artistic failure. Girola,
whose early artistic development was closely linked to class politics, may have been more
attuned to difficult living conditions in the region, and his observations are scattered with
references to the local economies and conversations with village inhabitants.
Girola’s references to poverty and neglect in the countryside paint a less-than-ideal
picture of life in the interior of Argentina, which was never fully developed despite the state’s
attempts to impose the geometric order of the urban grid throughout the Pampas. As art historian
James Oles writes of the region,
Unlike so much of Latin America, rural Argentina is depopulated, the dreams of the
pioneers stymied by the nation’s endlessly complex economic history, by the end of
immigration and the subsequent exodus of the immigrants’ grandchildren to Buenos
Aires, and by the collapse of the railways.29
Of course, the depopulated interior was also a result of the forcible “removal” of indigenous
peoples by the Argentine military campaign known as the Conquest of the Desert during the
1870s.30 Amereida I alludes to the violent massacre of native peoples during the Conquest, but
the notion of the interior sea denies any association of the absence or void with an ongoing
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historic erasure of indigenous peoples into the present. It is significant that the travesía unfolded
in such sparsely populated landscapes, many of which were previously inhabited prior to the
Conquest. Focusing on abstract, “empty” landscapes and open space effectively evacuates the
social from Amereida’s mythos. Girola’s expressions of ambivalence about the School’s
interactions with local populations and detailed descriptions of poverty in the countryside are
among the closest approximations to social commentary in the Amereida literature.
Girola’s log also evidences how the group provoked suspicion and curiosity among local
villagers. They were asked on one occasion if they were a traveling orchestra or theater
company, owing to their strange appearance and their lavishly decorated vehicle (which, at one
point, they painted in bright colors along with the word “Amereida”). Yet when they offered
explanations of their project—of searching for their own language without references, of an
America without an owner (sin dueño)—they also encountered frustrated responses:
In a local shop nearby, a “haberdashery,” located within the market, a man in his shirt
sleeves enters. He was the owner, a turco, the father of the better-dressed young man.
After explaining a bit about what we were doing, the turco begins to shout paternally:
“you are going to discover America.” We had a long conversation. We asked about the
place, the life of the people, the exploitation of quelnacho [sic]. He responds to our
questions about his life. Before it was different. He worked hard for hours. There hadn’t
been a town; only quebrachos. His son—the more well-dressed youth—studied medicine
until his third year in the Perón era, but he got lost in politics.31
This passage highlights how the group was frequently—and continued to be—misunderstood or
regarded with suspicion. It is significant, however, that in many cases, the group took the time to
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offer explanations of their project to the people they encountered or who offered them hospitality
along the way. It is also notable that they were curious about the livelihoods of communities
living in the interior and that Girola felt it necessary to record such details about the lives of
diverse communities living outside of major metropolitan areas.
The so-called failures the group encountered, though purportedly welcome in its eyes,
revealed how the underlying utopian dimension of the venture frequently clashed with political
realities. The Amereida imaginary dissolves borders and nation states without acknowledging the
material, political consequences of borders. Although it was not known at the time, the group
was thwarted in their attempt to reach Santa Cruz because their intended route was rigidly
controlled by the Bolivian military—aided by the CIA—due to the presence of Che Guevara’s
guerillas in the region.32 Despite their best efforts to poetically immerse themselves in their
journey, the travesía participants unknowingly entered into a heightened geopolitical scenario.
Upon entering Bolivia, they sought advice for the most efficient route to Santa Cruz at the
consulate, presented their official documents, and offered euphemistic explanations to
government officials for the purpose of their journey (they stated that they were part of “unique
cultural exchange with a Bolivian university”). However, the consul instructed them to take a
different route and suggested they travel to Tarija instead, where a university there would
generously host them. Girola writes that this alternative was “an elegant way of prohibiting us
from reaching Santa Cruz,” which the consulate also justified under the pretext of strained
diplomatic relations between Chile and Bolivia as a result of the ongoing border disputes related
to the War of the Pacific (1879-1904).33 The subsequent unraveling of the travesía began in the
Bolivian consulate: “Without looking at one another, we felt the strong pressure of suspicion and
32
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the end of freedom. Not [for fear] of being detained or at risk of being accused… but of that
freedom necessary for a poetic travesía.”34 The realities of the Cold War political climate,
conspicuously absent in the Amereida poem—discussed further below—are thus manifested in
these unexpected detours, moments of uncertainty and tension along the journey, as the external
world seeps into the group’s interior sea.

Viaje a Vancouver

Although the Amereida travesía revealed the group’s disengaged understanding of the
politics of cross-country travel amid the tense geopolitical climate, a subsequent voyage suggests
that the politics of Amereida were tentatively engaged with the external world. Following the
1965 travesía, the participants expressed a desire to expand Amereida to all corners of the
continent both north and south (yet with a clear emphasis on the latter) via a network of itinerant
pedagogical workshops (“Talleres de América”) and a proposed publishing project, the shortlived Revista Amereida. From November 1968 to February 1969, Cruz and Simons (one of the
“original” participants) embarked on a lesser-known, yet no less ambitious travesía with a
specific emphasis on Pacific coastal cities. The so-called “Viaje a Vancouver” (Journey to
Vancouver) mapped an itinerary along the west coast of the Americas toward Alaska. Stopping
in cities from south to north and back again, the duo delivered presentations at universities and
research centers and engaged local poets, artists, architects, intellectuals, and pedestrians in two
types of poetic actions: the “entreacto,” an oral recitation from Amereida and “caza del poeta,”
the “hunt” or search for a poet (as the log of their journey notes, many of these searches proved
unsuccessful). Their mostly improvised collaborations unfolded in both formal pedagogical
34
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settings and unconventional public spaces, including beaches, ancient pyramids, parks, buses,
soda fountains, and hotels (fig. 3.16).
If the historic Amereida travesía revealed the limits of the School’s autonomous poetic
project, the “Viaje a Vancouver” suggests a greater engagement with local and international
politics and figures associated with countercultural projects or liberationist agendas, even though
faculty members still maintained their commitment to a university detached from external
concerns following the 1967 reform, which I discuss in greater detail in the following chapter.
For example, the itinerary includes their “search” for the poet Robert Duncan (who was affiliated
with the Black Mountain School of poetry) in San Francisco, a visit with radical pedagogue Ivan
Illich and students at the Centro Intercultural de Documentación (CIDOC) in Cuernavaca,35 and
a meeting with anthropologist Duane Metzger at the countercultural research site “The Farm,”
affiliated with the University of California, Irvine.36
The log of the journey undertaken by Cruz and Simons, originally published in Amereida
magazine, in collaboration with the Revue de Poésie details their itinerary and encounters.37
Unlike Amereida, which largely took place in sparsely inhabited rural places or in small towns in
the continent’s interior, the 1969 journey to Vancouver focused on coastal cities. In a sense, the
journey represented an inversion of the historic travesía. Cruz’s notebook from this journey
reveals an obsession with cities and their morphologies and detailed observations of architecture
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and people.38 In Lima, for example, Cruz and Simons visited the informal housing communities
known as poblaciones callampas with architect Alfredo Rodríguez, who contributed a text on
this theme in the review titled “Vivienda popular y nueva política urbana” (“Popular Housing
and New Urban Politics”).39
The “Viaje a Vancouver” brings to light the School’s participation in cross-continental
networks of poetic and experimental pedagogies in the Americas in the late 1960s. By this time,
the Amereida group’s actions were also being interpreted and framed in the now canonized
discourse of the neo-avant-garde. At the University of Washington, for example, Cruz and
Simons’ visit to the Department of Literature was promoted as a “happening”: “Two errant
Chileans, an architect and a poet”…“will do their thing—a HAPPENING—in a new way.”40
Another piece of ephemera from the journey offers the “invitation to participate in the Amereida
Review and Workshop” (fig. 3.17). The flyer features a sketch of the outline of the Pacific coast
and the names of cities, from Punta Arenas to Fairbanks, in what looks like Cruz’s handwriting.
A poem, written in English, appears alongside the schematic map, roughly filling the space that
represents the “interior sea” and beyond, spilling into what would be the Atlantic Ocean.
This documentation suggests that Cruz and Simons’ actions were understood not only as
performative “happenings,” but also conceived as participatory proposals. In the bottom left
corner of the flyer, the address for a “bottega” (an archaic Italian word for an artist’s workshop
or studio) lists a street number in Viña del Mar, Chile (Errazuriz 626), which suggests that the
School intended to solicit projects via the mail to be considered for review for its Amereida
publication. Like the incipient mail art movement in Latin America, the Amereida group
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participated in a broader hemispheric, transnational art and poetry network.41 These interactive
proposals also resonate with contemporaneous mobile, pedagogical networks and alternative
publications, such as the U.S.-based radical architecture collective Ant Farm.42 Although the
Amereida publication was never realized beyond the first issue, these efforts reveal that the
project was not an entirely introspective endeavor. The potential and imagined routes of these
publications and participatory workshops across the Americas gesture to the ways in which
Amereida was in some ways analogous to neo-avant-garde projects. The following section
examines the textual and graphic materialization of the original Amereida poem and its
correspondence with contemporary visual poetry.

II. The Return to the Page: Amereida, the book-poem, 1967:
The previous chapter examined Iommi’s penchant for dissolving the written word “into
the air,” eschewing the conventional bounds of the page and the book in the poetic act and
phalène.43 The theorization of the phalène realized Iommi’s ongoing efforts to “liberate” poetry
from text in order for it to be embodied spatially among other bodies in (public) space.
Amereida, however, was a significant exception in its return to a more traditional book format.44
41
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Although it was not published until 1967, two years after the Amereida travesía, it became a
foundational text and quasi-manifesto for the School.45 Neither a straightforward narrative of the
1965 journey, nor a documentation of the poetic acts performed along the trip (which are
preserved in the realm of oralidad and in hundreds of photographs), Amereida is a collective,
multi-vocal and hybrid text.46 Its collage aesthetic synthesizes freestyle and prose poetry, and
direct quotations from various genres of Latin American literature, including the crónicas of the
Spanish and Portuguese colonizers and O’Gorman’s The Invention of America, in addition to
ancient and early modern European epic poems by Virgil and Dante. Like Virgil’s wandering
protagonist Aeneas, the Amereida group meanders across the South American continent, an
action that is thematically reinforced in the structure of the poem— the reader, in a sense,
“wanders” through the text. The layering of different texts suggests there is no singular or
“correct” narrative of America’s origins. Framing this type of lectura azarosa47 (chance reading)
as a performative text, I argue that the layering of distinct sources and the spatial play between
text and void is analogous to the physical occupation of space in the American landscape during
the travesía.
Aside from the overt reference to Virgil’s epic, there are ample but veiled allusions to
other literary precedents, particularly South American ones, throughout Amereida. In the
questions. One to Edy regarding French poetry that does not have roots. And another to Fédier in terms of the fact
that the book is dead and what appears to be contradictory. Amereida - Book. There is a certain naked dramatism.].
45
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School’s quest to envision an “America free of referents,” these abundant quotations are evident
to the knowledgeable reader, but deliberately lack attribution.48 Crispiani detects notable
parallels to several modern Latin American “epics,” including Argentine writer Leopoldo
Marechal’s Adán Buenosayres (1948), a satirical take on the 1920s Martín Fierro avant-garde
generation that follows a young artist’s three-day metaphysical journey into the “terra incognita”
of the Buenos Aires suburbs.49 Crispiani also notes important precedents in Chilean poetry: the
concept of the “mar interior americano” can be traced to poet Gabriela Mistral, and Pablo
Neruda’s Canto General (1950), which expresses a similar ambition to narrate a history (in this
case of the entire Western hemisphere) from the perspective of the Southern hemisphere.50 There
are also direct quotations from canonical Latin American literature including Brazilian writer
Euclides da Cunha’s Os Sertões, a novel about a late nineteenth-century war in the arid
hinterland of northeastern Brazil known as the sertão—an area that would likely form part of the
interior sea.51 All of these modern references are texts by writers based in the Southern Cone
(and southeastern Brazil). Even though the Amereida authors do not explicitly link themselves to
these precedents, many of which focus on journeys and landscapes, these allusions firmly place
them in literary and avant-garde traditions of this region.
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maintain that da Cunha’s work expresses ambivalence about republican ideals and modernity’s unwavering faith in
scientific progress, suggesting that “civilization” is just as “irrational” as the “uncivilized” cultures it aims to control
and reform.
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The Maps: Making the South the North
If most of the literary references in Amereida are subtle or esoteric, the most explicit
references to Latin American modernism takes place on the level of the visual. The poem is
accompanied by ten printed map illustrations, half of which visualize four “theses” on the
geographic territory and existential condition of the South American continent. Several of these
maps are inverted, immediately calling to mind Mapa Invertido (Inverted Map) (1936) by
Uruguayan artist Joaquín Torres-García (fig. 3.18). Although not directly cited in Amereida or
elsewhere in the founders’ writings, Torres-García appears as an unacknowledged forefather in
the School’s tradition of aesthetic modernity. In a 1935 lecture “The School of the South,”
Torres-García famously declared “our North looks South. For us there must not be a North,
except in opposition to our South.”52 Building upon Torres-García’s precedent, the School
similarly deployed the inverted map to contest the political implications of, and qualitative
judgments inherent to mapping, and to prompt a reorientation of hegemonic perspectives and
attitudes toward the South American continent.53 Yet the Amereida authors push Torres-García’s
cartographic manipulation further, elaborating four distinct “theses” on the American continent
based on its geography: 1) bordes (edges); 2) mar interior (interior sea); 3) cuatro estrellas (four
stars); and 4) norte proprio (proper north).54
The first map illustration appears early in the text after five pages of verse (fig. 3.19).
Bracketed between two blank pages, the first map conforms to a conventional cartographic
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orientation, with the north at the top of the page and the south at the bottom. The last text to
appear before the blank page-map-blank page sequence is the sole word, “qué” (what), which is
printed in the middle, right margin of the page. This first map makes clear how the School
defines “America”: only the South American continent is pictured—a portion of Panama is
visible, central America and Mexico are missing and the Caribbean is entirely absent, which is
somewhat contradictory considering the text’s emphasis on Columbus’s narratives and
O’Gorman’s revision of the “discovery” thesis. The map takes up the entire page and blank space
fills its interior. America is thus presented to the reader as an open proposition, prompting her to
ask of “what” America consists.
In the second map, the South American continent is also depicted in a conventional
orientation but the stark contours of the continent’s outermost boundaries dissolve into variously
sized dots that represent cities (fig. 3.20). This map visualizes how the modern cities established
by the Spanish and Portuguese are concentrated along the contours, or “edges” (bordes) of the
continent, according to a “clear territorial organization.”55 The Amereida participants abandon
these edges, the known territory, for the unknown interior, a concept introduced in the third
image (see fig. 3.3). This map also eliminates outer boundaries and illustrates the concept of the
interior sea through light hatching in the inner portions of the continent. The fourth and fifth
images represent the thesis of “four stars” (cuatro estrellas), which refers to the Southern Cross
constellation, visible only in the southern hemisphere (figs. 3.21–3.22). The first of these two
maps overlays the map of South America with a projection of the Southern Cross constellation;
the other map shows a simplified schematic cross superimposed over a map covered in vein-like
forms representing rivers. The cross and the territory approximately intersect with the city of
Santa Cruz de la Sierra, Bolivia, situated on the edge of the Amazon basin in a region that would
55
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form part of the interior sea, which led the authors to designate it “the poetic capital of
America.”56 The point of orientation is no longer the equator or northern hemisphere, but the
southern constellation. The final image in the first group of maps (additional ones appear near
the end of the book), known as “proper north” (norte propio), depicts a topographical map
picturing the mountain ranges in the continent (fig. 3.23). The first inverted map illustration in
the text, the proper north visualization closely relates to Torres-García’s call to reorient
perspectives and appears to respond to his question thirty years prior: “and more than south / is
this not our north / and its extreme summit / will appear / to those who/ will remount it for the
first time?”57
What all of the above maps have in common is a lack of national borders. They depict
natural, geographic phenomena such as rivers and mountain ranges, and conceptual, imaginary
regions (the interior sea), but political boundaries, like in Torres-García’s maps, are
conspicuously absent. Open and nationless, the Amereida maps articulate a distinctly regional
Americanist vision rather than a national identity. This ran counter to the dominant tendency of
countries in Latin America to forge modern national identities while simultaneously be perceived
as international. The lack of a pronounced national identity is not entirely surprising for a group
of artists based primarily in Chile, which, unlike large modernizing nations such as Argentina,
Brazil, and Mexico, lacked comparable robust state-funded cultural institutions with strong
nation-building agendas and established traditions of modernism. Chile’s unique and extreme
geographic position within the continent seems to have fueled the group’s interest in the broader
territory of the continent. The founders also expressed frustration over the lack of access to
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cultural resources in Chile, particularly in their provincial locale—hence the impulse to look
outward beyond the national frame.58 Furthermore, Amereida articulates the desire to found a
shared cultural identity based on language in the region rather than allegiance to any political
identity or sense of nationalism.59
Like Torres-García’s native Uruguay in the early decades of the twentieth century, much
of Chile’s population was heavily Europeanized and mestizo, however its indigenous population
was larger, but significantly reduced following national “pacification” campaigns of the late
nineteenth century. The sovereignty of indigenous peoples, particularly in the south of the
country, continues to be denied and violently repressed, and the history of indigenous cultural
representation, severely limited. Existing at the southern outskirts of a great pre-Conquest
civilization, Chile also lacked a monumental ancient heritage from which to draw inspiration.
Unlike Torres-García, who drew upon geometric abstraction of ancient Amerindian civilizations
(particularly in the Andean region) to inform his Constructive Universalism, the Amereida
authors were resistant to nostalgia and the idea of mining the past for what they considered to be
superficial symbols.60 In Amereida, they make fleeting criticism of indigenismo and folkloric
romanticism, as well as facile imitation of European traditions (in regard to the latter, they recall
the lectures of the Uruguayan maestro).61 A repeating line in the poem encapsulates the authors’
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justification for searching for an “authentic” American identity, which they maintain has been
clouded by false, imitative expressions: “between pretenses and ghosts the people of america
only imitate.”62
As if bracketing the entire text, additional map illustrations of the continent appear in the
final pages of the poem. On page 171, a diagram of four maps of the continent is divided by a
horizontal and a vertical line, standing in for each of the cardinal directions (fig. 3.24). The two
maps above the line, which indicates the movement of the sun from east to west, are flipped,
south to north. Mirror images of these maps are printed below the horizontal line: one conforms
to a conventional geographic orientation and the other reverses the map along a vertical
orientation (the easternmost part of Brazil is now “west”). The map in the upper right “northeast”
quadrant, the original inverted map overlaid with the Southern Cross constellation, is filled in
with small printed dots. On the previous page, the final line of text, “which map?” prompts the
reader to question various possible constructions and orientations of the continent.
Subsequent images of the borderless continent, in which the south is the north, become
increasingly abstracted to show roughly the southern half of the continent—the area covered by
the travesía. In the penultimate image, this fragmented map contains a simple, jagged line, which
roughly approximates the route of the journey (fig. 3.25). The single line is the final illustration
to appear in the text before a mostly blank spread (fig. 3.26). Opposite a white page, the final
page of the poem contains a single, minimalist phrase that concludes the poem, “the road is not a
road.” Although the line possibly represents the journey, the implied negation of the phrase
suggests that the experience cannot be adequately mapped or represented, “reaffirming the

in the resentment of fo- / lklores that do not hide their aggressiveness with which they tie themselves and depend on
the shore / we flee with work and civilizing efficiency that do not hide the contempt of what they abuse].
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impossibility of tracing a possible cartography.”63 The map can be re-drawn and the journey
repeated, open to new and alternative configurations. Like the phalène, the travesía is an
ephemeral experience, that once it appears, vanishes into air. Undertaken as a collective, it
cannot be reduced to a singular narrative, hence the disparate textual styles and forms that
comprise the entire work.

Typography and Midcentury Spatial Modernity
Despite the “return to the page,” few commentators have examined the typographic
experimentation in Amereida as a visual poem or in dialogue with midcentury concrete poetics.
Although, in graphic terms, Amereida is not as morphologically experimental as the most
vanguard concrete and visual poetry of the mid-1960s, its typographic layout (isolated words and
abundant blank space) clearly references important touchstones in the concrete and visual poetry
tradition, namely Symbolist poet Stéphane Mallarmé’s Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le
hazard (A Throw of the Dice Never Abolishes Chance) (1897) (fig. 3.27).64 It is also telling that
the Amereida authors, interested in nineteenth century French poetry, drew upon historical
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precedents rather than more recent Latin American experimental poetry. This suggests, as
Crispiani has written, that the Valparaíso School founders aimed to avoid an explicit dialogue
with contemporary Latin American vanguards in their effort to create an art “free of referents,”
even while clearly evoking the work of certain figures and movements in South America.65 The
closer identification with late nineteenth century French poets and historic avant-garde
movements such as Surrealism, however, underscores the contradictions of their quest to be
“absolutely modern,” and reveals a more complex relationship to “Latin American” art and
culture than is typically acknowledged.
The spatial play between text and void and the various literary styles in Amereida built
upon Iommi’s theorization of the phalène, in which the game, like the throw of a dice, is a
privileged aesthetic form (fig. 3.28). The poem is not written as a structured narrative; the reader
can open Amereida on any page and resume reading in another place, even though its overall
theme—of opening up America and questioning its origins—remains relatively intact throughout
the poem. The negative space also functions as an invitation to the reader to enter into the space
of the text, and participate in the construction of meaning. Similar to Mallarmé’s Un coup de dés,
the typography in Amereida is characterized by inconsistent spacing between syntactic units.
Unlike the Mallarméan precedent, the typeface in Amereida is uniform throughout, aside from
the found text in the Jennings ad. The sans serif type on the cover and spine of the original
publication is comparable to contemporary concrete poetry; the serif, uniformly-sized type used
in the text itself, however, lacks the boldness of Bauhaus typography and “Swiss Style” graphics
of Concrete poetics. The poem lacks capitalization and sentences rarely terminate, even in denser
prose passages. The most prevalent form of punctuation in the text is the question mark. The
poem begins with a series of interrogatives about the so-called “discovery” of America: “was not
65
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the finding foreign / to the discoveries?”66 The semantic nuance between “finding” and
“discoveries,” further separated by the word “foreign,” signals an incommensurability between
what was expected and what was found.67 Thus “America” appears to the reader through a series
of open-ended questions about the American condition, its origins, and heritage. Through the
spacing of text and image in Amereida, the poem gives form to the spatial and performative
dimensions of the 1965 journey.
Considering Amereida’s clear referencing of Mallarmé and reliance on open-ended
questions, Umberto Eco’s theorization of the “open work” (opera aperta) provides a useful
framework for analyzing the poem. Eco, writing on Mallarmé in The Open Work (1962), argues
for the active function of blank graphic space in a poem like Un coup de dés: “Blank space
surrounding a word, typographic adjustments, and spatial composition in the page setting of the
poetic text—all contribute to create a halo of indefiniteness to make the text pregnant with
infinite suggestive possibilities.”68 The reader of Amereida possesses a degree of agency in
“completing” or interpreting the image and idea of America. The poem does not re-create or
represent the journey as it unfolded for its participants, but produces similar aesthetic effects to
those experienced on the travesía, in which openness was also a key strategy. The participants
built improvised, ephemeral “works of architectural openness,”69 using supplies they brought
with them for this purpose, in addition to locally found materials and pre-existing structures—
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telephone booths, storage sheds—they encountered along the way.70 Resulting structures were
rarely “finished” and their frequently fragile, precarious materiality suggested their lack of
permanence.
Architectural historian Patricio del Real has gestured toward the relationship between
experimental typography and the physical, three dimensional experience of the poetic acts
undertaken in the travesía. He considers the travesía and the poem interrelated “texts,” and
suggests that the ideas played out textually in the poem were already latent in the performative
aspects of the journey in 1965:
The amereida group, firmly grounded on Mallarmé’s proposition, takes the next step.
Rather than maintaining the poem within its morphological containment, within the
spacing of the reading—‘espacemente de la lecture’—they release it onto the territory.71
Del Real argues that the group’s “spatialization of poetry” beyond the bounds of the page was
also experienced physically, and that in Amereida, “the poet shares in the extreme conditions
common to all explorations.”72 The Amereida travesía was an intensely physical experience. The
log portion of Amereida II documents how the group endured extreme temperatures in Patagonia
and physical exhaustion in the face of mechanical failures (they frequently had to haul their truck
out of snow and mud).
It is productive to compare Amereida to another artistic group in postwar South America
that explored the connection between architecture, experimental poetics, and the Mallarméan
tradition. In Brazil, where concrete art movements flourished in the 1950s, a trio of São Paulobased poets, Décio Pignatari, Haroldo de Campos, and Augusto de Campos, formed the
Noigandres group in São Paulo (in 1952, coincidentally the same year the Valparaíso School was
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formally established).73 Their abstract approach to language and visual form represented an
assault on the literary establishment and the florid excesses of the Portuguese language, and thus
paralleled modern architecture’s attack on Beaux arts ornamentalism, French neoclassicism, and
the colonial-baroque.74 The Noigandres concrete poets frequently engaged architectural
metaphors in their poems and writings, and their work circulated in architectural publications
such as Arquitetura e Decoracão. Their engagement with architecture grew out of their
optimistic response to the surge of monumental modernist building campaigns, notably Brasília.
The impact of modern architecture and planning on their conception of poetry and the image of
Brasília in the national zeitgeist was so pronounced that they titled their manifesto “Pilot Plan for
Concrete Poetry” (1957). The title refers to Lúcio Costa’s plan for the new capital, designed in
the shape of an airplane, giving physical and spatial expression of Brazil’s techno-utopian
aspirations.75 Closely linked with Brazil’s rapid modernization, the Noigandres’ poems are
characterized by an aesthetic of rationalized economy in clean, crisp modern graphics (fig. 3.
29).76 The Noigandres’ poems also make use of ample blank graphic space, which in many
works accentuates a word’s thingness. Amereida, by contrast, appealed to subjective interiority,
prompting a reflection on language, history, and inherited definitions of America—in other
words, more abstract than concrete. The epic length of Amereida also differs from the
Noigandres’ minimalist focus on single, isolated words.
Unlike midcentury Brazil, Chile lacked a comparable large-scale modernist project like
Brasília. Based in a small working-class port city that lacked modern monuments, the Valparaíso
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School was less responsive to the messianic promises of technology and industry. The School
engaged poetry, both written and performed, to create an expanded definition of architecture that
challenged the modernist monumentality exemplified by Brasília. The Valparaíso School was not
against modernization, but promoted it through other means: through poetic language, on the
interior level, or as a shift of consciousness. Amereida foregrounds an abstract, open proposition
in poetic form and fleeting expression (gesture, inhabiting landscape, ephemeral constructions)
in travesía instead of concrete, stable form.77 Rather than emphasize the materiality, sonic
qualities or object-ness of language like the Noigandres poets, the Amereida authors focused on
exploiting the potential of the negative, the absence in surrounding space. The overwhelming
presence of absence (e.g. blank space, ellipses) in the poem stands for the perceived “emptiness”
of the interior sea of America. Interiority thus looms as a greater force in the poem, and with it, a
suggestive retreat away from the external realities of America.
Despite the “open” hermeneutic possibilities in Amereida, the authors’ vision of America
is still circumscribed within a history of Latin modernity, or what cultural theorist Walter
Mignolo calls the “logic of coloniality/rhetoric of modernity.”78 Previous analyses of Amereida
have not taken up a critical reading of its adherence to a Latin/Creole conception of modernity.
In the following section, I examine the implications and contradictions of the School’s open,
unfixed definition of America in the context of shifting geopolitics and emergent decolonial
discourses in the postwar Global South.
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III. Amereida in a Broader Context: How “Open” is its Vision?
How to Receive America “Unveiled”?79
Amereida echoes the proto-postcolonial sentiments in O’Gorman’s La Invención de
América on both linguistic and conceptual levels. Like O’Gorman, the Amereida authors assert
that America was “invented,” rather than discovered, by Europeans. At its core, the project
appears to offer a critique of the Eurocentrism of the history of America and the dependence on
borrowed, imitative culture and the persistence of a colonized subjectivity. The search for an
“authentic” language free of referents and the inversion of received, apparently neutral
cartographies suggests that Amereida was, on some levels, a political project. Significantly,
Amereida expresses a desire to “detach itself” from Europe, a concept that would appear to
resonate with independence and decolonial political movements that emerged across the Global
South in the 1950s and 1960s, even though the content of the poem is largely divorced from
contemporary politics. By way of concluding, this section questions to what extent the Amereida
project (the travesía, the poem, and its emerging philosophy) was a decolonial gesture,
considering the politicized historical moment in which it emerged.
Within the first several pages of verse in Amereida, the authors assert that “Columbus /
never came to America / he looked for the Indies / in the midst of his effort / this land / burst into
a gift,” echoing O’Gorman’s rejection of the “discovery” historiographic framework.80
O’Gorman explains that even the word “discovery” implies that the “discoverer” held some prior
knowledge or working theory of the phenomena to be discovered. Subsequent histories, from the
immediate post-Conquest moment up to the mid-twentieth century, made various claims to
79
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justify the “discovery” theory—from the argument that Columbus did not know about the
existence of another land, to the idea that he was aided by Divine providence or the will or
scientific progress. In part one of The Invention of America, “History and Critique of the Idea of
the Discovery of America,” O’Gorman deconstructs the various interpretations of the so-called
“discovery” thesis, from the colonial history of Bartolomé de las Casas and nineteenth century
writings of Alexander von Humboldt, to mid-twentieth century histories, concluding that each
attempt to justify the discovery thesis results in a logical fallacy.81
O’Gorman rejects the “essentialistic concept of American history” and America as a
“ready-made” entity, and argues that historical events of the Americas will henceforth be
narrated as “something internal which constitutes its ever changing, mobile, and perishable
being… its history will no longer be that which has happened to America, but that which it has
been, is, and is in the act of being [emphasis added].”82 Furthermore, he insists that the
emergence of “America” on the world stage must be understood as a product of its historic
moment, not as the “discovery” of a static entity: “In complete opposition, therefore, to the
attitude adopted by all historians in that they start out with a ready-made, fully constituted
America in sight, we shall start out from a void, from a not-yet-existing America [emphasis
added].”83 While O’Gorman’s text is a clarion call for historians, the Amereida group appears to
respond with an artistic proposal that foregrounds the idea of an America in process, and borrows
similar language, such as the void and veiled/unveiled. This idea plays out visually, textually,
and spatially in both components of Amereida— by abstracting images of the continent, playing
with the notion of the void (as a graphic empty space and as a generative artistic concept), and
81
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engaging improvisation in the journey itself.
Acknowledging America’s “invention,” Amereida also suggests that “America” was
never fully “accepted.” Verses such as “a continent found but not accepted”84 and “America
found and veiled”85 resonate with O’Gorman’s statements: “Just as a stranger is recognized as a
man, although his personality, his spiritual being, is still unknown, so America was recognized as
a continent but its historical being was still veiled in mystery. There was as yet no place for
America within the framework of universal history.”86 America was “accepted” only insofar as
the colonizers plundered and extracted its natural resources, and exploited and enslaved its
indigenous peoples and imported Africans for labor. European powers imposed onto the existing
territory an image, a language, and religion in order to justify their expansion and fold the
previously unknown region into its universal history and conception of the world. Early modern
historians were required to account for America’s historical emergence and situate it within a
Euro-Christian imaginary. O’Gorman writes, “America was no more than a potentiality, which
could be realized only by receiving and fulfilling the values and ideals of European culture.
America, in fact, could acquire historical meaning only by becoming another Europe. Such was
the spiritual or historical being that was invented for America.”87 The “veil” that both O’Gorman
and the Amereida authors allude to conceals dynamic history, or history in process, and the
origins of America’s myth, which, for the Amereida authors, was aesthetically generative.
Although the influence of O’Gorman’s “invention” argument looms large in Amereida,
the authors take this historiographical analysis further by framing it within a theory of art. As the
unofficial art theoretician of the School, Iommi introduces another dimension to the “invention”
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narrative that distinguishes Amereida from the philosopher-historian’s approach but, like
O’Gorman, reveals an indebtedness to Heideggerian ideas: the notion of America as a “gift”88 to
the modern world: “America gifted / has it accepted itself? / how to respond? / Can we poetically
interrogate / the own development of the sign / to try to discern it / through / how we have
become Americans / who we are / for itself / manifests to us in the word?”89 In Amereida,
“America unveiled” is a “gift” rather than a perceived obstacle to a known destination.
Historians had to grapple with how to frame Columbus’s error in order to ascribe greater agency
to him, and to European powers. For the Amereida participants, the symbolic space of the
interior, what they claim was ignored by the colonizers, represents the “gift” of the “unknown.”
According to Heidegger, the work of art irrupts into being, “the unexpected and unpredictabl[e],
tearing the fabric of what had constituted the known.”90 Like play and the game, the primary
forms of the phalène, the unknown is an “open invitation,” and a constructive plane of
possibility.91
Another way in which Amereida departs from O’Gorman’s invention is through its
insistence on the importance of myth. The Amereida authors, and Iommi in particular, lament the
fact that America lacks a proper foundation myth in the tradition of the Aeneid. Amereida calls
for a founding poetic epic of modern America that reframes its historical emergence in the late
fifteenth to early sixteenth centuries. Iommi contends in a lecture titled “Eneida-Amereida” that
88
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indigenous, pre-Columbian origins stories were not technically “American,” because they did not
conceive of their world vis-à-vis this European invention.92 Commenting on the lack of a proper
“American” myth, Iommi asserted, “our grandmothers never told us bedtime stories about
America: nobody has ever been cradled in America, except the aboriginal peoples who did do it,
not for America, however, but for… their world.”93 In another text, he reiterates this claim:
Whereas America has its own precise date of irruption in the world… it does not have a
myth, simply because it has not been pronounced, it has not been voiced. Improper, it
seems to us to think, that pre-Columbian myths are treated as American myths because
they were cosmogonic, configuring worlds separate from America, so called because of
Mr. Vespucci.94
The desire to write, to perform, and to experience a foundational myth about America’s
invention was thus a major, somewhat paradoxical, imperative of Amereida. The ability to write
this myth, according to its authors, would only be possible through a poetic, spatial, and
embodied occupation of the American continent.
Much of Iommi’s ideas about art and myth were indebted to the humanist philosopher
Ernesto Grassi, one of Heidegger’s disciples who lectured in Chile and traveled through the
continent in 1952 and 1953, at the time when the School was establishing itself in Valparaíso.95
Grassi’s Art and Myth (1958) contains passages of his travels in South America and, as Crispiani
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writes, “in a certain sense… represents for Amereida, in the field of philosophy, what The
Invention of America represented in the field of history.”96 In Art and Myth, Grassi incorporates
passages of his travels through the South American continent, including the so-called Finis
Terrae in the extreme south of Chile. Considering Grassi’s important role in the School’s own
philosophy, it is no coincidence that the group began their travesía in Patagonia. Yet, a
consideration of Grassi’s text underscores the Amereida authors’ underlying paradoxical
relationship to the European thinkers who inform their project.
Grassi’s Art and Myth conforms to a tradition of European travelers who see America as
a primitive space and tabula rasa where the natural elements dominate man, rather than a place
where man controls his existence.97 He writes that, overwhelmed and dominated by the natural
elements, man in this inhospitable region lacks the ability to produce spiritual and artistic work.
Grassi’s representation of Patagonia is an extension of literary conventions of the long nineteenth
century, when artist-travelers, naturalists and positivist statesman attempted to inscribe images of
the “empty” landscape into emergent national imaginaries. Literary scholar Gabriela Nouzeilles
has argued that Patagonia represents an “aporetic” landscape that pictures a “radical outside,”
thus frustrating the “symbolic work of the state.”98 Nouzeilles cites Sarmiento’s metaphorical use
of desierto (desert) in Facundo to portray the Patagonian landscape, arguing that it operates in a
dual fashion throughout the text—at times as an unbridled wilderness, and at others as an arid,
desolate wasteland, not arable or open to resource exploitation. She also cites Charles Darwin’s
fascination with the region’s geography. Despite its inability to sustain life, Darwin remained
seduced by its imaginative potential: “Eternal in its production of sameness, the desert offers a
96
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blank screen upon which modern man could project his fantasies and dreams.”99 Although both
Sarmiento and Darwin’s metaphorical constructs of Patagonia, the desert and the blank screen,
appear to resonate with the “interior sea” of Amereida, the EAV authors endowed the symbolic
space of the interior with greater agency—it was a not a space to merely project a vision, but to
occupy poetically, intimately. Similarly, Grassi only sees value in a landscape where the human
controls meaning. As one contemporary critic of Grassi’s text pointed out, the text was
problematically essentialist and ahistorical.100 Although Grassi’s privileging of myth is
Amereida’s point of departure, Crispiani claims that the Amereida group did not similarly
assume a lack of culture in the “interior sea,” nor did they hold such an ahistorical view of
American reality.101 Yet their reliance on Grassi’s concept of myth complicates any
straightforward political or decolonial reading of Amereida.
At the same time, another European participant in the travesía suggests that the symbolic
implications of Amereida, such as the inversion of map, resonated “profoundly” with
contemporary political themes in Latin America. One of several European participants in
Amereida, French poet Michel Deguy maintains that his experience differed from that of his
fellow South American travelers. He explains that while the Chileans, Argentinians (and one
Panamanian) performed the role of the “re-fundador”— searching for what had been denied,
“apagado y mudo” (extinguished and mute) in American histories—he acted solely as a
“companion.”102 As a European, he was incapable of experiencing the travesía from the
perspective of an American trying to “rediscover” America separate from what had been written
about it, particularly by those outside of the territory. “I am not saying that Godo was a
99
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revolutionary,” Deguy clarifies, but that certain aspects of the project resonated with political
movements. Contemporary leftist, revolutionary publications in the Americas, for example, also
pictured the borderless, unified map of the Americas to signify regional solidarity and political
revolution (fig. 3.30). Although each represents a distinct type of revolution— one political, the
other poetic—both contested hegemonic historic and political constructions of the region and
forwarded alternative visions.103
Despite the seemingly evident political gestures inherent to Amereida, its authors
maintain that it was not a political project. Rather it was an existential, poetic occupation of land
and interrogation of the “unknown.” In a 1974 seminar lecture “Eneida-Amereida,” Iommi
claims,
Our opening up to the American world is not a political, economic, or anthropological
problem, not even a historical problem. Our own being depends on it. And why do we
place our being into opening up America to the world? Because our heroism—that is to
say, our Eros—our manner of gratitude, our way of loving is to assume the unknown. But
the unknown at all levels, the general and the immediate level, the concrete level that we
have at hand. We could also speak of the unknown in gratitude, in the present, in death.
We could also speak of the unknown in human relationships, in the relationships which
will bloom one day among the human beings of America, who will have a distinct
character.104
The desire to forge a “distinct character,” separate from Europe is a prominent theme in Latin
American modernism, particularly among early literary and artistic avant-gardes that sought
autochthonous forms and expressions to distinguish themselves from Europe. Many avant-garde
movements in Latin America developed in the service of the formation of modern, national
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identities. Amereida, as I have mentioned previously in the chapter, was not concerned with a
nation-building agenda, nor with a clear identity-based articulation of “America,” but one that
was essentially open to subjective, flexible identifications and continual redefinition. However,
Amereida’s references to specific figures—such as Virgil, Dante, the conquistadors and Creole
writers and intellectuals—and texts in both Latin American and European history and culture
suggest that the degrees of this “openness” was, in fact, limited in definition.

The Limits of “Latinidad”: The Elision of Race in Amereida

Although Amereida forwards an abstract, seemingly non-identitarian conception of
America, it looks specifically to its Latin(ate) origins as sources of inspiration in the construction
of the poem. Various references to latinidad appear throughout the text and in other writings in
the Amereida canon, suggesting that the group privileges this particular aspect of a “South
American identity.” While much of this “heritage” is signaled through references to literary
figures such as Virgil and Dante, it is also framed by questions about language: “Didn’t America
burst into / portuguese and spanish languages? / Languages of the same faith and latin /
languages that come open / in adventure / and empire?”105 Although structuring such ideas as
questions rather than as declarative statements suggests some ambiguity or even doubt about the
relationship between language and identity, a similar question appearing later in the text stakes a
more assertive claim: “and doesn’t that make us Latins / their languages? / don’t we inherit with
them a voice? / the voice that maintains in its languages/ like the light behind their beacons /
what gives place to the words / or poetic tradition from where / they open eras / for which
histories continue / in languages where it appeared / does not America awaken / the Latin
105
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voice?”106 Such verses appear to foreground America’s Latin inheritance, while at the same time
asserting its independence and originality that stems from occupying the void of the unknown,
America’s interior sea:
We dream our origin in a diverse luso-castilian language in countries that do not begin to
be nations— in multiple, even innumerable races still sounding out and we say americans
the presence and the name — this our presence and our name — detaches itself from
europe the ancient robbed we know that histories record measurements confirm
artifices operate more than poetry behind all light is a sign that veils and unveils the
meaning never tendency producer and product lie in the paternal obscurity that
surprises us its song is a figure instinct and calculation never sentiment in the same
mode as apparition and apparitions, not phantoms and ghosts — reality transparent in its
vertigo107
Like “America,” the term and concept of “Latin America” was another European
invention. The first documented use of the term in print appeared in 1836 in Michel Chevalier’s
introduction to Lettres de l’Amérique du Nord.108 The construct of a “Latin”—primarily southern
European, Catholic—America, as opposed to northern European and Protestant emerged as a
result of competing interests between imperial nations. The French, seeking to assert their
dominance in the region with the increasing threat of Anglo imperialism, developed this cultural
construct to shore up allegiance—and to justify imperial expansion—in the region, particularly
among Creole elites who readily identified with France. Because Amereida focuses on the
historical construction of America in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth centuries, the title of
the project adheres to the early modern designation. The EAV founders, like many intellectuals
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from the region, also question the conceptual separation of the Americas.109 However, latinidad
appears throughout the poem and other writings in the Amereida canon as a fundamental
component of a southern/South American identity.
The way in which latinidad figures in Amereida is also problematically separate from
constructions of race. The Amereida literature is not entirely devoid of mentions of race nor does
it deny the existence of racial difference in the Americas, yet it collapses difference under a
monolithic conception of latinidad. For example, in a 1974 lecture “Eneida-Amereida” at the
EAV, Iommi refers to a unifying “Latin” identity in America, while also acknowledging its
diverse racial make-up:
Recognizing ourselves as Latin means to embrace the Aboriginal, the Mestizo, the Black,
and all the races, the colors, and the mores of the world. Our structure is still an obscure
one, but it is dense, and it is our own. It is rooted in tradition of all those who shaped
America. I do not claim to speak the truth, but if what I say here is true, if what I
enunciate is possible, we must undertake this journey through Amereida, again and again,
as we did once. Because we will not free ourselves from want, from impropriety, from
the dead, from our way of living and dying in only one journey. History does not behave
like this. As I said at the beginning, History conceals and manifests itself, it appears and
disappears [emphasis added]. It is the rhythm of our own existence. Periodically, we
should look at ourselves under this light in order to re-initiate the journeys, lest we fall
asleep again.110
For Iommi, America’s latinidad is a construct capable of encompassing the region’s multiracial
societies, but collapses difference. As semiotician and pioneering theorist of (de)coloniality
Walter D. Mignolo has argued,
Latinidad contributed to disguise the internal colonial difference under a historical and
cultural identity that apparently included all while, in reality, producing an effect of
totality that silenced the excluded. “Latinidad” produced a new type of invisibility for
Indians and for people of African descent in “Latin” America.111
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In another text written nearly twenty years after the Amereida travesía, Iommi writes in
“América, Américas mías” (1983), structured as a letter to himself, that latinidad could be reimagined and more capacious. Recalling the rhetorical questioning in Amereida volume one, he
self-reflexively poses the following series of questions:
Did you not recompose latinidad (Latin America) as an open rule to the universe—Paul
of Tarsus, a Jew, was Roman by law—and not by race? Didn’t you recover there the
Latin trajectory (“the spirit of the language”) of The Aeneid? The comprehension and
reversion of Aeneas to apprehend in the pure extension of the continent the sense of
Virgilian piety that is [an] unceasing opening. Do not all the races and languages fit in
this way in latinidad so that Latin America becomes primarily Spanish, Portuguese and
English?112
Reconfiguring latinidad as essentially “open” or non-exclusive to race casts a different
understanding on the construction of identity in Amereida and on constructions such as the void
and the unknown. The “abstract” territory is not merely a symbolic, generative space, it also
represents a denial or repression of indigenous peoples who populated it prior to the invention of
America. This redefinition of latinidad also obscures, or uncritically interrogates, the history of
primarily white, Creole elites who performed and benefited from this construction.113 In Mary
Louise Pratt’s seminal study of the travel literature genre, Imperial Eyes: Travel Writing and
Transculturation (1992), she writes that “Spanish American writers in the early nineteenth
century selected and adapted European discourses on America to their own task of creating
autonomous decolonized cultures while retaining European values and white supremacy.”114
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Given the overwhelming presence of nineteenth century post-independence literatures in
Amereida, its authors appear to build on this discourse, extending the history of the “dynamics of
creole self-fashioning.”115
As previously mentioned, O’Gorman’s Invention of America partially influenced the
formulation of the theoretical concepts in Amereida. Mignolo acknowledges the paradigmshifting implications of O’Gorman’s thesis, but acknowledges that it is still “located within the
Creole decolonial genealogy of thought.”116 Similarly, the Amereida authors express the urgency
of “removing the veil” of a colonized subjectivity, and of the need to “acquire consciousness,”
yet they still adhere to a Eurocentric, Creole framework of latinity, while also suggesting that is
“open” for redefinition.117 What is rarely acknowledged in analyses of Amereida is the specific
historic moment in which it emerged. In the 1950s and 1960s, different decolonial discourses and
literatures (e.g. key works by Frantz Fanon and Aimé Césaire) “grounded in… the genealogies of
thoughts and experience of Indians and Afro descendants”118 challenged Eurocentric narratives
still present in Amereida. The EAV attempted to re-found America “in light of the Aeneid,”
without acknowledging contemporary decolonial struggles—it was a project largely motivated
by the region’s relationship to Europe among European-descended artists, as well as intellectuals
and poets from France and England. Amereida, like O’Gorman’s thesis, lays bare the imperial
constructions of history, but its critique, I contend, cannot be considered a decolonial one for its
uncritical engagement with latinidad and its colonialist underpinnings.
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Emphasizing their Latin roots also makes the Amereida participants the proper inheritors
of the European historic avant-gardes they frequently looked to inform their vision of
architecture “co-generada” with poetry. Unlike other contemporaneous Latin American
vanguards, however, that aimed to “complete” these projects or take them to their logical
extension, the Valparaíso School engaged only the ideas of the transformative potential of
poetics, the idea of “cambiar de vida” rather than the “cambiar la vida.”119 The subtle difference
signals a shift in one’s perspective of reality—the expansion of the real—rather than an attempt
to transform it. Yet Amereida never set out to be a political project, despite its resonance with
some decolonial concepts; it was, ultimately, an artistic experience, and one to be continually
repeated. The poem’s collage aesthetic, and the overall open interpretative structure of both
components was, as Crispiani writes, “intended to reflect a collective character in consonance
with kaleidoscopic American reality, always in a state of possibility.”120 Refusing hegemonic
constructions of identity, political or national filiations, and offering the possibility of forming
new subjectivities by venturing into the interior “void,” the EAV’s Amereida project appears full
of possibility, but, I argue, is ultimately limited due to its inscription within the “colonial matrix
of power.”121 The following chapter critically examines another manifestation of the paradox of
“openness” in the School’s project—the collective activities that unfolded following the
establishment of Ciudad Abierta (Open City) in 1970, which became an experimental research
laboratory for the realization of the Amereida philosophy.
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CHAPTER FOUR
“HACER (DES)APARECER”:
MANUEL CASANUEVA’S TORNEOS AND THE SPATIAL POLITICS OF PLAY
Introduction: Archives of Play

From February to April 2015, Guatemala’s sole museum of contemporary art (El NuMu),
housed in a repurposed egg vendor kiosk, exhibited archival documentation related to the history
of the Valparaíso School (figs. 4.1–4.2).1 In recent years, the School has been included in a
number of exhibitions of contemporary art, a possible symptom of several fashionable “turns”
(the pedagogical, the choreographic, the archival, etc.). The images in the NuMu exhibition
focused on a particular facet of the School’s pedagogy in which students engaged in physical
activity, wearing sculptural and geometric uniforms and wielding elaborate props and other
unconventional objects of play. These images document the torneos (tournaments) conceived
and designed by architect and faculty member Manuel Casanueva (1946-2014) beginning in the
early 1970s. The tournaments have been one of the most widely exhibited and reproduced
aspects of the School’s archive in recent exhibitions, generating particular interest among a
younger generation of Chilean-born artists and curators alike.
New York-based artist Felipe Mujica (b. Santiago de Chile, 1974), who has undertaken
artistic research on the Valparaíso School since 2011, organized the presentation of archival
material related to the torneos at the NuMu. Mujica realized his first public engagement with the
history of the School in the context of an exhibition at the Museo Experimental El Eco in Mexico
City, where his textile architectural interventions paid homage to Casanueva and engaged with a
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display of historic materials from the Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong, organized by
Chilean curator and sociologist María Berríos. He subsequently curated his own selection of
archival materials of the tournaments in various art spaces in Latin America, including the NuMu
and Casa França in Rio de Janeiro, created an artist book on the subject (with his partner Johanna
Unzueta, b. 1974) (fig. 4.3a), and choreographed re-enactments of one of the tournaments known
as Serpientes (fig. 4.3b) in São Paulo, and at the Whitney Museum of American Art in
September 2018 (fig. 4.4).2 Mujica’s own projects related to Casanueva and the tournaments in
various cities in the Americas—enabled by the peripatetic activities of the contemporary artist—
in a sense unwittingly perform the School’s own Americanist philosophy of Amereida and its
practice of traveling to cities and towns throughout the region. For Mujica, the Valparaíso
School’s archive, and the tournaments specifically, have offered a generative alternative to
orthodoxies and monolithic narratives in his home country, where the Escena avanzada in
particular has predominated the discourse.3 The School not only fills a gap in art histories of
Chile, but has also evidently appealed to artists investigating the legacies of modernism’s
repressed or underexamined histories.
Beyond Mujica’s personal engagement with the School, the tournaments have also
proven to be seductive material for curators of contemporary art. Photographic documentation of
the tournaments was included in the 2017 large-scale, traveling exhibition Memories of
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Felipe Mujica, Jugador como pelota, pelota como cancha: Torneos, 1974-1992, Manuel Casanueva, Escuela de
Valparaíso (Mexico, D.F.: Museo Experimental el Eco, 2014). Published in conjunction with the exhibition “Arriba
como las ramas que un mismo viento mueve,” Museo Experimental el Eco, Mexico, D.F., August 14-November 16,
2014.
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Carolina Castro Jorquera, “María Berríos y Felipe Mujica: En memoria a Manuel Casanueva,” Artishock, March
23, 2015, http://artishockrevista.com/2015/03/23/maria-berrios-felipe-mujica-memoria-manuel-casanueva/. The
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Underdevelopment: Art and the Decolonial Turn in Latin America, 1960-1985 in a section titled
“From a Critique of Education to Radical Pedagogies.” The tournaments shared a gallery with
two examples from Brazil: Lina Bo Bardi’s SESC Pompéia (1977–1986) and slide projections
from radical pedagogue Paulo Freire’s National Program for Literacy and related archival
materials. The section examined how Freirean pedagogy influenced artists, specifically through
creative engagements with popular and vernacular cultural forms, and the liberatory possibilities
of play. Although the inclusion of the Valparaíso School appears to be a productive and alluring
comparison with the Brazilian case studies, the lack of contextualization risked potential
misunderstandings and flattening of distinct political alignments. Freire’s consciousness-raising,
Marxist humanist pedagogy was not a direct influence for the School, which had developed its
idiosyncratic and apolitical pedagogy in the early 1950s.4 The School faculty was, however, in
dialogue with other Catholic radical figures.5
These contemporary archival engagements with the tournaments function as a point of
departure in my examination of this specific manifestation of el juego in the School’s pedagogy.
Both framings appear to identify a form of political resonance in the tournaments, as
emancipatory gestures. The catalogue and didactics for Memories of Underdevelopment, for
4

Although Paulo Freire lived in exile in Chile for five years following the coup d’état that installed the right-wing
military dictatorship in Brazil in 1964, there is little evidence to suggest that the Valparaíso School would have been
influenced by his writings, either directly or indirectly. Freire’s work in Chile focused on popular literacy campaigns
and agrarian reforms during the Frei administration—issues with which the Valparaíso School did not concern itself.
For more on Freire’s ideological evolution in Chile, see John Holst, “Paulo Freire in Chile, 1964-1969: Pedagogy of
the Oppressed in its Sociopolitical Economic Context,” Harvard Educational Review Vol. 76, no. 2 (July 20016):
243-270, https://doi.org/10.17763/haer.76.2.bm6532lgln2744t3.
5
Alberto Cruz and his colleague, the Panamanian poet Edison Simons visited Ivan Illich, the author of Deschooling
Society, at his Center for Intercultural Documentation in Cuernavaca (CIDOC) in 1969. See Alberto Cruz y Edison
Simons, “Viaje a Valparaíso” Revista Amereida no. 1. En colaboración con la Revue de Poesie, Paris (1969): 18.
Fundación Alberto Cruz Covarrubias. The log is also available in digital format in the Biblioteca Constel, Archivo
Histórico José Vial Armstrong, https://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/Viaje_a_Vancouver. The log entry for December 5 states
“Entreacto en el CIDOC con Ivan Illich y un grupo de alumnos.” The CIDOC also dedicated a dossier to the
Valparaíso School’s role in the Chilean university reform movement. See José M. Bulnes and Vittorio di Girolamo,
“Valparaíso: crisis de la Universidad Católica, junio-agosto, 1967; documentos oficiales y reacciones de prensa,”
Centro Intercultural de Documentación (CIDOC) 8 (1968). Cited in Berríos, Alberto Cruz: El cuerpo del arquitecto
no es el de un solo hombre (Santiago: Fundación Alberto Cruz Covarrubias, 2017), 21, note 47.
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example, note that “these experiments with the body’s use of space took place during a time
when public, as well as academic, space was strictly controlled under Pinochet’s military
government,”6 echoing Mujica’s similar statements about the tournaments’ playfully subversive
reclamation of public space.7 Yet as sociological and aesthetic theorizations of the game
repeatedly claim, organized play is always necessarily separate from the rules and norms of
everyday life, indifferent, unproductive, or in aesthetic terms, autonomous. I aim to clarify in this
chapter that the School’s playful actions were not an expression of a radical pedagogy or
emancipatory politics, but rather another manifestation of its continued engagement with
indeterminacy and autonomous creative invention. I argue that the tournaments (and other forms
of ludic performativity) represented an extension of modernist lineages of play, an aesthetic
commitment the School maintained in spite of mounting political crises and widespread
disillusionment with the modernist project in the region following the emergence of authoritarian
regimes in the 1960s and 1970s.
In chapter two, I examined the poetic acts and Iommi’s theorization of the phalène during
the critical years he spent in Europe in the late 1950s and early 1960s. Iommi identified in his
“Letter of the Errant” (1963) two forms of expanded poetics that ruptured everyday time and
mundane experience: la fiesta and el juego.8 In the poetic and phalène, the social and spatial
dimensions of the festival and the game were conceived as ephemeral architectures that
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Julieta González et al., Memories of Underdevelopment: Art and the Decolonial Turn in Latin America, 1960-1985
(San Diego: Museum of Contemporary Art San Diego, 2018), 206.
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Mujica, “The Player as Ball, The Ball as Field,” 6. “Ultimately they were extremely playful spatial exercises
enacted in an academic context during a period in Chile in which public space was rigidly controlled by Pinochet’s
authoritarian dictatorship.”
8
Godofredo Iommi, “Lettre de l’errante,” Ailleurs no. 1, Paris (1963): 15–24.
https://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/Lettre_de_l%27Errant. The essay was translated into Spanish and published by the EAV in
1976 and accompanied by a poetic act. The latter is also digitized in the Biblioteca Constel of the Archivo José Vial
Armstrong, https://wiki.ead.pucv.cl/Carta_del_Errante. I cite and translate the Spanish version here. All translations
in this chapter are my own unless otherwise noted.
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subverted the inert geometries of rational functionalism. Both forms are closely intertwined and
often appear together in the School’s discourse, typically in reference to communal experiences.
The game itself and “the concept of play emerge in a variety of forms and within different
aspects” of the School’s project.9 In this chapter I examine the concept of el juego in the
School’s corpus, specifically in the form of Manuel Casanueva’s torneos, which coincided with
the establishment of Ciudad Abierta (Open City) in Ritoque.
The School founded Open City in the aftermath of the 1967 University Reform
movement, taking advantage of land reforms that began under Jorge Alessandri’s presidency
(1958-1964) and expanded under President Eduardo Frei (1946-1970), to purchase a plot of land
on the coast approximately 40 kilometers north of Valparaíso. Open City was conceived as a
type of quasi-utopian space—a real place rooted in the American geography—as well as a
conceptual environment to test out and realize the architecture collective’s ideas. Following the
founding of this new spatial and pedagogical setting, where several but not all of the tournaments
took place, Casanueva expanded his ongoing research on the history of sport to develop a body
of work that sought to “re-invent” the game, transforming spectacle and competition into creative
re-invention.

I. The University Reform Movement and the Establishment of Open City

The move to Open City had long been a project in the making, and was, in part, a result
of the Amereida travesía and the desire to occupy “American” geography. The relocation of the
School’s primary site of activity from the hills of Valparaíso to a vast, unoccupied tract of

9

Rodrigo Pérez de Arce, “Our Own North: Creative Drifts at the Southern End of the World,” in Drifts and
Derivations: Experiences, Journeys, Morphologies (Madrid: Museo Nacional Reina Sofía, 2010), 175.
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coastal land removed from the social spaces of the city signaled a shift in its relationship to the
exterior world. Although its very name evokes the group’s penchant for open-ended aesthetic
processes, the provisional, and improvisatory, as well as its focus on the city, the new
environment was neither urban nor was it exactly “open.”10 Several years earlier, the School was
involved in the national University Reform movement, in which it actively sought to preserve its
autonomy from the university, but as a consequence, effectively severed itself from broader
social and political life—a separation that was further compounded by the coup d’état on
September 11, 1973.
The EAV faculty played a leading and decisive role in the national university reform
movement. It organized the first toma (sit-in) that would trigger similar actions and mobilizations
at other universities. In the convulsed period of the late 1960s, however, other universities
throughout Chile called for more politicized reforms in line with global student movements
leading up to and around 1968. The reform movement at the UCV11 was of a distinct character
and tenor, focusing more on structural issues and was led primarily by faculty rather than
students, including conservative factions within the university.12 Most of its grievances were
internally focused on administrative issues, such as leadership roles, budget, increased autonomy
from the Catholic Church, and concerns regarding the bureaucratization of the university. The
UCV shared, however, the nation-wide calls to democratize through two key reforms: una
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universidad para todos (increased access to a broader segment of the population) and cogobierno
(the ability of students and faculty to have a greater say in the election of authorities). The
movement at the UCV, under the leadership of the EAV, demanded the resignation of the
Consejo Superior and called for the rector to be selected by a committee comprised of deans and
researchers—for a term not exceeding three years—rather than directly by the Church.
The School’s activism recalls the 1949 reform that first led Cruz, Iommi, and their
followers to defect to Santiago, but that movement was galvanized by distinct disciplinary
concerns. The establishment of the separate “Institute of Architecture” in 1952 had already set a
precedent for the group’s desire to separate itself from the university proper. Iommi, as the
mouthpiece of the EAV in the reform movement, cited an even longer trajectory of educational
reform in Latin America: the 1918 University Reform movement in Córdoba, Argentina, which
similarly pushed for the modernization and democratization of Argentine universities.13 As a
result of the reform at UCV, the university established a new institute devoted to art (which was
directed by Cruz, under the aegis of the school of architecture), and others for mathematics, basic
science, and languages.
The EAV’s reform rhetoric was notably influenced by Amereida, evident in the emphasis
on American consciousness and the imperative to center an autochthonous approach to teaching
and learning. In a manifesto written on the occasion of the June 15, 1967 toma—which sparked
the reform movement and gave it its name, “M15”—Iommi critiques the “internal colonial
character” of Latin American universities and their continued reliance on external models and
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the abuse of imported ideology:
A wave of cowardice covers our America. Cowardice that already hides us in frustration
or an inferiority complex or in the desperation of violence. In the face of such cowardice
we proclaim lucid courage that, far from outbursts and transactions, is forceful because it
is virtue. Since Independence until our time—sometimes more, sometimes less,
sometimes with fortune, other (times) with setbacks—our America has been continually
veiled by its own children, importing unceasingly and shifting fickle notions and
ideologies put at the service of those who held or aspired to power.14
The language in the manifesto recalls the Amereida poem, particularly the notion that America
had been “velada” (veiled or hidden) by those in power, and suggests the extent to which the
1965 travesía had influenced the direction of the School. The EAV’s unique contribution to the
reform movement suggests that Chilean universities take seriously the subject of the Latin
American condition, and Chile specifically, through a closer engagement with its natural and
cultural phenomena. As the list of School “fundamentals” states: “the urgent requirement is to
collect the little known and lively tradition of the study of our Latin America…and enter into it
boldly.”15 This call to focus on the spaces of the American continent distinguished the EAV’s
activism from other universities and its particular Americanist rhetoric from leftist articulations
of pan-Latin American solidarity. Elsewhere in the reform literature Iommi is critical of both
capitalism and the influence of various Marxist currents in universities, and any attempt toward
what he perceived as the instrumentalization of study.16 Iommi refers to the EAV’s model as an
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alternative approach and conception of the university with “America” as its primary subject of
study:
We declare leaderless the directorship of our house of study and we propose its restructuring, so that, for example, housing, society, the history and urbanism of Latin
America can be seen with their own eyes; the desert and the…forests, the flora and fauna
and the great American rivers; Patagonia and its mountains, become apparent in
contemplation or free study and, in a near future, such as the study of the right (and not
laws) to property; or the agrarian reform... In this way, and not in any other, the
University fulfills its objective in the society of men.”17
The apparent horizontal, leaderless approach implicitly challenged the Church’s
hierarchical structure, even though the EAV reaffirmed its commitment to a faith-based
community in the reform movement.18 For Iommi and the EAV, the university was the ideal
space to effect individual and social transformation, with its own project of vida, trabajo y studio
providing a concrete example of how to re-structure the university and re-found its erotic
potential. In Iommi’s concept of the “erotic university” students and teachers form an intimate
bond with one another and with their course of study, as opposed to the pursuit of institutional
credentials and professionalization.19 It is “an institution that captivates and seduces the student,

ende de ‘Universidad’. La Escuela de Arquitectura de la Universidad Católica de Valparaíso ha comenzado ese
camino. Camino cuya base y, a la vez, horizonte es América, sí, América como la entendemos nosotros, es
propiamente abertura. Es decir, por primera vez, absoluatmente contemporánea.”
17
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who would enjoy learning, without attendance monitoring or tests.”20 This idealized conception
of the university reflects the group’s singular approach to pedagogy, which the reform literature
argues, justified its position for demanding the re-structuring of the entire university based on its
vision of integrating life, work, and study:
... in this School of Architecture that for 15 years has founded a real and concrete
community of life formed by teachers, professors and students fighting… to establish in
American lands a place where the freedom of study and the opening towards one’s own,
without prejudice, dogmatism or chauvinism, be a reality, we voice our complaint and
take the irrevocable step of demanding the entire reorganization of the University in all
its aspects.21
Having already demonstrated that the architecture faculty has created a “concrete community,”
the EAV argues for its application to other faculties, thus extending the communalization of
disciplines and vocations (oficios). Elsewhere in the reform literature, the architecture faculty
reiterates the need for “true self management”:
It seems to us that America has the basis to open up and extend an adequate position to
the need that is outlined in the student movements. Universities, we believe, must take a
decisive step to unite life, work and study. They must go from being abstract or merely
juridical communities to being real communities of life, work and study based on
freedom and true self-management. Communities that do not graduate with a degree to
“incorporate” into life.22
Iommi defends the School’s activities and its construction and urban planning projects for
various communities throughout the country (such as the reconstruction of churches in the south
20
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after a catastrophic earthquake in 1960), as well its engagement with local communities in
Valparaíso (e.g. the phalène organized to honor the work of fishermen in the city), in spite of the
current rector’s persistent efforts to undermine its project: “the leadership of the university never
hestitates to slyly attack the School calling it ‘ivory tower,’ closed, impermeable to dialogue or
utopian, trying to discredit it in front of other faculties and schools and before its very
students.”23 In other words, contrary to widespread perceptions, the School was politically
engaged on several levels—from various community-based projects to its leadership in the UCV
reform movement—even though it remained detached from any ideological platform.
The EAV’s activism was also resolutely public in nature during the reform era. The
reform manifesto was published in the local newspaper, and in 1969, the School organized its
most visible public manifestation to date in its opposition to the “Vía Elevada,” a mega highway
project sponsored by the Ministry of Public Works that would connect Valparaíso and Viña del
Mar with Mendoza, Argentina.24 The School denounced the plan as as urbanicidio and
developed its own counterproposal, the “Avenida del Mar,” which would preserve the visual and
physical access to the coastline and the social spaces of the balnearios (beachside recreational
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spaces).25 The architecture school launched a veritable public campaign to promote its project in
the local press.26 Students and faculty produced a large-scale sprawling maquette for a public
exhibition and organized a silent march through the city to protest the elevated highway (figs.
4.5-4.6).27 Archival documents related to the project also reveal the extent of the EAV’s efforts
to gain visibility for its proposal—including a formal invitation to then-President Eduardo Frei
(as well as a playful poem from a local folksinger, “un payador porteño,” titled “Al sr. Presidente
Frei”), and letters of support from prominent Latin American architects and planners, including
Francisco Bullrich, Lúcio Costa, Oscar Niemeyer, Clorindo Testa, and Amancio Williams (figs.
4.7-4.8).28 Despite the School’s ambitious efforts and involvement with diverse political actors,
the “Avenida del Mar” was rejected, and similar to the fate of previous urban planning and
construction projects, remained confined to the archive (the Vía Elevada also befell significant
funding issues and was ultimately never realized).
The public nature of the “Avenida del Mar” project was consistent with the School’s
increasingly politicized actions and concrete demands during the reform era, although it lacked
the ideological orientation of emerging leftist student movements. The failure to obtain the
commision led to further disillusionment with the possibilities of “the political apparatus and its
ability to decide what is best for the city.”29 Along with the Avenida del Mar project, the UCV
and the broader national reform movement rejected the group’s proposal to reinvent the
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university. The EAV’s increased abandonment of the political sphere and its overall defensive
tone in the reform documents reveal the extent of the architecture faculty’s anti-institutional
stance, which would find its fullest expression in the foundation of the Open City following the
unraveling of its reform proposal. Architectural historian Nicolás Verdejo Bravo identifies the
failure of the Avenida del Mar project as a major turning point in the School’s engagement with
public life, which, although it continued to realize poetic acts and other pedagogical activities in
the city, became increasingly concentrated outside of the university proper and the urban sphere:
By the 1970s, and through a radical alteration of the course in its academic project, the
EAUCV turned to the full conviction that the only possibility to effectively exercise that
“freedom of knowledge” once demanded in the manifesto that gave rise to the University
Reform at the UCV, would be outside of any normative or institutional margins. Thus,
the School would focus its efforts on consolidating the Open City (Ciudad Abierta, CA)
at Ritoque, a place for…architectural experimentation located forty kilometers north from
[sic] Viña del Mar.30
Similar to the “Instituto de Arquitectura” established early on in the School’s founding, the new
Open City community relied on the pooling of faculty salaries and resources, eventually
establishing a cooperative that would ensure the group’s autonomy from the university and the
space to realize its project.31 Several faculty members and their families soon relocated to the site
and gradually began to occupy the buildings collectively designed and constructed by students
and teachers in an open-ended, improvisational fashion. Current members of the cooperative
continue to describe their collective building process in open-ended terms:
The Open City and its works are conceived and materialised in the effort of sustaining
themselves in their own becoming, while holding onto a state of appearance. This
creative attempt has raised many questions on how to sustain such openness where the
extended temporal dimension and multiple facets to be developed makes of a single
30
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project an extraordinarily complex task. In order to cope with this, a way of proceeding
collectively has been shaped over the years as it seems that the only way to embrace an
open ended project among many is through collective action. This way of conceiving and
materializing in common has been named the Round (Ronda).32
Thus, Open City was conceived, like Amereida, as an open-ended project, from the construction
of dwellings and other structures, to the very proposal of living, working, and studying together.
In a sense, the separation from the university structure ensured the cooperative relative
freedom to pursue its more experimental and collective projects outside of the exigencies of
institutional strictures, which survived—thrived, even—during the dictatorship era.33 Yet the
EAV’s spatial removal from the city proper and the group’s failure to secure the implementation
of its major Avenida del Mar proposal, I argue, also effectively limited the School’s social
impact in a society in the midst of volatile political and social transformations. It was in the
context of the rupture from democratic society to right-wing military regime that the playful
events known as the torneos developed, beginning in 1972 and running until 1992—nearly the
entireity of the dictatorship era—even though the “historical frictions”34 are absent from the
archive of tournaments. This chapter contends with the tensions between this absence and the
design and rhetoric associated with the games—which continued to privilege indeterminacy,
open-endedness, improvisation, and autonomous (re)invention. Yet the games were also fairly
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controlled environments and scenarios, authored primarily by faculty and performed by student
bodies. I thus consider the extent to which the games reproduced disciplinary and social norms
rather than challenged hierarchical forms of knowledge and collective production.

II. Designing the Game

The tournaments emerged within a workshop known as the Curso de la cultura del
cuerpo (Culture of the Body course), which began in the early 1970s and formalized ideas
developed by Iommi over the years.35 The workshop introduced a program of games and
competitions that were designed to promote corporeal awareness of space in relation to other
bodies through a poetic adaptation of the more familiar, typically requisite physical education
course, and to encourage the “simultaneity of playing and making.”36 In this context, Casanueva
expanded his personal research on the history of the Western game to the design of
“tournaments” that encompassed references to sport history (from medieval jousting tournaments
to baseball), popular culture, myth, and ritual. Extending the form of el juego in the School’s
tradition, Casanueva’s tournaments aimed to problematize traditional athletic or recreational
games, inverting some of their conventions, in order to reinvent them anew. In his own book on
the tournaments, Casanueva described the tournaments as an experience of hacer (des)aparacer
(to make appear or disappear)— to render a certain movement, tactic, or sensory perception more
palpable through the suppression of another.37 In this sense, the game as a mode of
(dis)appearance represents another instantiation of fleeting aesthetics in the School’s corpus.
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Southern End of the World,”175.
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Manuel Casanueva, Libro de Torneos (E[ad] Ediciones: Ediciones Universitarias de Valparaíso, 2009).
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Casanueva was the primary architect of the tournaments, but other faculty members contributed
to the development of individual games.38 Although students did not appear to collaborate on the
design aspect or conceptualization of the games, the built-in potential for failure in most of the
tournaments allowed for chance, improvisation, and re-invention. Thus student-participants were
ostensibly creative agents in the construction of the games. Yet, like any organized play, their
creativity was circumscribed within set parameters. Unlike other improvised poetic acts or semiregular convivial gatherings organized by the School, the tournaments were a highly planned
affair, typically taking place only once at the end of an academic term in the context of the
Culture of the Body workshop. The tournaments were part of a broader “ritualization of the
academic calendar” that revolved around the organization or improvisation of communal
activity.39
Although most of the School’s ludic action prior to the founding of Open City had taken
place in Valparaíso, the tournaments required open, formalized spaces outside of the labyrinthine
urban fabric that had functioned as the School’s primary experimental laboratory since its
foundation. In the first five years of the tournaments, the majority took place in sports fields and
recreation venues that the faculty rented in Viña del Mar, itself a city devoted to leisure and
recreation for the upper middle class, whereas Valparaíso remained solidly working-class. In the
1980s, the tournaments were held with greater frequency in the Open City, which has also been
characterized as a type of “playground or playful-constructive playing field for collective
dwelling, real and poetic.”40 Thus removed from the social spaces of the city, the games further
reinforced the School’s already bounded, separate sphere of activity, which became all the more
38
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pronounced during the dictatorship era.

“El Cuerpo-aparato”(The Body-Apparatus)

The design element of the tournaments comprised the creation of structures and rules, as
well as the execution of elaborate “uniforms” and other play devices that visually recall Oskar
Schlemmer’s costume designs for Bauhaus parties (fig. 4.9).41 The German school also
recognized the vital role of the “play instinct” in artistic pedagogy, drawing from Friedrich
Schiller’s Letters on the Aesthetic Education of Man (1795). Nearly all of the Bauhaus
workshops participated in the organization of large public parties, which Schlemmer conceived
as an “experimental stage” for his own theater workshop.42 Casanueva’s designs, although
unconventional in appearance, are generally more functional and less theatrical and visually
complex than their Bauhaus precedent (fig. 4.10). Instead, most of the tournament uniforms
reference a specific tradition and design in the history of Western sport, such as jousting
tournaments or sporting implements. The color and design of uniforms, for example, typically
identify teams and are not strictly aesthetic or performative. Given Casanueva’s interest in premodern and early modern historical references and the relatively simple use of everyday
materials (paper, cardboard, etc.)— consistent with the School’s embrace of “voluntary
poverty”43—most of the tournament uniforms and props lack any association with technology
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and the biomechanized man of Schlemmer’s Triadic Ballet (1922). Yet similar to Schlemmer’s
typology of costumes for the stage (e.g. ambulant architecture, the marionette, etc.), Casanueva’s
designs were designed to constrict or defamiliarize everyday corporeal movements and share an
underlying geometric structure (fig. 4.11).
The Culture of the Body course is also similar to the Bauhaus model in its emphasis on a
holistic approach to life, work, and study. Sport and physical education were important aspects
of life at the Bauhaus and reflected the broader “culture of health” in interwar Germany and the
association between health and modern living.44 Early on in the school’s history, Johannes Itten’s
Preparatory Course integrated gymnastics exercises as a means of attaining an “individual
rhythm” and encouraging intuitive explorations of the relationship between movement and form.
By the time the Bauhaus relocated to Dessau—where Walter Gropius’s designs for the buildings
included solariums, flat roofs, balconies, a gymnasium, and playing fields—Hannes Meyer
introduced formalized sport into the curriculum. Meyer hired two full-time physical education
instructors, Otto Büttner and Carla Grosch, and other staff led courses on various aspects of
physical activity. According to Meyer, sport countered the effects of “collective neuroses” and
“one-sided brainwork.”45 The sports programs at Dessau are perhaps best known by T. Lux
Feininger’s photographs of students engaged in physical activity, and foreground the association
between the dynamism of the body in movement with modern architecture and design (fig. 4.12).
The sports at the Bauhaus, however, were more traditional physical exercises, whereas in
purely focused on the effort and intention. Wealth and power pollute the effort and confuse the intention; therefore,
poverty and economy are to be celebrated and cultivated.” In “Manifesto del 15 de 1967,” the faculty also celebrate
the “radiance of poverty” and ties it to their religious background and commitment to charity. This ethos also aligns
with the cultural shift in the Catholic Church following the Second Vatican Council of 1962–65, which introduced
reforms to modernize and make Church traditions more accessible.
44
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Valparaíso, the tournaments combined the physical aspects of athletic sport and the visual
aesthetic of Bauhaus parties and theater productions. Many of the tournaments were at once
festival and game, and their designs often merged the body with the playing apparatus or forms
of sport.
Casanueva’s tournaments incorporated masks, stilts, and other devices in order to
enhance or inhibit particular senses (fig. 4.13). For example, the first official tournament, Blind
Race (1974), relied on the suppression of vision in order to augment auditory perception. In this
variation of a classic running race, players don semi-elliptical uniforms that obscure the head and
shoulders, while attempting to race across a field following the sounds of a bell rung at regular
intervals (fig. 4.14-4.15). The use of masks in Casanueva’s tournaments, however, also alludes to
the role of the festive and the possibility of the unknown in play activity: “Without a mask there
is no carnival, and moreover it allows mysterious relations that the uncovered face is incapable
of generating, because it is identity. The mask introduces the extraordinary.”46 Casanueva also
references the “total theater” of Bauhaus parties in his discussion of skholé, a Greek term that
unites the concepts of leisure and the studio-school and suggests that the Bauhaus is part of a
longer tradition of skholé in the history of the Western university:
The present century has as its point of departure the brilliance of the Party at the
Bauhaus. The game will be a party, the party will be work, the work will be a game. It is
the foundation of the modern idea of the School that will influence the teaching of
Architecture and trades in the world… Schlemmer's theatre is the great party. To
appreciate the role of leisure at the Bauhaus it is necessary to go back to the dawn of the
University in the 12th century… The “total theatre” of the Bauhaus compared to the small
field outside the walls of the university of medieval Paris where the students had
“encounters of honour” show that the university task of eight centuries has been to build
the Skholé.47
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In this passage, it is telling that Casanueva unites the foundations of the university in the
medieval era and the art school that became synonymous with modern culture. Casanueva’s
designs for the tournaments merged the essentials of ancient and early modern forms of the
tournament with concepts that resurfaced in postwar architectural culture, which I examine
further below.

Labyrinths and Chaos

The aforementioned tournament, Blind Race, is paradigmatic of Casanueva’s “reinvention” of a classic game through the introduction of new elements, such as the
unconventional uniforms designed to alter sensorial perception and the incorporation of oblique
cultural references. Inspired by Ariadne’s thread in the Greek myth of Theseus and the Minotaur,
Blind Race implicitly evokes the form of the labyrinth, which had resurfaced as a key spatial
typology in visionary architecture schemes in post-WWII Europe, where the ludic impulse was
also prominent. The most canonical manifestation of the postwar labyrinth, Constant
Nieuwenhuys’s speculative city New Babylon (1956-1974), is also frequently cited as a primary
manifestation of the influence of Johan Huizinga’s sociological study of play, Homo Ludens
(1938), for its critique of capitalist society and the rational functionalism of modernist
architecture and planning. The Valparaíso School lacked the techno-utopian networked vision of
New Babylon and the Marxist critical orientation of the Situationist International (with which
Constant was affiliated and was similarly influenced by Huizinga’s study), yet similar sources
albores de la Universidad en el siglo XII…El ‘teatro total’ de la Bauhaus comparado con el pequeño prado
extramuros de la Universidad de París medieval donde los alumnos tenían ‘encuentros de honor’ demuestran que la
tarea universitaria de ocho siglos ha sido la de construer el Skholé.”
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and forms are present in the School’s pedagogy and teaching. Notes from Claudio Girola’s
course on “general culture” from the late 1960s, for example, open with an extensive citation
from Homo Ludens.48
Allusions to the labyrinth in later examples of Casanueva’s tournaments are more direct
if not concrete. Labyrinth in Slow Motion (1975), like Blind Race, does not assume the form of a
physical labyrinth; rather, its presence is abstract and conceptual, intended to describe the
“disorientation of the labyrinth and the chaos of possibilities” that arise from the rebounding
action of players.49 The “slow motion” aspect of the game refers to a special type of “ricochet”
boot worn by each player that deliberately slows down the speed of her movements (fig. 4.16).
Like many of the implements and equipment designed specially for the tournaments, the boots
themselves are rather rudimentary, fashioned from wooden levers and rubber bands that hold the
feet and ankles in place. The rebound mechanism functions under the weight of the player,
creating the illusion of weightlessness. Players also wear masks that conceal their identity and
obscure the identification of others. Each mask is printed on one side with a number and one of
two colors that designates the player’s team. The masks are equipped with a lateral wing that
allows players to glimpse out of openings on the sides of the masks while in motion, activated by
the rebounding motion of the players (fig. 4.17). The game revolves around the disorder that
begins from the unknown—players do not know their, or any other player’s, team or number—
that slowly crystallizes into order as the identities of the players are slowly revealed. At the
beginning of the game, referees arbitrarily and covertly reveal the identities of two players who
then attempt to identify players with the preceding and successive numbers, thus entailing a form
of collaboration. Players rebound in silence and do not communicate verbally with other players;
48
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the only sound is the rebound of the boots. The first team to form a line of successive numbers
wins the game.50
Casanueva’s characterization of the labyrinth as a space of disorientation and chaos once
again recalls Constant’s writing on the labyrinth in New Babylon. An essay published in the book
hails disorientation as a corrective to the overly planned “static space” of the city.51 It is not
known whether Casanueva was aware of Constant’s ongoing exploration of the labyrinth. In
general, his own writings tend to focus on ancient or early modern references rather than reflect
any sustained engagement with contemporary theoretical models.52 Furthermore, Casanueva
appears to integrate elements of disorder and chaos into the design of the games as a means of
attaining order. In this regard, his own metaphor “navigation appears with the shipwreck”53
resonates with another theoretical concept in architectural history, Le Corbusier’s La Loi du
méandre (The Law of the Meander), which he introduced in a 1929 lecture in Buenos Aires. Le
Corbusier likened the meandering flow of the confluence of rivers in South America—which he
observed from above during flight—as a metaphor for the creative process.54 Le Corbusier
compared the point at which the rivers flow straight again to the eventual resolution of thought.
As I have mentioned elsewhere, Corbusian concepts were not typically visually or formally
manifest in the School’s built work or varied activities—it was often on the level of the abstract,
theoretical and poetic aspects of his production that the School engaged with the architect’s ideas
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about modernity.
Unlike the projects of Constant and the practices of the Situationists or the Surrealists, the
typology of tournaments did not engage the critical deployment of chaos and the irrational. The
only instance in which one of the games appears to completely abandon resolution and a
determined outcome is the alternate, “spontaneous” version of Blind Race known as Mass
Catharsis (Catarsis masiva). In this latter iteration, players make use of the same paper uniforms
as in Blind Rice, but wield them like banners rather than wear them on their bodies (fig. 4.18).
The fragile materiality of the costume-turned-prop and the addition of colorful patterns lend a
festive atmosphere to this activity, which recalls the companion concept of la fiesta in the
School’s definition of the poetic act. Unlike its predecessor, there is no explicit goal in Mass
Catharsis, nor are winners or losers declared at its conclusion. The comparative anarchic nature
of Mass Catharsis most closely approximates the concept of paidia (spontaneous, free play) as
defined by sociologist and literary critic Roger Caillois, whose affiliation with the Surrealists
make his insights particularly relevant to the School’s underlying engagement with the Surrealist
ludic.55 In the following pages, I discuss Caillois’s concept further, along with other prominent
philosophical and theoretical examinations of play culture and modernity.

Playing with Play Itself: Exaggerating the Game’s Forms

Beyond certain associations with architectural concepts and forms, several tournaments
also represent a parody of organized sport and its attendant spectacle. Comically scaled-up
55
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playing balls, costumes and props executed with simple, everyday materials suffuse many of the
games with a sense of humor and absurdity. Architectural historian Rodrigo Pérez de Arce has
observed how “a subversion of scales throws ludic conceptions into utter disarray, as proven by
Casanueva’s attempt to re-enchant sport through the manipulation of its formulae.”56 He singles
out a particular tournament, Symbol and Metaphor (1979), which exaggerates scale and inverts
the space of play (the field) and the playing object (the ball). In this case, the player’s body
becomes the ball and a heavy inflatable PVC sphere that measures three meters in diameter, the
field (fig. 4.19). A group of players support the weight of the ball-field while others launch
players using three by three meter sheets of PVC onto the surface of the balloon. The tournament
is intended to be a “metaphor for movement and a symbol of the object of the mind.”57
A similar tournament, Vertical Rugby (1979), references the forms of popular sport but
instead promotes qualities perceived to be the opposite of physical and technical skill required in
athletic competition—in this case, the deliberate lack of speed and non-specialization. The game
references “lifting” in rugby through the spontaneous formation of a human scaffolding that
supports a large PVC diamond-shaped ball (fig. 4.20). The rules and structure of the game itself
are loose; rather the goal is to attain “choreographic equilibrium” through collaboration. The
Great Glove and Glow-Worms (1978) also takes the form of a well-known sport—baseball—as
its point of reference. Conical costumes referred to as guante-traje (glove-costume) envelop the
participant’s entire body in the playing device (fig. 4.21). The design of the costume immobilizes
one foot in a wooden insole, which forces the player to move in reverse while navigating terrain
with the other free foot. The game is played at night and the costumes are illuminated by dry
torches while the ball produces an intermittent glimmer (fig. 4.22). Although Casanueva does not
56
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employ the word in his description, the appearance of the costumes calls to mind the specific
form of the phalène (a nocturnal moth or butterfly) in the School’s repertoire of ludic and poetic
actions. The flickering movements of the players and ball also suggest that the subversion of
play’s forms and conventions were not the only goal of Casanueva’s tournaments—many of the
them aspired to aestheticize the forms of the game.
A tournament that explicitly engages the interrelation between humor and play is Luodo,
inspired by the zany affect of silent film antics (e.g. a police officer who falls while chasing a
thief, a pie in the face of an unsuspecting character entering the scene).58 In Luodo, players
process on stilts across an earthen walkway surrounded by a muddy moat and wear cardboard
costumes covered in colorful, geometric designs that cover the body but leave the arms and
hands free. In the first phase, players utilize bamboo canes to support their walk; in the second
phase, the teams walk without supports (fig. 4.23). The teams, identified by uniform color,
compete on the basis of their walk—which is judged according to the innovation of movement—
and the potential for “risk… [the] internal tension of the game”: falling down and making others
fall.59 The fall, as it is depicted in cinematic history, is often interpreted as a symptom of the
dizzying effects of modern life. Film scholar Christian Refsum has tied the cinematic fall—
Casanueva’s departure point for Luodo—to nineteenth century French poet and critic Charles
Baudelaire’s literary evocations of falling and his general musings on contingency and modern
art, which have been acknowledged as influences in the later development of film:
The fall should therefore in the Baudelairian context, be understood as “a figure” for a
radical, unexpected, and sudden change through which man becomes aware of his double
nature. The fall marks a sudden awareness that the world may be completely different
from what was originally expected—that our control over social life, or nature, can
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suddenly be lost.60
In this regard, Luodo produces effects analogous to the poetic act, disrupting one’s perception of
reality through a “radical, unexpected, and sudden change.” Whether the game prompted a
deeper awareness of the “control over social life,” however, is less clear, considering the
conditions of control surrounding the game and those that rigidly circumscribed everyday life
under the dictatorship.
Even as the potential for clumsiness, falling, and lack of skill are encouraged or expected
in the tournaments, several of the games celebrate the aesthetics of play, recalling Huizinga’s
observation that “play has a tendency to be beautiful.”61 Luodo is reminiscent of an earlier
tournament Twist and Splendor of Triple Procession Over Spirals, in which players similarly
navigated a field on stilts with rhomboid-shaped appendages (fig. 4.24). In his description of the
game, Casanueva cites the baroque associations with the spiral form (the Baroque tournament
looms large in his analysis, since it is the era during which the “game was pacified,” no longer
lethal but intended as spectacle for the sovereign).62 The players, divided into teams identified by
a primary color, attempt to trace spiral patterns painted onto the field (figs. 4.25-4.26). If a player
falls or causes a team member to fall, they must return to the origin. On the sidelines, a marching
band accompanies the precarious choreographic movements, but its rhythms intentionally clash
with the movement of the player’s stilts, producing a dissonance intended to disorient
participants. Similar to other tournaments, Twist and Splendor relies on subjective judgment. A
panel of judges—presumably comprised of faculty members—determines which team performs
the best technical and aesthetically beautiful choreography. The reliance on a judging panel
60
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suggests that the games maintained existing hierarchies within the School (student-teacher;
player-referee-judge; player-choreographer). In other words, the tournaments were not designed
to ultimately challenge existing roles or subjectivities. In this regard, the games appear to
reproduce rather than transgress the disciplinary order maintained by the School and society at
large.

III. Genealogies of Ludic Modernism

The tournaments are only one, and perhaps, the most literal manifestation of the School’s
ongoing exploration of the game as a pedagogical method and artistic form. Unlike other
improvised or structured poetic actions, such as poetry recitations, performative gestures, and
card games, the tournaments are also the most formalized and structured instantiation of el juego
in the School’s corpus. Some of the vagueness and imprecision in defining or theorizing the
School’s concept of the game is the lack of linguistic differentiation between “play” and “game”
in Spanish— both translate to el juego. In his Book of Tournaments (Libro de Torneos),
Casanueva insists that the tournaments do not enact or perform a specific theory of the game,
although they were clearly developed in light of sociological studies like Huizinga’s classic
study of play Homo Ludens (1938) and Caillois’ Man, Play, and Games (1958), which built upon
and critiqued Huizinga’s theory.63 Caillois critiqued the lack of “diversified” forms of play in
Huizinga’s project, offering a distinction between ludus (organized, structured play and the
submission to rules) and paidia (spontaneous, free play, lack of rules) and a classification of four
principal forms of the game: Agôn (competition), Mimicry (simulation), Alea (chance), Ilinx
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(vertigo). Caillois noted that in certain contexts, these terms are paired, such as agôn and alea.
Within each category, a game typology falls along a continuum between the concepts of ludus
and paidia. In spite of the linguistic ambiguity surrounding other manifestations of el juego,
Casanueva’s typology of the tournament firmly resides in the territory of ludus (with the
exception of a game like Mass Catharsis).
In Huizinga’s Homo Ludens, he argues that play is an essential element of human culture
that unfolds in a separate, sacred, and unproductive sphere of activity. Huizinga’s discussion of
play and poetry is particularly relevant to the Valparaíso School’s activities and relatively
underexamined in its art historical resonances:
This question is, in a sense, at the heart of any discussion of the relations between play
and culture, for while in the more highly organized forms of society religion, science,
law, war and politics gradually lose touch with play, so prominent in the earlier phases,
the function of the poet still remains fixed in the play-sphere where it was born. Poiesis,
in fact, is a play-function. It proceeds within the play-ground of the mind, in a world of
its own which the mind creates for it.64
The poet’s fixity in the so-called “play-sphere” became literalized and spatialized in the
construction of Open City in the 1970s. There, the poetic community pursued its collective
project of triangulating work, life, and study, and exploring the co-constitutive nature of
architecture and poiesis. Huizinga’s characterizations of the “play-community” also apply to the
Open City collective and the exceptional, ritualized occurrence of the tournaments:
A play-community generally tends to become permanent even after the game is over…
the feeling of being “apart together” in an exceptional situation, of sharing something
important, of mutually withdrawing from the rest of the world and rejecting the usual
norms, retains its magic beyond the duration of the individual game.65
The Open City collective has been criticized for “withdrawing from the rest of the world,”
particularly in the context of the dictatorship, which I address later in the chapter. However, it is
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worth noting that the group’s tendency to appear closed or withdrawn from the social sphere
preceded the establishment of Open City. This perception was likely only exacerbated by the
unconventional appearance and exaggerated forms of the tournaments—to the extent that they
were visible to a larger public beyond the School and other academic communities that
participated in the games.
Although the tournaments were Casanueva’s invention, it was Iommi’s aesthetic vision
that influenced the younger architect and shaped the philosophy and pedagogy of el juego
throughout the School’s history. Casanueva was among the earliest classes of newly educated
students at the School and identifies as a participant of the “M15” generation of the University
Reform movement.66 He transferred from the architecture school at La Católica in Santiago and
formally enrolled in 1962, later joining the faculty in the early 1970s. Casanueva was particularly
close to Iommi, who eventually became his father-in law, and has cited the poet’s anarchist
upbringing in Buenos Aires as an influential factor in the culture of the School.67 Early on in his
studies, Casanueva gravitated toward Iommi after witnessing a phaléne, with Iommi at the center
of the action:
I met Godo during a phalène, in an act that he convened in the Plaza Recreo. Between the
palm trees, and using a card drawn by Claudio Girola, he began a poetic game that I
wasn’t expecting. A thing that was absolutely real and unreal, “supra universitario.”68
The act Casanueva recounts incorporated elements of Surrealist play—a card game and a
variation on the cadavre exquis (exquisite corpse), the Surrealist collective game par excellence.
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Indeed, ludic Surrealism is perhaps the most overt aesthetic influence in the School’s
conception of el juego. Since his involvement in the Surrealist-inspired collective Santa
Hermandad de la Orquídea in the late 1930s and early 1940s, Iommi regularly drew upon
Surrealist concepts and tactics to expand the realm of the real and push the boundaries of poetic
form.69 From the reliance on errance, the Surrealist urban drifts later revived by Situationists in
the dérive, to the incorporation of card games and the poetic act, the School adapted Surrealistinspired forms to re-enchant space. Writing on the role of games among the Surrealists, André
Breton, also alludes to their collective function in its avant-garde project:
Games, too, were very popular with us: written games, spoken games, which we made up
and tried out on the spot. It was perhaps in these games that our receptivity was
constantly regenerated; at least they sustained the happy feeling of dependence we had on
each other.70
Art historian Raymond Spiteri writes that games functioned as method of research as well as
practice to reinforce the communal identity of the group.71 Historic Surrealism’s approach to
community also no doubt influenced the School, via Iommi’s ideas, about collective living,
work, and study. Iommi’s writing in particular frequently cites the verses of Rimbaud and
Lautréamont, who famously renounced individualism, and influenced the Surrealists’
commitment to a collective project.72 By 1925, however, the communal character of the
Surrealists became linked with the French Communist Party.73 In “Letter of the Errant,” Iommi
critiques Breton’s alignment with official politics. The intertwined concepts of community and
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play in the Valparaíso School’s activities are clearly indebted to the Surrealist model but divested
of its engagement with politics. The various invocations of community forms, such as the
Brotherhood and its Catholic orientation, also reinforce the patriarchal power relations that were
central to Surrealist community identity.74 Although there were more women students in the
School by the time Open City was established (and more so in recent decades), and women
played integral roles in sustaining the School’s communal lifestyle, feminine agency is overall
limited in the School’s definition of collectivity, an issue to which I return later in the chapter.
As I discussed in chapter two, the EAV departs from the Surrealists (and the
Situationists) in several key ways. Unlike the Surrealists, the Valparaíso faculty rejected the
historic avant-garde’s emphasis on the unconscious; rather its pedagogy stressed a
phenomenological engagement with the aquí y ahora (here and now). Although the Valparaíso’s
School’s practice of sending students into the labyrinthine streets of Valparaíso began around the
same time as the dérive, the School did not share the Situationists’ Marxist politics, but it was
similarly critical of spectacle and top-down modernist urban planning schemes. Furthermore,
both the Surrealists and Situationists were highly critical of organized leisure and sport.75
Casanueva’s engagement with the history and forms of sport, then, diverges from these
collective practices, but still builds upon Iommi’s surrealist-inspired ideas about the game.
The group’s emphasis on play extended beyond Iommi’s Surrealist bent—and European
sources. The School’s event-based, ludic performativity also recalls Iommi’s collaboration with
multidisciplinary MADÍ artist Carmelo Arden Quin in Paris, where he first published his ideas
about the game in “Letter of the Errant.” In this text, Iommi equates la fiesta with el juego, or
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what he calls the “supreme rigor of freedom.”76 Both the festival and the game represented
temporary forms of communal experience that ruptured everyday time and experience.77 That
both forms were essentially collective also appealed to the hybrid group of poets, visual artists,
and performers of La Phalène in Paris, where they sought to break beyond the page and the act
of solitary reading by transforming poetic form. For his part, Iommi would explore the
possibilities of travel, orality, and the embodied affects of the poet—a type of a modern-day
troubadour— whereas Arden Quin remained committed to the plastic and material possibilities
of poetry.
Like the Argentine Concrete artists, who distinguished themselves from European
Concrete art through their framework of “invención,” the term “(re)-invención” appears
frequently in Casanueva’s writing on the torneos. The tournaments strove to stimulate corporeal
and spatial awareness for architects-in-training, and trigger, in his own words, the re-invención
del juego by divesting it of the trappings of the conventional game that ceases to “astonish” or
“amaze.”78 For Casanueva, it is necessary to invent the game anew, to return to the naive origins
of play, and to make extraordinary the familiar and mundane. Unlike the Argentine artists’
conception of invention, however, the School was explicitly disengaged from political ideology
and the dialectical materialism that undergirded their Concrete aesthetic, and instead engaged
Casanueva’s and Iommi’s ideas about the transcendent possibilities of the game.
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IV. Play’s Limitations

Considering Casanueva’s primary interest in the historical evolution of the tournament
and the forms of modern sport, and Iommi’s references to Surrealism and collaborative exploits
with the collective performativity of MADÍ, I argue that the tournaments extended the School’s
preoccupation with modernist autonomy, rather than engage with contemporaneous models of
radical pedagogy that centered play as a means of (un)learning. Furthermore, I insist that the
form of the tournaments represents another iteration of the School’s embrace of the unknown and
the indeterminate. Like the aesthetic “openness” of Amereida in its various manifestations, and
the privileging of lo desconocido across different types of actions performed by students and
teachers, the tournaments provided a structure that provisionally allowed for improvisation,
chance modifications, failure, and the defamiliarization of everyday perception. The act of
wandering through the city and the sparsely inhabited places of Patagonia in travesía, and
opening up to the “risk” of collective living and play would also find a parallel in the building
projects at Open City, where students and teachers engaged in construcción en ronda (“collective
construction”).79
What, then, can one make of contemporary assertions, such as those espoused by the
curatorial and artistic projects that opened this chapter, that the games represented something
beyond play—as subversive gestures that resonated with prevailing models of radical pedagogy
or as playful reclamation of public space in a highly controlled spatial and academic context?
Recent scholarship on the relationship between play and the avant-garde has attempted to re79
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evaluate play’s critical or politicized potential. Writing on ludic Surrealism, which had long been
dismissed for its irrelevance to the avant-garde project of transgressing social boundaries, art
historian Susan Laxton identifies indeterminacy as play’s subversive power and its ability to
elude classification:
Play claims to be free—it cannot be coerced—yet it is valued for the restrictions that
keep it circumscribed from life. In spite of Huizinga’s insistence (and Schiller’s and
Kant’s before him) that play is bounded and regular, circumscribing an ideal field, its
overarching characteristic is indeterminacy. Accordingly, play is repeatedly defined in
aesthetic and cultural discourse by what it is not, rather than by an essence: there is
nothing at its center; it signifies the absence of essence. Play’s conundrum then, is also its
power.80
The indeterminate state of being engendered by the act of play, even in its organized form,
allows each participant a separate space and time to question her reality. Furthermore, the
conviviality on display in the imagery of the tournaments and Casanueva’s insistence on ocio
creative (creative leisure) appears to subvert the emergent neoliberal regime’s commodification
of everyday life.81
Yet these images also reveal how the tournaments upheld certain normative standards,
which in the extreme political moment, calls their bounded nature into question. Despite claims
to autonomy, both play itself and the specific forms of the tournaments could never be fully
autonomous as they were always implicated in the spatial politics of the city, the sports arena, or
in newly founded Open City under the new military regime. The games themselves were not
always held in public sites or open to the broader public like other forms of el juego, such as the
poetic act, and were largely restricted to the academic community. Casanueva claims that “in the
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critical years,” the group did “in a sense, have to go into the catacombs,” and its public presence
and interaction with urban communities became less frequent.82 The Open City collective
experienced persecution and aroused suspicion among varying political groups before and after
the military coup. During the Unidad Popular era (1970-1973), the group was suspected of right
wing activity, particularly among certain sectors of the left, for whom the “mere idea of nonorganized collective action was considered downright anti-revolutionary.”83 According to
architect and faculty member Juan Purcell, Open City was raided by government authorities
under the pretense of trafficking illegal pornographic materials.84 Other leftist activists accused
the Open City collective of being “right wing anarchists.”85 Following the coup d’état in 1973,
Open City was aggressively monitored by the Carabineros and Air Force (FACH). Due to
internal tensions at the UCV (one professor accused the collective of being communists in front
of the Rector), the group sought the protections of a high ranking Navy official whose sons had
attended the school.86
The restrictions on public space and the increasingly inward retreat of the group to its
more remote site were not the only reminders of the conflicts and tensions of the external world.
During an era in which the “dissident” body (poor, indigenous, queer) was often marked for its
deviation from certain norms, the bodies on display in the tournament image archive highlight
the politics of corporeal emancipation during the period. The image archive of the tournaments is
populated by able-bodied, bourgeois students participating in these actions. The costumes and
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related apparatuses generally appear to be designed for normative bodies, despite their handmade, readily adaptable appearance. In this sense the tournaments recall how the history of
modern architecture and sport reinforce corporeal normativity and ability. The Valparaíso
founders professed admiration for Le Corbusier, for example, who was himself a well-known
sports enthusiast. Writing on the architect’s engagement with neo-Lamarckian eugenics theory,
architectural historian Fabiola López-Durán has argued that Le Corbusier’s Modulor, finalized in
1945, became an efficient symbol, based on a six-foot tall male figure, for order, normativity,
and purity.87 I do not intend to imply that the School was similarly complicit in importing racist
ideology into its own variation of a sports program, but to point to the ways in which the history
of modern architecture and sport has largely been an exclusionary one.
Furthermore, the division of students into groups based on gender in several of the
tournaments (a standard in physical education and official sport) conforms to heteronormative
constructs of the body. The gender dynamics on display in the tournaments are symptomatic of
the School’s inscription of patriarchal norms at Open City. Although Open City, where “nobody
is the owner of anything” (“nadie es dueño de nada” ), operated under the reigning principle of
hospitalidad (hospitality), in which every resident is a huéspued (guest) and tasks and labor are
shared, the dwellings known as hospedarías still centered around multiple families of faculty
members.88 As culture and literary historian Jens Andermann has noted, the promise of new and
alternative forms of living at Open City was undermined by its “reinforce[ment of] the
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heteronormative family as the basic unit of its ‘intimate economy.’”89
The kinesthetic pedagogy of the tournaments is also potentially limited in terms of how
freely the body can move and experiment. Despite the fact that the tournaments represent another
“disappearing act” that foregrounds the poet’s body, or in this case the student-player’s body, the
program lacks any discourse surrounding its intended or possible phenomenological effects. In
other words, Casanueva’s experiments do not appear to be influenced by theories of perception;
rather, his writings emphasize the history, design, and philosophy of sport more than a
pedagogical theory of the experiencing subject. Indeed, what is not visible in the archive is
evidence of possible tensions or antagonisms, and the limitations of any compulsory collectivity,
especially those that require bodies coming together. Despite the frequent invocation of lo
colectivo in faculty writings, the games, like the archive itself, maintain a hierarchy between
student-participant and teacher-choreographer.
In terms of what else is not seen, architectural historian Ana María León has offered a
trenchant reminder that in close proximity to Open City, the regime established the Ritoque
concentration camp, where political prisoners, including several architects, artists, and
intellectuals, were interned.90 León engages in a comparative analysis of performance tactics at
both sites, engaging a Foucauldian approach to the disciplined spaces of the “prison” and the
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“school.” At the camp prisoners mobilized games to combat their oppression, transforming the
spaces of the prison into a fictive town complete with street names and designated social roles.
One of interned artists at the camp, El Aleph theater troupe founder Óscar Castro explained that,
“this was a game, but a very serious game for us. It became something like a happening because
everyone in the camp participates.”91 León argues that the School’s adherence to autonomy—as
opposed to the performative, consciousness-raising tactics engaged by artists and architects at the
camp—ultimately “limited their freedom,” making them “voluntary prisoners” of the regime.
Casanueva’s family, inhabitants of Open City in its most experimental years, claim that the
relatively uninterrupted production of cultural activity limited their experience of the widespread
repression of the era, but I would argue, at a cost.92 The School has yet to reconcile this chapter
of its history both in its construction of the archive and in its teaching and ongoing presentation
of its project, which continue to center on the Amereida philosophy. As I have stated in previous
chapters, the School’s continued commitment to a radical poetics and the Rimbaudian imperative
“to be absolutely modern” drastically placed it at odds with other Chilean and Latin American
neo-avant-gardes by the late 1960s and early 1970s, and especially during the dictatorship era.
On the surface, the images of the tournaments recall other collective practices of the neoavant-garde, particularly the mode of bodily and sensorial interactivity engaged by Brazilian
Neoconcrete art and its varying trajectories. In the early 1960s, following their renunciation of
the stable, rational art object epitomized by Concrete art, artists Hélio Oiticica and Lygia Clark
both developed radical participatory paradigms that challenged conventional subject-object
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relations in aesthetic experience.93 Clark’s evolving practice in the 1960s and 1970s in particular
provides a useful contrast to the games in Valparaíso. In the mid-late 1960s, Clark developed
“propositions,” that she conceived as unfolding “acts” to be executed by “participants” rather
than closed, finite works or performances. In 1966, Clark embarked on a series of propositions
known as Nostalgia do corpo (Nostalgia of the Body) that centered on the mediation of
Objetos sensorais (sensory objects). Although her propositions could in no way be characterized
as “games,” they often required two or more participants to enact them, and similar to the props
and uniforms designed in Casanueva’s tournaments, were constructed with cheap, quotidian, and
ephemeral materials, such as elastic bands, rubber tubes, water, stones, plastic, mesh fruit and
vegetable sacks. In the work Sensory Masks (1967), for example, participants wear a fabric
sculptural hood that obscures their sight, while perceiving sounds, smells, and textures
contained in sachets in the inner folds of the mask (fig. 4.27). At the same time, they embrace a
plastic bag that prompts an awareness of the relationship between their body and the
surrounding environment.94 Like the role of masks and other devices in the tournaments, the
activation of the sensory objects in Clark’s propositions elicited a heightened awareness of the
body, sensory perception, and consciousness. However, Clark’s sensory objects simultaneously
triggered an awareness of both external space and directed the participant’s awareness
inward—a more interiority-driven experience than the tournaments, which as previously stated,
were not influenced by a rigorous engagement with theories of perception and consciousness.
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Clark expanded her sensorial, participatory experimentation to a pedagogical setting in
the early 1970s. After self-exiling herself to Paris in September 1968 due to mounting
repression under the Brazilian military dictatorship (1964-1985), she began teaching as an art
instructor at the Sorbonne’s Centre Saint Charles in 1972.95 In this context, her work acquired
greater collective and therapeutic dimensions, inspired by her intensive readings of
psychoanalytic theory.96 Earlier collective propositions in Paris, such as Arquitecturas
biológicas (Biological Architectures) (1969) and O corpo é a casa (The Body is a House),
drew upon architectural associations, and informed her weekly session on “gestural
expressivity” with students.97 Clark referred to these collective experiences as “a living
architecture, biological, which, as soon as the experience is over, is dissolved.”98 These
fleeting architectures recall the Valparaíso School’s construction of temporary community
through poetic acts, but differ in their organic metaphors, which Clark began to conceptualize
as the “collective body.” At the Sorbonne, propositions such as Bába antropofágica
(Anthropophagic/Cannibalistic Drool) (1973), Canibalism (Cannibalism) (1973), Rede elástico
(Elastic Net) (1974), and Relaxação (Relaxation) (1974-1975), eradicated the boundaries
between self and other, individual and collective, the inside and the outside. In Rede elástico
(4.28), for example, students construct an expanding elastic web of individual rubber bands,
forming a relational textile field among participating bodies. Clark’s propositions enacted a
“continuous intersubjective exchange” among participants that was altogether distinct from the
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Lepecki, “Part 2: Affective Geometry, Immanent Acts: Lygia Clark and Performance.”
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Cited in Lepecki, “Part 1: Affective Geometry, Immanent Acts: Lygia Clark and Performance,” note 16.
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rigidly proscribed relationships among individual players and the larger “collective body” in
Casanueva’s tournaments.99
Beyond Latin America and in a distinct political context, the “visual games” prompted by
Polish architect and pedagogue’s Oskar Hansen’s theory of the Open Form are similarly
instructive as a foil to Casanueva’s tournaments. Hansen first formulated his theory of Open
Form in the context of late modern architectural discourse. 100 Open Form called for the
diminished role of the architect and greater participation of the user in the construction and
design of flexible, transformable environments. As a teacher at the Warsaw Academy of Fine
Arts, Hansen’s theory became incredibly influential among a younger generation of artists, who,
in the 1970s, began to apply Hansen’s theory to interdisciplinary, process-oriented practices and
films. In a group action organized by the artistic duo KwieKulik, titled Game on Morel Hill
(1971), two teams (Black and White), later joined by a third (Red, which spontaneously joined in
on the action), performed a series of non-verbal successive “visual tactics,” gestures and
movements that unfolded in an associative process (fig. 4.29).101 One team would perform an
action, for example, hammering sticks into the ground, and the other team would interpret (“a
demonstration of landscape”) and respond accordingly.102 The teams built off the movements
and cues of the preceding actions, establishing a dialogical process. Art historian Łukasz
Ronduda notes how such “visual games” enacted the theory of Open Form by destabilizing the
relationship between author-recipient and teacher-student:
Visual games deconstructed the artist-author's superior position vis-à-vis the recipient,
introducing in its place a symmetrical (dialogue-based) relationship of communication.
The process of instruction and a unilateral transfer of information (directives) was to be
99

Lepecki, “Part 2: Affective Geometry, Immanent Acts: Lygia Clark and Performance.”
Hansen introduced his concept of “Open Form” at the final CIAM conference in Otterlo in 1959.
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Axel Wieder and Florian Zeyfang, eds. Open Form: Space, Interaction, and the Tradition of Oskar Hansen
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replaced by joint learning.103
Whereas Clark’s collective experiments in the context of an art school were informed by
psychoanalytic theory, the Polish neo-avant-garde artists of the 1970s were influenced both by
Hansen’s Open Form as well as communication theory and cybernetics. Yet both collective
practices engendered a form of intersubjective relations that were absent in the Valparaíso
context. In many of the tournaments, students were more akin to atomized units executing
movements to reach a determined end (as in Twist and Splendor of Triple Procession Over
Spirals), no matter how provisional the rules or the intended outcome. Although student-players
were often part of a team in the tournaments, their engagements lacked the dynamic multi-way
collaboration exhibited in the collective, pedagogical projects described above. The tournaments
emphasized spatial design (and awareness) over intersubjective experience and a dialectical
understanding of self to other, individual to collective. Furthermore, the students’ bodies were
more often than not physically constrained by the required equipment and prompts, unable to
experience space freely in their own way. Unlike Clark and Hansen’s proposals, Casanueva’s
tournaments tended to uphold rather than disrupt the emphasis on the individual and competition,
which reflected the shifting configuration of social relations under the neoliberal reforms
introduced by regime.
Yet, any comparative approach between the School’s project and contemporaneous
vanguards must acknowledge the distinct trajectories and temporalities of the avant-garde in
modernity’s peripheries. As Jens Andermann has written about the School in relation to other
neo-avant-garde projects,
More than opposing them in moral terms, perhaps we should understand these contrary
103

Łukasz Ronduda, “Visual Games,” in Oskar Hansen: Opening Modernism: On Open Form, Architecture, Art
and Didactics (Warsaw: Museum of Modern Art, 2014), 281.
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options, these conflicting commitments with the creative act or with the transformative
action, as symptomatic of different moments in the plot of artistic and literary vanguards
in the region: the first still belongs to a cycle of struggles for the autonomy of the
aesthetic act, the second to the next cycle of emphatic reaffirmation of its heteronomy, its
commitment.104
Andermann’s emphasis on the co-existence of distinct moments of Latin American vanguardism
resonates with what I have argued here, that the School’s concept of the game is closer in
inspiration to a modernist conception of autonomy and the ludic aspects of the historic avantgarde than to contemporary radical pedagogies or the collective, participatory, and
pedagogically-based actions of the neo-avant-garde. The tournaments represented a specific
manifestation of el juego in a decades-long trajectory of experimenting with ephemeral practices.
But they also, I argue, represent a limit point to the School’s experimentation and its
uncompromised faith in the idea of “being absolutely modern.” In a text from the 1980s, “One
must be absolutely modern” (“Hay que ser absolutamente moderno”) (1982), Iommi reaffirms
many of his ideas from the “Letter of the Errant,” (1963) namely that politically-engaged poetry
has historically been co-opted by power-seeking individuals and forces.105 For the School, the
“modern” does not signify a specific style or movement, although many of Iommi’s recurring
references are major “modern” figures, such as nineteenth century poets (Arthur Rimbaud,
Comte de Lautréamont, Charles Baudelaire) and other twentieth century painters, poets, and
philosophers (André Breton, Pablo Picasso, Martin Heidegger). Rather for the Valparaíso
104
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School, “to say ‘modern’ implies something that [does not exist] and something that inaugurates”
an idea or a thing into existence.106 The word, Iommi maintains, still wields the potential to
transform one’s reality, a proposal not devoid of political significance. As I have mentioned
elsewhere, this idea is encapsulated by the School’s repeated distinction between their project to
“cambiar de vida”—an interior shift of consciousness— and “cambiar la vida”—transforming
concrete reality and existing social and political systems. However, the key difference between
the two texts, which in a sense bracket the Amereida project and its materialization at Open City,
is the drastic shift in political circumstances in Chile. Based on Iommi’s 1982 text, the School’s
rhetoric and ideals remain relatively unchanged over the course of thirty years of reflection and
experimentation. Despite its “heterodox” approach to modernism and its insistence on forging a
perspective outside of technocratic modernity, the School remained committed to a type of
modernist utopia as other artists and architects in the region began to challenge modernism’s
legacies and its unrealized proposals.107 The tournaments are the form in which the tension
between the School’s project and Chile’s political backdrop was most visible, and the twenty
year arc of the tournaments revealed that to be “absolutely modern” was also to live, work, and
study within limits.
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CONCLUSION
EXHIBITING “ACTS” TODAY
In July 2017, members of the “Open City of Amereida” took part in a convening of extrainstitutional artist-led initiatives, schools, libraries, and alternative art spaces in Kassel,
Germany, organized in conjunction with the exhibition Documenta 14. Titled “Under the Mango
Tree—Sites of Learning,” the program took as its point of departure a quote by radical
pedagogue Paulo Freire, and framed its focus on “forms of collective learning, unlearning,
indigenous knowledges, oral history”1 and “postcolonial knowledge production in nonhierarchical settings.”2 The representatives of Open City, former students and current professors
Óscar Andrade Castro and Daniela Saldago Cofré, led a workshop that modeled the School’s
concept of the poetic act, specifically its celebratory manifestation. Over the course of two days,
the Amereida group invited visitors to design “a particular shape for a gathering.”3 Drawing upon
the principles of observation and the ethos of hospitality, participants contributed their own
spatial proposals for social and convivial encounters, which they realized with simple
construction guidelines, and presented at a communal gathering at the end of both days of the
workshop (fig. 5.1).
The School’s present-day approach to pedagogy in its presentation in Kassel
demonstrates the enduring legacy of the various forms of “acts” examined in this dissertation.
1

Sepake Angiama and Elke aus dem Moore, Under the Mango Tree— Sites of Learning Program Booklet (Kassel:
documents and Museum Fridercianum gGmbH, 2017), https://www.documenta14.de/en/calendar/23687/under-themango-tree. Other participants included 221A (Vancouver, Canada); The Bahia Museum of Modern Art (MAM/BA)
(Bahia, Brazil); Sofía Olascoaga, Entre utopia y desencanto (Cuernavaca, Mexico); Escuela de Oficios (Puerto
Rico); Free Home University (Lecce, Italy); ifa (Institut für Auslandsbeziehungen) (Stuttgart, Germany); Keleketla!
Library (Johannesburg, South Africa); KUNCI School of Improper Education (Yogyakarta, Indonesia); Narrowcast
House (Kassel, Germany); Peppermint (Kassel, Germany); Rockston Studio 1985 (Lusaka, Zambia); The School of
Narrative Dance (nomadic); Visva Bharati (Santiniketan, India); Wood Land School (nomadic).
2
“Under the Mango Tree—Sites of Learning,” https://www.documenta14.de/en/calendar/23687/under-the-mangotree
3
Ibid., 26.
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Although its program is now more aligned with mainstream higher education institutions, the
architecture school still distinguishes itself for its continued commitment to Amereida, teaching
and learning (but not living) at Open City, discursive exhibitions, its annual participation in
travesías, and the performance of “acts” to commemorate the beginning of the school year and
other important events within the School.4 Its inclusion at Documenta is symptomatic of the
ways in which the School has been framed in recent years in the contemporary art world, often in
the context of “experimental pedagogies.” In light of both the “pedagogical turn” and the
neoliberalization of higher education since the 1980s, artists, curators, and culture workers alike
have been investigating the legacies of radical artistic pedagogies from the 1960s and 1970s,
seeking alternative models to combat the challenges of the present.5 On the surface, the School’s
increasingly well-known reputation for collective production and its ostensibly non-hierarchal
approaching to learning and doing, as well as its original articulation of a “southern” perspective
and methodology no doubt appealed to the Documenta program organizers who were keen to
include initiatives “critically positioned both within and outside the Western canon.”6 Yet, a
closer consideration of the participants at “Under the Mango Tree” suggests that the Valparaíso
School is somewhat of an anomaly in today’s landscape of alternative art education platforms.
One of the more “historical” groups present at the convening, the School is still affiliated with a
traditional institution (despite developing its own type of “extra-institutional” project in the form
of Open City), and was notably distinct from the more recently founded initiatives that focused
4

Today, fewer members of the Corporación Cultural Amereida reside at the Open City, compared to previous
decades. The “Corporación” was founded in 1988 as a reconfiguration of the Cooperativa de Servicios Profesionales
Amereida, which was established in the wake of the University Reform, in 1969. Although it remains faithful to its
original project, it is considered private property and guests are required to make appointments prior to visiting the
site. Former inhabitants of the site in the 1970s and 1980s have noted the shift in culture at Open City and the loss of
a communal way of life.
5
See Irit Rogoff, “Turning,” e-flux journal 0, November 2008, https://www.e-flux.com/journal/00/68470/turning/.
6
“Under the Mango Tree—Sites of Learning,” https://www.documenta14.de/en/calendar/23687/under-the-mangotree. Rogoff identifies a trend since the early 2000s in which contemporary artists have engaged the methods and
forms of pedagogy in long-term projects, exhibitions, and related discursive programming.
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on, among other themes, decolonizing pedagogy, representation, and other social and political
issues.
I turn to this recent example, to ask: what can be learned from the Valparaíso School’s
more novel and even radical propositions, as well as its contradictions and limitations? Is the
School’s project relevant to today’s artistic-pedagogical projects that strive to produce liberatory
agendas and alternatives to “the neoliberal university” amid crumbling public support for arts
and culture?7 What does it mean for a School founded in the mid-twentieth century, that remains
committed to many of the same ideas rooted in modernist concepts and thought, to offer lessons
today?

The Paradox of “Openness”:

This dissertation examined the various ways in which the School’s pedagogy
corresponded with and departed from non-object-based, process-oriented, multidisciplinary
artistic practices and pedagogies of the postwar era. By focusing specifically on the production
of various “acts”— the exhibition, the poetic act (and the phalène), the journey, and the game—I
argued that the School shared with other educational experiments and neo-avant-garde practices
a tendency toward then-prevalent abstract concepts such as openness, indeterminacy, and
improvisation. Its human-centered, phenomenological approach to study, exemplified by
concepts such as observación, and emphasis on a collective mode of living, doing, and learning
resonated with emergent paradigms of participation and interactivity. Yet, as I demonstrated in
each of the four chapters, the School forged a singular approach informed by distinct, often

7

See Sheila Slaughter and Gary Rhodes, “The Neo-Liberal University,” New Labor Forum No. 6 (Spring-Summer
2000): 73-79.
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obscure sources, such as Heideggerian existential phenomenology via the writings of his disciple
Ernesto Grassi; the proto-postcolonial work of Edmundo O’Gorman; the radical poetics of
Rimbaud and Lautréamont; the collective and ludic aspects of Surrealism; and an approach to
abstraction that developed in the Southern Cone. Poetry served as the conceptual anchor for all
of its projects rather than Marxism, communication theory and cybernetics, or theories of
perception that informed contemporaneous participatory endeavors. It proposed another mode of
being that resisted ideological dogmas and co-optation, and remained critical of technological
modernity, private property, and power in its many guises. Unlike the projects of the historical
avant-gardes that they reference, the School’s founders did not aspire to social transformations of
epic historic proportions. Rather, they strove to transform life in the minor scale rather than the
actual existing architecture of society. The School developed one of the most unique models of
creative education in the twentieth century, not only in the spheres of architecture and design, but
also, as I have argued, in the realm of art through its mobilization of ephemeral artistic practices.
Its historical importance and artistic educational contributions are increasingly acknowledged
today, evidenced by its inclusion in contexts like the Documenta program described above and in
the Bauhaus centenary program, “Parliament of Schools,” in Dessau in March 2019.8
However, despite the Valparaíso School’s incorporation of avant-garde tactics and
references and its resonances with contemporary neo-avant garde tendencies, I identified a
recurring contradiction between openness in its rhetoric and practice and a type of “closed”
behavior of the group. The dialogical exhibition, poetic act, collective and improvisational
processes (e.g. construcción en ronda) often projected the appearance of a participatory, nonhierarchical practice. In reality, the School’s activities did not go far in transgressing traditional
educational hierarchies or normative social relations, and the discourse of “openness” tended to
8

“Festival School Fundamental” https://www.bauhaus-dessau.de/en/centenary-2019/school-fundamental.html
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abstract territories and elide differences. The poetic act often centered the voice and embodied
affects of the poet inaugurating the action, typically a faculty member, rather than an outside
participant. The tournaments similarly limited the agency of students, who were ostensibly “coinventors” of the game, despite Casanueva’s insistence on improvisation and re-invention. I
argued that the School’s “closure” to the external world was further manifested in its spatial and
geographic occupations—exemplified by its emphasis on rural, depopulated areas of the
continent in Amereida, which prefigured its inward retreat from the social life of the city to the
dunes of Ritoque in the 1970s.9 The heightened geopolitical tensions of the era thwarted the
group’s original intentions and exposed the project’s limitations in its attempts to avoid the
outside world.
In part, this dissertation strove to offer a corrective to superficial readings of the School
by restoring its connections to the world around it—in local politics, the art world, the
geopolitics of the Cold War, and the era under the dictatorship—and to push back against how
current-day political assumptions and desires are today being mapped onto its “open-ended”
project. At the same time, there is much to be learned from the history of the Valparaíso School,
not only in its life-affirming necessity of poetic imagination, but also from the consequences of a
pedagogy disengaged from contemporary realities.

***

9

The School formalized the travesía and incorporated the practice into the curriculum in 1984. Unlike the historic
travesía, students participated in these travels, primarily in South America. For more on the history of the travesías
see Doris Bravo, “Adventures in Travesía and on Paper: The School of Valparaíso Visualizes America, 1965-1984
(PhD diss., The University of Texas at Austin, 2015) and for a history of its first years as a pedagogical practice,
Escuela de Arquitectura UCV, Amereida Travesías 1984 a 1988 (Viña del Mar: Taller de Investigaciones Gráficas,
Escuela de Arquitectura UCV, 1991).
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It is in many ways remarkable that the School’s experimental activity survived the
beginning of neoliberal educational reforms of the dictatorship era.10 Under Pinochet’s brutal
regime, Chile became a testing ground for the adoption of free-market policies, privatization, and
decentralization, which gutted state support for education at all levels. Following the events of
September 11, 1973, the military regime quickly dissolved many of the changes called for in the
University Reform movement, including the democratic election process of the rector and other
administrative authorities (under the regime, university leadership positions were hand-selected
by the military government). Were it not for its autonomous, relatively isolated project in
Ritoque, the School’s freedom to experiment would likely have been curtailed during this era. Its
commitment to the primacy of poetic imagination and a form of communal existence, on several
levels, resisted the commodification of education and individualistic competition that became the
new framework for education and social relations beginning in the 1980s. However, the
members of the School belonged to a privileged sector of society that was able to claim financial
self-sufficiency in a way not accessible to popular classes. The members of the Open City
collective did not face the same level of persecution because of their social class and were
guaranteed a certain level of protection due to the social connections they maintained.11
Notwithstanding these critical exceptions, the School remains an enduring and
compelling model for contemporary pedagogical initiatives in the arts. The early implementation
of neoliberal educational reforms in Chile is now ubiquitous in much of the world, with arts and
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The majority of the reforms were implemented after the so-called “Chicago Boys”—Chilean economists who
received their economics PhDs at the University of Chicago—returned to Chile. Following the policy
recommendations of U.S. economist Milton Friedman, they transformed the structure of public-funded education
into a “free market to choose.” These changes had devastating consequences for Chilean society, further
exacerbating social inequality at every educational level.
11
Ximena Iommi, Iommi’s daughter, explained that the children of the Open City families attended schools outside
of the site with members of the Chilean elite, which largely supported the regime. She claims that they were
regarded with suspicion among bourgeois families for their unconventional living situation. Interview with the
author, Concón, Chile, August 15, 2014.
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humanities programs facing the most serious challenges. Its collective form of working, living,
and study—although I critiqued its shortcomings as both a radical pedagogy and avant-garde
project—remains an important countermodel to competition and individual achievement in
education. Some of the School’s enduring values, such as its ethos of “voluntary poverty,” or an
ethics of making do and its commitment to building a sustainable relationship between habitation
and environment are particularly resonant in the era of late capitalism and catastrophic climate
change. Students and teachers continue to construct works in travesía and at the Open City, for
example, using readily available and local materials. The close, intimate study of environment,
from the streets of Valparaíso to the rural spaces of the South American landscape, promotes an
appreciation for existing landscapes and ecosystems that calls for minimal interventions and
sustainable construction and design.
Despite an implicit type of ecological awareness in the School’s approach, there is a need
for a critical re-evaluation of some of its core ideas, particularly with respect to the land. For
example, at the Documenta convening several of the First Nation artists associated with the
Wood Land School found the Amereida rhetoric harmful (e.g. the notion that “America” is a
“gift”).12 The persistence of this rhetoric into the twenty-first century raises questions about how
Amereida remains a viable construct and paradigm for resisting “veiled” consciousness, while
simultaneously grappling with the complexities of coloniality. How can the School remain
faithful to some of the ideas expressed in Amereida while critiquing its inscription within a
“colonial matrix of power”?13 This type of self-critical reflection may be a long way off
considering that a significant segment of the Chilean population denies its indigenous ancestry
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Sepake Angiama, conversation with the author, Philadelphia, PA, January 28, 2018.
See Aníbal Quijano, “Coloniality of Power, Eurocentrism, and Latin America,” Nepantla: Views from the South
1.3 (2000), 533-580 and Walter D. Mignolo, “Introduction: Coloniality of Power and De-Colonial Thinking,”
Cultural Studies 2:3 (2007): 155–167.
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and the state continues to violently repress the fight for sovereignty of the Mapuche peoples.14
However, as the School becomes more well-known in international art world circuits, where
calls to “decolonize” museums and educational spaces are more prevalent, it is likely that it may
have to reckon with this rhetoric, as well as its history of refusing to engage with wider social
and political concerns.

Implications for the Field and Future Research

Although this dissertation narrates a specific episode in a geographic location that is often
at the margins of Latin American modernism, its relevance to the wider field is manifold. The
case of the Valparaíso School is an example of how an educational institution in a smaller urban
context functioned as a generative laboratory in the production of modern culture in postwar
Latin America. Outside of the region’s major urban centers, the School developed in its “intimate
city” of Valparaíso an urban imaginary that simultaneously resisted the hegemony of “high
modernism” and expressed the will to be absolutely modern, to be vanguard. Its founders desired
to be part of a larger network of artists, architects, and multidisciplinary institutions in both Latin
America and in Europe, from the periphery of the finis terrae. Tracing these aspirations,
contacts, and desires reveals the complex dynamics and uneven implementation of the modern
project in the region. The School developed an approach that was, from its founding, implicitly
critical of mainstream architectural modernism’s premises, particularly as they were adapted in
Chile, and remained committed to a type of autonomous vision inspired by the avant-garde well
14

See Patricia Richards, Race and the Chilean Miracle: Neoliberalism, Democracy, and Indigenous Rights
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2013). Richard’s study examines how the majority of Chileans have
some indigenous ancestry yet continue to deny their mestizo (mixed race) identity, emphasizing instead their white,
European roots. Although Richard focuses on the post-dictatorship era, this type of identification is part of a longer
history of the transition from imperialism to the colonial nation-state formation, and is consistent with the erasure of
indigeneity and the privileging of Eurocentric identity in Amereida.
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into the 1980s, when the conviction in modernist utopias had largely expired in Latin America.
This study underscores the paradoxes of development and the existence of multiple trajectories
of (neo)avant-gardism in the region, which were anything but monolithic, and oftentimes,
fraught and contradictory.
More broadly, this study expands the geographic scope of histories of artistic and
architectural modernist pedagogy. It gestures outward to important models beyond established
lineages of the Bauhaus and Black Mountain College, which were not direct influences for the
Valparaíso School. Similarly, it positions the School in the broader landscape of experimentation
in postwar architectural culture and its resonances with themes such as homo ludens, the
everyday, and critiques of functionalism.15 Additionally, it broadens considerations of
performative tactics and ephemeral practices that did not always develop in consonance with
contemporary artistic movements.
This dissertation adds to the growing bibliography on the Valparaíso School and fills a
gap in art historical examinations of its ephemeral, process-oriented aesthetics. Future research
would do well to engage a comparative framework that positions the School in dialogue with
other case studies of artistic and architectural modernism in Latin America and beyond. One
potential path for further research could be the role that Catholicism played in shaping the
School’s expression of collectivity and aesthetic vision. Several of the School founders’
association with the Acción Católica (Catholic Action) organization and the general culture of
Catholicism engaged by the Valparaíso collective could be considered in relation to midtwentieth century intersections between religion and architectural culture, particularly in the
Latin American context. Similarly, Iommi’s personal history with anarchism and its
15

Such histories tend to focus on industrialized countries in Europe, the United States, and Japan. See, for instance,
Sarah Williams Goldhagen and Réjean Legault, eds. Anxious Modernisms: Experimentation in Postwar
Architectural Culture (Cambridge, Mass. and London: Canadian Centre for Architecture and The MIT Press, 2000).
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manifestations in Open City and other aspects of the School’s communal project offers another
possible line of research. Future studies may consider Amereida in a longer history of
constructions of landscape and the tradition of traveler-artists in Latin America. More research is
sorely needed on the social histories of the School, particularly in regard to the understudied
contributions of women professors and students. Further in-depth studies of the School’s
pedagogy could conduct oral histories with former generations of students and engage methods
of research less reliant on the founders’ narratives.

***
Looking through images of the Documenta program that opened these concluding
remarks, I am reminded of documentation of the School’s presentation at the 1959 conference of
Latin American architecture faculties where Cruz first delivered his “Improvisation” discourse,
its 1972 twenty year retrospective exhibition, and other ludic, participatory actions at Open City.
In Kassel, participants gathered around speakers in an agora, an important concept in the design
of Open City and in the exhibition spaces designed by the School, and engaged in choreographic
exercises reminiscent of the physical activity of the tournaments (figs. 5.2-5.3). Although the
School’s pedagogy and history is distinct from these recent initiatives, it is hard not to see the
resonances of its pedagogy across these diverse practices. Now, the urgency lies in these
pedagogical forms breaking out of the art world circuit, the walls of the exhibition space, and the
classroom and back into the streets and homes and life of the city—where it all began.
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Fig. 2.17: Alberto Cruz, Plan of the Pajaritos Chapel, 1952. Alberto Cruz, “Proyecto para una
capilla en el Fundo Los Pajaritos,” Anales UCV No. 1 (1954),
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Fig. 3.1: Paul Jennings, “Poetagoonia,” 1965, reprinted on pp. 61 and 71 in Amereida I.

Fig. 3.2: Various authors, Amereida volumen primero (Santiago: Ediciones Cooperativa Lambda,
1967).
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Fig. 3.3: Illustration of the “mar interior” in Amereida I, p. 29.
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Figs. 3.4-3.9: Images from the Amereida Travesía, 1965. Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong,
PUCV.
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Fig. 3.11: Claudio Girola, “Signo Escultórico” (Sculpture Sign). Archivo Histórico José Vial
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Figs. 3.12-3.15: Various actions in Puelches, Argentina, August 26-28, 1965. Archivo Histórico
José Vial Armstrong, PUCV.
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Fig. 3.16: Phalène de Tiahuanaco, Mexico, February 9, 1969. Alberto Cruz, Edison Simons,
Gastón Gallardo, Jorge Jara, José Miguel Reyes, students from the university and kids from the
area. Photograph by Jorge Jara. Fundación Alberto Cruz Covarrubias.
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Vancouver, January, 1969. Fundación Alberto Cruz Covarrubias.
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Fig. 3.18: Joaquín Torres-García, Inverted Map of South America. Ink drawing reproduced in
Círculo y cuadrado 1, May 1936.
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Fig. 3.19: Map illustration from Amereida I (1967), p. 9.

Fig. 3.20: Map illustration (“bordes”) from Amereida I (1967), p. 21.
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Fig. 3.21: Map illustration (“cuatro estrellas”) from Amereida I (1967), p. 35.

Fig. 3.22: Map illustration (“cuatro estrellas”) from Amereida I (1967), p. 43.
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Fig. 3.23: Map illustration (“norte proprio”) from Amereida I (1967), p. 43.

Fig. 3.24: Map illustration (“¿cuál mapa”) from Amereida I (1967), p. 171.
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Fig. 3.25: Map illustration from Amereida I (1967), p. 186.

Fig. 3.26: Map illustration from Amereida I (1967), p. 187.
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Fig. 27: Spread from Stéphane Mallarmé’s Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hazard (A Throw
of the Dice Never Abolishes Chance) (1897). Source: monoskop.org

Fig. 28: Page spread from Amereida I.
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https://www.fondazionebonotto.org/it/collection/poetry/decamposharoldo/4111.html, accessed
April 8, 2019.
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and Latin America), Solidarity with Latin America, 1970. Source:
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curated by Felipe Mujica, February-April 2015, El NuMu, Guatemala City. Source:
https://www.elnumu.org/manuel-casanueva, accessed April 6, 2019.
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cancha: Torneos, 1974-1992, Manuel Casanueva, Escuela de Valparaíso (Mexico, D.F.: Museo
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Vial Armstrong, PUCV.
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Fig. 4.4: Felipe Mujica re-enactment of Manuel Casanueva’s Serpientes at the Whitney Museum
of American Art, September 15, 2018. Photograph by Felipe Mujica.
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Fig. 4.8: Letter of endorsement for “Avenida del Mar” from Oscar Niemeyer. Other letters from
prominent architects include Lúcio Costa, Clorindo Testa, Francisco Bullrich, and Amancio
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Fig. 4.10: Manuel Casanueva’s sketch for Serpientes (Serpents), 1977, published in Libro de
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Fig. 4.11: Manuel Casanueva with Francisco Méndez, Luodo, Ciuada Abierta, Ritoque, 1984.
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Fig. 4.12: T. Lux Feininger, Sport at the Bauhaus, ca. 1927. Source: Laura Muir, “The Dynamics
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1986. Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong, PUCV.
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Fig. 4.14: Manuel Casanueva, Carrera a ciegas (Blind Race), Sporting, Viña del Mar, 1974.
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Fig. 4.15: Manuel Casanueva, Carrera a ciegas (Blind Race), Sporting, Viña del Mar, 1974.
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Fig. 4.16: Manuel Casanueva, Labertino en ralentie (Labyrinth in Slow Motion), Sporting, Viña
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Fig. 4.18: Manuel Casanueva, Catarsis masiva (Mass Catharsis), spontaneous version of Blind
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Fig. 4.19: Manuel Casanueva, Símbolo – Metáfora (Symbol – Metaphor), Sporting, Viña del
Mar, 1979. Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong, PUCV.
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Fig. 4.20: Manuel Casanueva, Rugby vertical (Vertical Rugby), Sporting, Viña del Mar, 1979.
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Fig. 4.21: Manuel Casanueva, El Gran Guante y Noctilucas (The Great Glove and Noctilucas),
Casa Escuela Recreo–Sporting, Viña del Mar, 1978. Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong,
PUCV.
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Fig. 4.22: Manuel Casanueva, El gran guante y noctilucas (The Great Glove and Noctilucas),
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Fig. 4.24: Manuel Casanueva with José Vial, Giro y realce de triple cortejo sobre volutas (Twist
and Splendor of Triple Procession Over Spirals), Terrenos de la Crav, Viña del Mar, 1975.
Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong, PUCV.

Fig. 4.25: Manuel Casanueva with José Vial, Giro y realce de triple cortejo sobre volutas (Twist
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Archivo Histórico José Vial Armstrong, PUCV.
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Splendor of Triple Procession Over Spirals, published in Libro de Torneos (E[ad] Ediciones:
Ediciones Universitarias de Valparaíso, 2009), 262.

Fig. 4.27: Lygia Clark, Máscaras sensorais (Sensorial Masks), 1967. Published in Cornelia
Butler and Luis Pérez-Oramas, et al. Lygia Clark: The Abandonment of Art, 1948–1988 (New
York: The Museum of Modern Art, 2014), 265.
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Fig. 4.28: Lygia Clark, Rede elástico (Elastic net), 1973. Published on post.at.moma.org,
Christine Macel, “Part 2: Lygia Clark: At the Border of Art,” Post: Notes on Modern &
Contemporary Art Around the Globe, June 29, 2017,
https://post.at.moma.org/content_items/1007-part-2-lygia-clark-at-the-border-of-art/, accessed
April 4, 2019.
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Fig. 4.29: KwieKulik with Oskar Hansen, Game on Morel’s Hill, 1971. Published in Axel
Wieder and Florian Zeyfang, eds. Open Form: Space, Interaction, and the Tradition of Oskar
Hansen (Berlin: Sternberg Press, 2014), 8.
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5.1: The Pavilion of Hospitality with members of Ciudad Abierta, Óscar Andrade Castro and
Daniela Salgado Cofré, Documenta 14, Kassel Germany, July 18-19, 2017. Photography by
Mathias Völzke. Source: https://www.documenta14.de/en/calendar/23687/under-the-mango-tree,
accessed April 17, 2019.
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5.2: “Under the Mango Tree” participants and contributors presenting scores for unlearning,
Documenta 14, Kassel Germany, July 18-19, 2017. Photography by Mathias Völzke. Source:
https://www.documenta14.de/en/calendar/23687/under-the-mango-tree, accessed April 17, 2019.

5.3: Choreographic workshop with the School of Narrative Dance, Documenta 14, Kassel
Germany, July 18-19, 2017. Photography by aneducation Source:
https://www.documenta14.de/en/calendar/23687/under-the-mango-tree, accessed April 17, 2019.
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